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THE FIVE CAIRNGORM RIDGES
By Andrew Nisbet

.

.J

1

THE five Cairngorm ridges in a day was one of those appealing
ideas which was never likely to happen because the lazy side of
my character is usually dominant. That is , until I mentioned it
to Charlie McLeod, who doesn't have a lazy side and always rises
to a challenge. Unwittingly I had become committed. His enthusiasm was even more rem arkable considering he thought it
was twice as far as it actually was.
The ridge bagging theme was started b y Derek Pyper and
Davie Reid who, in August 1960 , set off from the Gelder Shiel
and climbed Lochnagar by Eagle Ridge, Beinn a' Bhuird by Mitre
Ridge and Ben Macdhui b y Snake Ridge, afterwards descending
to D erry Lodge. The trip took 16 Y2 hours. ot to be outdone ,
Malcolm McArthur and Sandy Paine added Sphinx Ridge (Braeriach) and Robert 's Ridge (Sgoran Dubh Mor) over a weekend.
The most appealing feature of the expedition was the combination of rock climbing and hillwalking. Though fit enou gh ,
neither of us are fell runners so we couldn't hope to match something as fast as the Four Cairngorm Tops . This particular rou te
involved rock climbing at a standard we could manage to solo
(just) so we had the best chance of setting a record. The other
advantage was that in choosing something new, we had only to
succeed in order to set the record. But really we were more interested in doing the ridges than setting the fastest possible time.
Since the outcome was in considerable doubt , we decided to
make things as easy as possible for ourselves. We would sleep in
the corrie of Lochnagar, choose a date near midsummer and start
as early as possible. We discovered later that Pyper and Reid
went to the three summits as well as doing the climbs , but the
summits had never occurred to us and the last two are a long
way off the route. The most crucial factor was that the weather
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should be as dry as possible, both for the climbing and the boggy
sections in between . We were lucky that the Spring of 1984 was
particularly dry so we set the date for the 20th ofJ une and prayed
for a dry, calm and not too hot day. Dawn Strickland and Mike
Slater, from Marshall 's shop in Aberdeen, had offered to bring
our sleeping gear down from Lochnagar and collect us from
Aviemo re (if we got that far!) while Charlie's wife Moira would
meet and feed us midway. As the day approached, the weather
deteriorated and the forecast was for frequent thundery showers,
the first rain for a fortnight. Since rain would be the death knell
we decided to postpone for a day, despite the inconvenience.
Moira was on night duty and the only possible meeting place
was the Hutchison Hut at midday; Mike agreed to wait in Columbridge till eight that evening, so we had the basis of a schedule.
Starting Eagle Ridge at 4.30 am and allowing half an hour for each
climb , Naismith's rule had us at the Hutchison Hut at 2 pm and
Coylumbridge at 10 .30 pm . Upping the speed to 4 Y2 mph to allow
for jogging the downhills changed the times to 11.50 am at the
hut and 6.45 pm to finish . This seemed more promising, and
with an hour extra for getting tired at the end, we would meet
Mike in time. Charlie wasn't so confident!
We arrived at the Glen M uick car park at 10 pm on the Wedne sday night; it had clearly been dry all day but now the sunset
was threatening with towering, purple- tinged shower clouds. A
cold wind was sweeping in drizzle from the west bu t we had to
take our chance on it passing overnigh t. We kept an even pace up
the familiar path to the corrie. It was cold and the daylight limited
but we had to carefully conserve the energy stored over the the
last two days . The drizzle passed and left us stumbling around
the corrie in near darkness looking for the howff among the huge
lichened boulders , with every potential entrance half obscured by
deep blaeberry. The howffwasn't where we remembered and it
was a relief to find it at midnight. Expecting to hear the patter of
rain at any moment I slept without apprehension. Just in case it
stayed dry, the alarm was set for three thirty. A strong gust of wind
woke me and I was startled to find it clear and daylight outside.
Had the alarm failed? Amazingly it was only three o'clock. I knew
now that all the preparations were for real; in half an hour the
effort would begin. I lay restful but wide awake till the alarm rang.
At 3.45 the sun appeared over the horizon and the gentle pink
light was a contrast to the cold gusty wind. At four we quit our
sleeping bags and hurried off, thankful for the sun as our tracksuit
bottoms and teeshirts had seemed somewhat optimistic. Plodding
up the boulders towards the route in the first sunshine was reminiscent of the moraine approach to an Alpine route , with anticipation
of a long exciting d ay but without the haunted feeling of hostile
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surroundings. Charlie was ahead and with a whoop, held up a
nut and two krabsjust melted out of the snow.
"Going to keep them?" I asked, thinking how carefully 1'd
reduced the weight to be carried down to cagoule , PA 's, a bar of
chocolate, map and compass only. He seemed surprised at the
question as he put them in his sack. We put on PA's and crossed
30 feet of snow to the first pitch. Last year at this time the corrie
was still quite full.
Eagle Ridge was bone dry despite the recent rain. After all the
fine weather, the rock was still warm and the sun seemed quite
strong for 4.30 am, still shining in underneath a black cloud which
had capped the summit. The climbing was enjoyable and effortless; we were obviously well psyched-up. The passage of many
crampons had scratched off all the lichen on the key holds and
the granite had reverted to its roughest pink. We emerged on to
a misty plateau a minute ahead of our allotted half hour, took a
quick bearing and headed offfor the Sandy Loch . We dropped
below the mist very soon and looked down at the slabs of Coire
Loch nan Eun. Still unsure of our schedule, it was irritating
having to slant down over steep wet ground, and to jog through
tussocks and peat hags round the loch , when it was obviously
better to have followed the ridge on the right. But it probably
cost us no more than ten minutes in time on the way down to the
Ballochbuie Forest, though maybe more in energy.
Neither of us had been in the forest before and we expected
to get lost. A tiny cairn almost overgrown by heather was the
first sign of a small path and a great relief. We jogged gently downhill on cushioning pine needles, then faster as the path became a
road. We guessed two junctions correctly and reached Invercauld
Bridge in warm sunshine, 25 minutes ahead of schedule on a
section where we expected to lose time. We both had aching knees
but plenty of energy. The next section, nine miles to the Garbh
Choire of Beinn a ' Bhuird was familiar both to us and others
who have plodded in to Classic Rock's most remote routes. Glen
Slugain was friendly and pretty as ever and without big packs ,
the landmarks seemed to pass with amazing speed. I was still on
a high and Charlie was worried about burning ourselves out. We
cruised out on to the moor with the Beinn a' Bhuird panorama
suddenly in view. Things weren't so cooperative here; showers
were building up in the west and as cagoules were donned, our
optimism and energy drained away. The high and low points of
the day occurred within an hour.
By the time we reached the Sneck we were wet, pessimistic
and struggling to keep the feeling in our fingers. Teeshirts and
cagoules were proving insufficient at 3500 feet and we still had to
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cross the plateau. Now we were only thinking as far ahead as the
Hutchison Hut and a brew. Another shower arrived as we were
changing into PA' s at the foot of the Mitre Ridge. The start was
to h ave been our technically hardest pitch (Hard Severe) but the
Cairngorm lichen is so slippery in the wet that even V.Diff. can
become VS. We settled for the winter start but even that was
looking doubtful as we struggled with numb fingers and hot aches
on the initial Moderate traverse. The ridge was a battle of nerve
after our casual progress so far. The vegetation, more abundant
than I remembered, made itself very obvious as we grovelled
about on our knees unwillingly to trust PA's on moss. So too did
the long drop into South-East Gully, something you tend not to
notice till you think about the prospect of experiencing it. Fortunately the rock was beginning to dry at the crux layback corner
and afterwards became progressively easier. The final crest was
delightful and our spirits rose at the prospect of a lon g descent to
the Hutchison Hut. The route had taken a harrowing 45 minutes
but it's amazing how adrenalin will warm the body and dispel
tiredness. It was a long easy jog down from the summit of Be inn
a' Bhuird , almost floating against a strong headwind. The Western Cairngorms were hidden in thick cloud which was spitting
out visibly heavy showers in our direction. Even though the adrenalin was wearing off, we seemed to reach the hut very quickly ,
45 minutes ahead of the schedule.
The hut was em pty and cold and we had to resist eating our
last Mars Bar in case Moira didn't make it. We'd just decided
to leave at twelve when she and friend Margaret appeared on
the horizon and arrived on time . She made us a most welcome
brew and more food than we could eat or even carry. As we gorged
ourselves two old friends arrived quite by chance. We promised
them a fortune if they could guess which routes we'd done that
morning . Not surprisingly, it was a safe bet. R evitalised, we left
for Coire Sputan Dearg at 12.35 . The rock seemed drier now
but just as we arrived at Snake Ridge, it rained . This could have
been disastrous, as the route is mostly friction work. Scary teetering up a slabby whaleback led to the crux bulge. It was a great
relief to find the fierce little layback had been protected from the
rain. It still took two tries, the first trying to convince myself it's
really only Severe . I'm still not convinced, but better protected
parties say yes. Hang upside-down , go for a hidden jug and it's
all over. Not so in the wet; the friction slab above was fairly
marginal with a totally committing toe-jamming sequence where
the bes t use [or your hands was crossing your fingers . It was even
worse watching Charlie; he reached the top with staring eyes.
And then it snowed!
It was a long way down to the Lairig Ghru , over 2000 feet
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with a detour to avoid the boulder fields. It seemed even further
back up against a funnelled wind to the Garbh Choire and we
needed an unscheduled rest at the wee bothy. The snow patch
at the bottom of Sphinx Ridge is the most permanent in Britain.
Sphinx used to be graded "Very Difficult up to]uly , " after which
a smooth nose appeared out of the snow and prevented the ascent.
In late] une there was 500 feet of steepening snow and a mercifully
small bergschrund to reach the rock. I chose to climb the snow
in PA' s rather than running shoes. ] ust as we reached the rock,
again it rained. With my footwear already changed I rushed up
the nearest wall, much steeper than it looked, as always. Charlie
was too late; the rain was heavy this time and he had to find the
proper route, not so easy in the mist. From a series of slimy
options, he chose a slimy corner and moaned about it till his foot
slipped off just after reaching ajug. That shut him up! Each route
was turning out more hair-raising than the last; our battle with
time was fast becoming one of survival. The last pitch was horrible;
each loose hold had to be unearthed from the grime and moss
left by the winter's snow. Charlie was left hopping on a ledge
after one of the holds hit him on the foot before plummetting
into the mist.
We emerged on to the plateau in driving hailstones at 4.30 pm.
It was hard to even look up, let alone navigate. But we hit the
path exactly. "Skill or luck?" asked Charlie without faith. We
were still in with a chance of making Coylumbridge by eight and
belted down out of the mist into Gleann Einich . It was pleasing
to meet someone and impress him with our day so far (only when
he asked, of course). We crossed the glen, running through the
river (it was impossible to get any wetter) and now very tired ,
struggled up the other side to Robert 's Ridge. No it didn't rain
this time; in fact it didn't seem to have rained at all down here .
Instead the first pitch of the route had fallen down and demolished
the fine tree which was the key to entering a chimney (also disappeared). Since Robert 's Ridge is the best rou te on Sgoran Dubh
Mor, it gives you an idea what the rest are like! We almost gave
up, till I scrabbled up moving vegetation on the left, then was
forced to cross the rockfall scar to rejoin the route. Last time here
I quite enjoyed myself. Now every flake and ledge felt dangerous
(they probably are) and I gibbered my way up to The Anvil , an
unusual flat-topped pinnacle with a hair-raising reverse mantleshelf down on to a knife-edge ridge to finish. It was six o'clock,
and 13 Y2 hours from the the foot of Eagle Ridge.
It would have been nice to take a seat and contemplate our
success, but time was still short with eight miles to go. We started
towards Coylumbridge at a run, surprising ourselves that we still
could , and met Mike at half past seven.
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Despite the original idea, it seems futile to call it a record
when circumstances lost us so much time. Anyway, the planning
and execution of the trip was sufficiently entertaining without
the competitive element. Future aspirants might be advised to
make the round longer or harder, not faster. One could add Talisman quite easily, or not so easily, a route on Creag an Dubh
Loch or the Shelter Stone Crag. How about a mild ish VS version,
with Black Mamba, Pinnacle Face, Hourglass Buttress, Djibangi, Grey
Slab and The Citadil? Think about it, but don't share your
thoughts with Charlie!
Schedule
Time

T ime Elapsed

Eagle Ridge

(bottom)
4.30
(top)
4 .59
0.29
InvercauldBridge
6.15
1.45
Mitre Ridge (bottom)
9 .00
4.30
(top)
9 .45
5.15
Hutchison Hut (arr)
11.08
6.38
(dep)
12.35
8.05
13 .20
8.50
Snake Ridge (bottom)
(top)
13.40
9.10
Garbh Coire bothy
15.00
10.30
15.50
11. 20
Sphinx Ridge (bottom)
(top)
16.30
12.00
Robert's Ridge (bottom)
17.30
13.00
(top)
18.00
13.30
Coylu mbridge
19 .30
15.00
Total Distance 37 miles , 9000 ft of ascent

' THE WALL'
By Gary Latter
THE FIRST moves come easy , though they should do as I've
done them often enough . At about 15 ' an arm lock provides a
rest of sorts, feet bridged wide apart and the first runner is placed a bombproofhex . in a shallow quartzy scoop .
A dip in the chalkbag, ten deep breaths to get the blood
pumping the essential oxygen to the muscles, and the previous
high point is reached . The moves themselves prove to be not over
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technical, but following in rapid succession as they do, trying to
rest on 6a moves, place runners, even chalking up becomes a
fight against gravity and muscle fatigue. Another 10' or so and
a second runner is rather hastily placed. By this time sweat is
starting to flow readily and it becomes almost essential to chalk
up between almost every single move, such is the fingery nature
of the climbing.
Unsure of the last runner placement, or perhaps a lack of the
total commitment required on such a hard and sustained route,
forces me to 'take a flyer,' though fortunately the runner is a good
one and a great deal of relief shows in my face when a possible
thirty footer (and near ground fall) turns into a mere slip. A lightning fast lower to the ground, back to the horizontal world and a
short rest, both physically and mentally, allows the fingers a
chance to straighten out and the heart to slow down to a more
realistic rate.
I am confident that I can do the moves, at least up to the halfway point, where the short slanting crack will definitely provide
some good nut placements and a comparatively good resting spot.
At about 40' a fearful glance downwards sends a shiver up my
spine - the last runner has come out, and the result of a groundfall from this height does not bear thinking about. I decide to go
for it, though I get a touch of the shakes on the way, and at one
point a fifty-footer looks so close - too close for comfort! After
what seems like a million moves (more like a dozen or so), the
foot of the crack is eventually reached.
First one Friend is thrown back as far as possible, then
another, closely followed by three or four really good nuts. I'm
definitely taking no chances now that I've got this far.
I let go of the rock, not caring, knowing that the runners will
hold. Once again solid ground is reached and I just 'flake out. '
Totally spent, I don't even possess the energy to utter a word!
After what seems like an eternity I open my eyes to see the progress that I've made - the ropes thread up the apparently holdless
and featureless wall, hanging free about ten feet from the base of
the rock. My forearms feel like lumps of lead , and I've lost the
feeling in my fingers altogether.
I decide that a good rest is on the cards before I give it another
attempt. Recuperating and 'psyching up' for what, for today
anyway, has got to be the final attempt , I try to work out in my
mind the next series of moves.
I set off again, the moves firmly implanted in the grey matter,
together with the presence of chalk on all the proper holds and
the added advantage of what is effectively a top rope , making it
a real pleasure , a total physical workout , no overloading of the
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nerves with the fear of taking a monster fall. Powering up the
rock, feeling in complete control, getting all the sequences right,
continuing unfaltered, really getting the rhythm going now, a
fluid and dynamic approach, pausing only intermittently to
ensure a liberal coating of chalk on the fingertips, which by now
are sweating profusely.
In no time at all the top runners are reached and easily bypassed, the crack providing a few meaty jams and a welcome rest
for the fingers, though the arms still have to do their stuff. A rocksolid stone is slotted in at the top of the crack, but I can't hang
about here all day, so with a final dip in the chalkbag, which
makes the sweet smell of Friar's Balsam pervade the air, I push
on .
The difficulty continues unabated, the rock still as steep and
unrelenting as ever, the moves more akin to a climbing wall situation, though somewhat steeper and in a much more compromising position. The sharp knobbly holds are by now starting to
shred my fingers to pieces, and I realise I 've got to step into overdrive, with no chance of a second try should I mess up the moves
or burn out. A distant voice from below urges me on, coming
from my patient and ever alert belayer. Not that it makes all that
much difference anyway, as I really am determined to get up
this route, having put this much effort into it, not to mention
months of hard training.
By now I'm looking at a thirty footer, with no runner placements in sight. Should I try to reverse the moves, or bailout?
Nah, keep going, nothing to lose. After a particularly hard and
problematic section a thin hairline crack appears, something to
go for. When I reach this, I find I can't take either of my hands
from the rock in order to place a wire or two. A couple of feet
more and a comparatively good hold is gained, from which I
select a couple of'tinies' and eventually manage to wangle them
into the crack . Psychological runners in the truest sense of the
word. They might slow me down but its extremely doubtful if
they would hold a fall, even a short one.
Putting such thoughts to the back of my mind and instead
concentrating on the rock ahead, I'm really pushing the boat out
now , a t the limit of my endurance, really can't hold on for much
longer. Quickly trying to shake some more blood into my fingertips , I really give it my all. So near and yet so far. Twenty feet of
easy though fingery climbing to go. Gasping for a breath of air ,
I've never done anything as strenuous or sustained as this before,
and probably never will. Fast and furious now, not even stopping
to chalk up, putting all my energy into getting to the top. Just
about there. Hand finally grappling for something to hold on to.
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Anything. A large clod of that ubiquitous Scottish heather provides the final and much sought after handhold. A last desperate
struggle and I'm up.

COLD FRONT
By R. D. Walton
WHEN TH E flames on the bothy fire burn low and the wind
noise lessens for a bit, someone is pretty certain to refer to him.
When the might is dark and noisy and the gusts of rain or snow
come and go, people's thoughts turn from the warmth and
company to the contrast with what those who venture outside in
the storm may encounter in winter's dark daylight or by night.
There were five of us, in the early years of the war , waiting
to go off to the Forces. The win ter was long and cold and depressing. It seemed a good idea, when thoughts of Easter arose, to
plan something that would get us away from the wartime city
drabness and might even be useful. So, after some discussion it
was agreed - a walk in the Cairngorms, sleeping 'Out' in the
sense of not taking tents but using bothies or shelters. The route
was to be Aviemore , Clach Bharraig, Shelter Stone , Corrour,
Glen Einich, Aviemore, taking in, we hoped , Cairngorm, Ben
Macdui and Braeriach en route .
The afternoon train took us warmly and comfortably to Aviemore . We stepped out to the shock of intense cold and darkness.
Snow and ice covered everything. After a few steps from the
station the stars were the only li ghts to be seen. Ice axe points
rang on the road. The icy ruts were tricky. We were aware of
trees , but torches were too precious to use. There was no moon.
The snow on Loch Morlich showed only as a slight greying of
the darkness . We left the road and started along the track to
Cairngorm. The burns were frozen hard - not a trickle - but the
going was rougher and steeper . It was a welcome relief to stagger
in to what there was of the pony shelter at Clach Bharraig . It
was, of course halffull of snow, but the roof was fairly complete
and there were only a few gaps in the wall planks. Some heather
on the floor , primuses , supper , boots off, sleeping bags and we
were soon all quiet.
It had been a bitter cold night - boots like cast iron - a somewhat chilly breakfast and then glimpses of a watery sun over the
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hills . We moved slowly up the track on Cairngorm. Hazy high
cloud sheet showed that the weather was changing. By the time
we reached the cairn it was dull and when we moved on the first
glimpse of Loch Avon was dark and gloomy. We sidled down to
the right and reached the frozen loch with its wriggly lines of snow.
Walking and sliding we got to the end of the loch and made for
the Shelter Stone . By now there were light flurries of snow floating
gently downwards . Tom was first at the entrance - put down his
pack and crawled in. Then a yell and Tom's feet, followed by
Tom , shot out again. The inside was again full of snow and the
entrance a dim , icy slope. Some snow clearance and a thick layer
of heather, then ground sheets made a good start to housewarming, and five bodies , five candles, five primuses soon pushed
up the temperature. A tattered notebook indicated that we were
the first visitors since the New Year. Five people and five primuses
imply a five course meal - more or less - and we were soon comfortably warm and well fed. The wind had risen, but the sounds
disturbed us little .
The morning was dull and grey - clouds touched the crags
above us. It did not take long to reach Loch Etchachan, smoothly
snow covered. We marched straight across it and on to the curving
ridge that leads up to the Macdui plateau , and, if you can find
it, the cairn. We hoped to do so before going down to Corrour.
We were now in the cloud; the wind was rising and the snow
was blowing horizontally from the west. Progress became a
struggle in a whirling whiteout wilderness. Footsteps disappeared
in seconds in the soft blow ing snow. A slight easing off warned
us that we were near the edge of the Coire Sputan Dearg and
should start going west, but still uphill. We put on the rope and
strung out. Heads down, into the wind, balaclavas leaving the
least possible chinks. Difficult to know if we were still really
going up , floundering in the deep soft snow, on and on, - we
should be curving to the right, but who could tell? A briefhuddle .
Retreat.
Definitely easier with the wind behind, but the whiteout is
even more treacherous. Kerr was our youngest and lightest and
was now leading - I was second and Dick third. Suddenly there
was no one in front of me and two almost simultaneous almighty
tugs on my rope from in front and behind: Dick was doing his
stuff. We pulled Kerr back up over the soft snow edge. It looked
grim and black below, but he was in soft snow and had only
suffered a rope jerk and swallowed some snow.
Map reading , compass consulting and even rational thought
are difficult in a Macdui blizzard , but we were either lucky or
good at them. We reckoned we had come back too far to the east.
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So we reversed the rope, went back a little west and turned south
down the steep slopes towards upper Glen Dee and Corrour. We
came out of the blizzard a little upstream from the bothy and
were soon crossing the river, stumbling on the ice coated stones
in the still running trickles of water. And then we were in the
comfort and quiet ofCorrour. We were again lucky - there was
still some firewood and we were soon drying off and cooking.
It seemed a long time later that we were sitting round the
fire, tired but warm and relaxed. A voice came out of the quietness 'Tell us , Kerr, what made you go over the edge instead of
looking where you were going?'
A long pause. Kerr spoke slowly, as if still a bit dazed 'I think - I - the man in front was waving me on - '
'The man in front was waving you on?'
'Yes'
'What was he like'
Another long pause.
'He was big - and dark - and he waved his arms to me - '
Quite suddenly Kerr came to - 'but I was the first on the rope!!'
ext morning a stocktaking of provisions and the weather
suggested that two further days over Braeriach to Glen Einich
and out to Aviemore would be too much. Discretion prevailed.
We toiled up and over the Lairig in more driving snow and wind,
glad to come down to the comparative calm ofRothiemurchus and
grateful for the relief of food and drink in the hotel at A viemore.
They say round the bothy fires in the winter evenings that
when the Grey Man has picked his victim he does not readily
relinquish him.
Kerr became an air gunner in the R.A.F. He was stationed
at Dyce. His squadron was sent, with many others, on a bombing
mission to north Germany. During the night a cold front moved
east with unexpected speed, swept down from the Cairngorms
and out over the orth Sea. It met the returning planes struggling
back, some damaged, some short offuel. The deadly weight of
ice from the glazed frost of the cold front finished off many of
them. The icy fingers of the Grey Man have a long reach: Kerr
was in one of the planes that did not return.
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IN SEARCH OF 'A REAL CLIMBER'
By D. F. Cassidy
An apocryphal tale oj one man's quest oj the ultimate
ALTHOUGH the symptoms had manifested themselves sporadically over the years the infection really took hold about four years
ago. Then he started rock climbing and caught what he firmly
believed to be the scent. His wife knew, before they married,
that he occasionaly went off to the hills and bashed a man called
Munro. This was different. He might bash himself. Still, as long
as he didn't bash her let him get on with it.
He was a man of purpose, our hero, an anthropologist.
Searching. Searching for that most elusive of the human species.
'A R eal Climber. ' His name was Don and it was a source of
delight to him to reflect on the happy coincidence which had
blessed him with the same Christian name as legendary figures
such as Don Whillans and that other chap of whom he had sometimes read, Don Fawcett. The similarity in name was bound to
lead in time to consideration also of the similarity in ability,
technique and tenacity . Don was certainly tenacious but his was
a tenacity and style more reminiscent of Don Quixote. Thus he
has come to be known simply as The Don.
Just as Don Quixote had his Sancho Pansa so our hero found
his in C.M.C. C.M.C. is not to be confused with the S.M.C.,
the B.M.C ., or any other similarly august body. Indeed, the Don
often wished that C. M. C. was a more substantial body, the disparity in their weights being of particular concern to the Don on
his occasional (sic) trips into outer space. Having grasped, as
they thought, sufficient ofthe rudiments, they visited that gnarled
old sentinel of Glencoe , Buachaille Etive Mor. Its scabby flank
loomed awesome and intimidating. Crowberry Tower, R annoch
Wall et al rose up in challenge from W. H. Murray's famous
pages. Just looking at the hill the Don had to swallow every so
often to keep back that subtle bubbling blend of excitement and
fear to which he is now addicted. Of course, then most of hi s
swallowing was misdirected as they found it impossible to reconcile the picture in the guide with the hill before them.
The guide was old certainly, W. H. Murray's first edition ,
but unless the forces natural and geological had negotiated some
new productivity deal with Mother Nature it seemed unlikely
that the topography should have been so radically di storted in
the time available. They now know that had they been sat in the
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car park above J acksonville instead of on the Glen Etive road,
all might have made sense. But then. Well then they were green.
Embarrassingly green. Greener than the cover of that guide
which was in truth rather faded. The route planned was the North
Face Route. They had been going to rely on the description in
Classic Rock borrowed from the local Library but then C.M.C.
had remembered an old friend who he thought had once been a
climber. They went to see him. The Don was immediately cast
under the spell of this sage, a veteran of a byegone era when men
were men and 6a was rhe number of the tram to Govan Cross.
How the Sage had lovingly fingered thar battered volume, his
voice thrilling to recite the names; Satan's Slit, Shattered Crack. The
Don was enthralled, understanding little but imagining much.
He felt sure that this man would give him some clues that would
put him on the right trail. His heart beat a little faster as he visualised himself closing on his quarry. Perhaps the Sage was once
himself a Real Climber . He was obviously no longer active but
at least a stuffed specimen helps you identify the live animal
when you see it. C. M. C. set himself the practical task of getting
them out of the house with the guide, as politely as possible . It
was clear to him that as well as enjoying the opportunity to recall
his climbing days the Sage was understandably concerned for
the safety of his beloved guide. The Sage, being a sage, had for
his part perceived that their ineptitude would expose it to considerable risk . Still they were bound to do most damage to themselves. He had many epics to tell but let them go, if their rope
stretched that far , they would be repaid in kind by some future
generation. Anyway, the Police were sure to return his guide if
the worst came to the worst.
On the Glen Etive road the windows of the car were soon as
steamed up as the occupants as they tried to resolve the contradiction between sketch and hill. The Don finally pronounced that
it was all due to a trick of the light caused by the peculiar qualities
of the mist in these Northern parts. This mist was presently flirting about the 3,000 feet level and The Don was, as we shall shortly
learn, to have ample opponunity to study it at close quarters and
'in depth. '
C.M.C. set about looking for a path. The Don quickly lost
his patience. He would have none of it. o. Absolutely no. He
fairly stamped his foot in rage. This was to be a direttissima. The
route was on Central Buttress . There was the hill. Fix your eye
on the centre and go for it. Simple.
Of all mixed routes the direttissima over mixed bog, scree
and heather being the most difficult , it was later, much later,
after endless toiling, traversing , countless consultations, contem-
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plations and comparisons of guide and crag that C. M. C. spotted
a yellow helmet. The Don, who had for some time past been sunk
in sullen reverie, sprang to life. Yes, a helmet and, what was
more, underneath the helmet a figure. Sure enough a tell tale
coloured strand led down to another whom they approached and
ascertained that he, with his companion, was engaged in climbing the North Face Route. 0 happy day!
It might be thought that our story was ended here. Surely
the Don had now found the beast he sought. But no. He was not
convinced. True, there was a certain superficial resemblance,
the little rubber boots, harness, helmet and other accoutrements.
And yet for all that there was something missing. The Don knew
this. Knew it instinctively. His quest was like the hunt for the
Yeti. Most people doubt the existence of the creature but those
that possess the necessary mental attributes for belief are able to
pronounce on its dimensions, eating habits and shoe size with a
conviction usually found only in politicians. Thus the Don denounced the specimen before him as a mere cardboard cut out,
like the character in the Peter Foulweather ads.
In fairness to the climber he had been standing there a long
time. This was the Don's first taste of Caterpillar climbing. A
chain of climbers form on a route and movement is observed to
pass in ripples down the several sections of the composite body.
Occasionally it concertinas and then the head lurches forward
as sheer pressure of bodies on the belay below forces the leader
upwards (the crux). The Don and C.M.C. formed the tail end
of this particular caterpillar.
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The climb itself was fairly uneventful except for a farcical little
episode when The Don started treadmilling on an easy angled
slab leading to a short wall somewhere in the mist above Heather
Ledge. It had started to rain and the slab had become rather
greasy. In his innocence, The Don had, in good faith, placed
his right boot on the slab. It slipped, so he brought his left one in
to replace it. It in turn slipped. In came the right. The left. The
right. What had started as a walk and turned into a canter was
rapidly deteriorating to a gallop. The Don's panting eventually
transmitted itself to C .M.C. who, after careful assessment of the
situation, concluded that his friend required assistance. Accordingly, he gave an almighty heave which plucked the Don off the
slab, up the wall and onto the stance . 'Farce is a cruel thing to
those engaged in it.' The Don, far from being grateful to his
friend, felt doubly wronged. He rounded on C.M.C. and berated
him for (a) not perceiving his predicament sooner and (b) pulling
so hard that he had nearly split the Don in two. The Don did not
possess a sit harness at this time and the yank had imposed severe
restrictions on the dimensions of his waist. C. M. C. denied that
he had been anything less than vigilant at all times. As a conciliatory gesture he was prepared to concede that in his concern for
the Don's safety he might have been over zealous in his hauling.
He solemnly undertook to be less so in future. The Don eyed
him suspiciously and was not placated.
If there were any Real Climbers around that day it was impossible to spot them in the mist. The Don, refusing to accept
defeat, spent some time crawling round on his hand and knees
in search of some trace. Finally they fell into D Gully and dropped
out the bottom in the early hours of next morning.
Perhaps a year later they were up on the East face of North
Buttress doing some sprint training. The Don had the idea that
they needed to move faster to have any hope of catching a Real
Climber. Up Crow 's Nest. Up Hangmans. Down. Up Brevity. Up
Garrotte. Down. Eventually they ended up Shattered. During a brief
lull in these proceedings the Don had entered into conversation
with a passing climber called Jack. (An unfortunate name for a
climber really . Jack, you will recall, is the one who fell down and
broke his crown). Jack told the Don that he was on his way round
to Slime Wall to watch two friends who were climbing there.
Slime Wall. The name alone made the palms sweat. Must
be a dank forbidding hole. They were better off where they were
in the sunshine. However, that chance meeting set the Don
thinking. Perhaps Slime Wall might be where he would find a
Real Climber. It takes more bottle to climb in dank forbidding
holes. The theory seemed to receive some support when The Don
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read]. H . B. Bell's much maligned dictum that 'any fool could
climb sound rock. It took skill, cunning and guile to climb loose
and vegetatious schist.' The Don resolved to reconnoitre Slime
Wall.
Sometime later they viewed it from Great Gully Buttress. It did
not look at all vegetatious . As clean as a whistle in fact. That
was the problem . It was cleaned too regularly . Water sluiced
down every feature of the bottom section. Where on earth did
the routes go? They were persuaded to search elsewhere for a
while .
Gradually , by degrees , they we re drawn back . In mid May
they trailed up to Great Gully and stood in the chilling shadow of
the Wall. Winter's grasp still lingered there in a great finger of
snow wedged in the gully bed . It was cold . The sweat from the
walk in soon turned to chilling damp. Very cold. They crept up
the left side of the Wall by Bludgers Revelation and tiptoed round
the Revelation Flake. For all their stealth, the Don did not track
down his quarry that day but he felt he was getting closer.
Afterwards and at a suitably safe distance he stated his intention to return and try a more direct line . The obvious line. Shibboleth. So it was that they came once more to Buachaille Etive Mor,
now a familiar crusty friend. It had perhaps grown a little smaller
with age. Perspectives changed with time , experience. Respect
deepened for time served. Each ridge and gully had their proper
name . They knew exactly where they were headed and how to
get there. That much had changed since their first visit but the
sky was grey as it had been then. Mist hovered disconcertingly
around the top of Crow berry Tower. The Don having read]udges
Chapter 12 had taken the precaution of practising his pronunciation .
In Great Gully, no need to debate where the route was. The
famous groove of the second pitch is etched in black. The trick is
to know whether the etching is damp, wet or in spate. They did
not have the experience to discriminate. To the Don it seemed
to have a decided glisten . C .M.C . was not in the least concerned.
He was not leading the second pitch . He had, of course, an interest to see that the effort expended in humping the gear up to the
Wall should not be for nothing but in consideration for his friend
he kept this to himself as much as possible. He calmly supped
his tea while The Don fretfully scrambled up and down the edge
of Cuneiform Buttress, trying to discern just how wet it was; tactfully
concurred with his companion's observations that the groove
had a certain sheen and was, in short , no help at all. The Don
felt drops of water. C .M.C. also felt them. Was it rain or merely
moisture from the face? Was one any better than the other?
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What to do? Certainly from higher up the edge of Cuneiform the
groove seemed less like an oozing sore. Sounds of footsteps in
the Gully. Another two climbers toiling up. The scales tip. If there
were any real climbers up there the Don wanted to be first on
the route. He voiced it quickly , softly. They would have a look .
In such inconsequential moments is catastrophe conceived.
Halfway up the second pitch the Don decided he didn't like
what he was looking at. Just above him, about level with the top
of his head, was what looked like a Cloggy No. 2. In years past,
leaders chancing upon it in its virgin state would have clipped in
gratefully, enchanted. Alas no longer; its allure had long since
faded. The nut remained , tarnished brown and haggard, but in
its corruption the more obstinately wedged. The wire however ,
hung like some aged , faithl ess harlot on one side by its last
strands. An odious thing , it still beckoned but its depravity being
now unconcealed, sense recoiled .
The first pitch had been a scrambling imprecision, as for
Guerdon Grooves, Apocalypse, etc. Then the crack at the start of the
second pitch had been easy enough - damp perhaps but a runner
at the top had made the thought of the traverse left across that
nasty blackness less committing. He was just having a look after
all. Across on the other side of the Wall the moves up to the groove
looked positively wet but edging up and right he spied a peg.
Closer acquaintance, unfortunately , only confirmed his initial
suspicions. It was an excellent example of its type. Unfortunately,
its type was the rotten rusty type. The circumference of the eye
defined by the most delicate rim of corrosion. It would not tolerate
abuse. The Don threaded a sling and hoped.
The dampness readings were a continuing source of concern.
To avoid the horror of stepping in certain of the larger puddles,
he had a brief affair with the wall to the right of the groove . He
got hold of a good flake out there and hung while he tried to
dry each foot in turn on the calf of the opposite leg. There was a
mounting pressure on the bottle as he realised this was a position
of some strain. To avoid the cork blowing off, he was obliged to
swing back into the groove. The left boot landed in the puddle.
Splash .
So now here he was. The aged faithless harlot before him and
his foot in a paddling pool. Caught between the devil and the
d ee p blue sea. A runner of his own improved the view upwards
and reduced the depth of water below. The only thing was that
to make progress he decided he had to have his right foot where
his left one was. Splash. Wipe the left boot again. Move up and
try to do the same with the right. Eventually on to a small ledge
and there is another peg, a much healthier specimen altogether.
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The length of the pitch given in the guidebook being totally inaccurate, it took a little time before the ledge with the peg was
correctly identified to be the recognised stance.
C.M.C. led through to the Revelation Flake on the third
pitch. The climbing was easier but still demanded concentration.
The Don felt slightly betrayed when at the top of the groove he
was tempted to come straight across to the stance. He believes
this is none too easy but then he has a capacity to make a fuss
over the simplest things. Anyway, he had no time to dwell on
the matter. Ahead of him lay the jug-handle pitch.
A pitch described by reference to one hold, naturally excites,
at least in those sufficiently discerning, a certain disquiet as to
the proportions and indeed existence of other holds. In those less
perceptive the donkey syndrome comes into operation 'The hold'
becomes 'a carrot.' The Don(key), therefore, peeped round from
the belay in search of his carrot. He pulled back quickly. Not a
sign. He had very definite ideas about the size of carrot he deserved and he was dismayed to say the least. A nascent frown,
preceding tears, was dispelled when he recalled he had seen 'a
small roof. ' Another peep round for confirmation. Yes, 'a small
roof. ' The guide book said the jug handle was under a small roof.
So. So it must be so. The guide book said so. So up he went.
Two feet from the stance he could place as many runners as
he wanted around the Revelation Flake. C .M.C. mindful that
he was belayed below it reminded him that the Flake resounded
like a dinner gong. The Don countered by reasoning this a distinct
bonus . The Rescue boys would here of a fall before it was intimated in the S. M. C. Journal. He placed his runner. Leading
diagonally up in the direction of the small roof he imagined he
saw a faint line of weakness. Unfortunately, his imagination
could not stretch the line fully to the roof. Seeking reassurance
and encouragemen t he told C . M. C. of this line of weakness. Ou t
of sight on the belay , C.M.C. allowed his eyes to follow his eyebrows to follow his head skywards as he thought ' Here we go
again. Playing at real climbers.' The effort of restraining himself
from telling the Don where exactly his weakness was did not
allow him to give anything more than a grunt by way of acknowledgment. Nevertheless, the Don started trending left to right
up his figment in pursuit of the carrot. The holds sloped left to
right in sympathy. There was no runner to improve their dimensions nor any sign yet of that jug-handle but he was now committed
to his ill usion.
He had set out with expectations exceeding those of a little
boy on Christmas morning. In his dreams the jug had assumed
fantasti c proportions. He saw himself embracing it, even crawling
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inside a little hole at the back but he was now a lot nearer the
roof and still there was no sign of it. He was just beginning to
doubt the existence of Santa when he was reproved by a loop of
rope wagging at him just where his imagination ended. His affections were diverted momentarily from the jug. However, when
he got to the rope he found that Santa had a sense of humour.
The rope was not as he had reasonably hoped attached to a peg
or a chock. It had instead with inordinate patience been threaded
through a crack, tied off and jammed by the knot. This was a
legacy of a craft long since overtaken and abandoned on the motorway of progress by the hardware revolution and micro-chock
technology. The Don was unable , for the moment, to appreciate
it for its historical worth . Conscious only of its limited value as a
runner, he clipped it to the relic. It was the only thing on offer.
Although he did not have the means to test he doubted if microchock technology could provide anything better.
He was now at the end of his line but he was rewarded for
the effort of a step right by some positive holds which grew to a
crescendo as he reached the jug under the roof. It was not the
jug of fantasy but that no longer mattered. There were plenty
more of generous size about. A solid runner under the roof and
his joy was unconfined . His exuberance carried him straight over
the roof and joy upon joy, there not fifteen feet ahead was the
belay peg. Beliefin Santa was firmly re-established.
The roof above the belay was pummelled flat like the brow
of a boxer so that it hardly resembled a roof. Likewise the corner
at the start of the next pitch and above the terminal pitches ran
together indiscriminately until they spilled quite unexpectedly
on to the top. The Don was plenty chuffed. He was convinced
this was the nearest he had yet come to 'A Real Climber.' Ecstatic
and quite delirious he skipped off in the direction of Raven's.
C. M. C. shook his head patiently, slowly coiled the rope and made
after him before he did himself too much damage. Of course,
the Don was deluded . It was over twenty five years, a quarter of
a century , since the Real Climbers passed that way . But if you
ever follow them remember to tip your hat to Robin Smith.
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'FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA!'
By lain A. Robertson
THE IDEA that had gestated in my mind was of a high-level
walk across Scotland, from the easternmost extremity to the westernmost extremity. This general proposition allows for considerable variation in the route that might be chosen, and in my case
it was purely idiosyncratic involving those hills and passes for
which I had a personal preference. It was certainly not the most
direct route, nor that incorporating most Munros , nor any other
specific criteria. The scope for singularity in such enterprises is
great and forms one of the attractions, both in planning and execution . The starting and finishing points were, however, immutable the lighthouses of Buchan Ness and Ardnamurchan. I had
originally expected to do the trip solo, butJohn Rogers volunteered to accompany me , which , as well as providing welcome
companionship, probably stiffened the resolve to see the project
accomplished. Although travelling together , we were each selfsufficient in terms of food, tent and other equipment. Members
of our respective families had agreed to bring supplies of food and
clean clothes to convenient points where our route crossed arterial
roads , and so we did not have to carry more than five day ' s food
at anyone time. That we did the trip in 1983 during what the
newspapers subsequently described as 'the warmestJuly for 300
years,' was entirely fortuitous.
The first of the chosen hills was Bennachie; and I had decided
that the most interesting way of getting to it from Buchan ess
would be to follow the coast south to the estuary of the Ythan, and
from there strike inland. Thus the first two days involved no 'highlevel' at all, though they were not without interest. On the day
that we set out there was a haar, and we were pursued down the
coast by the boom of the Buchan ess foghorn. The haar rendered
the Bullers of Buchan invisible, but if anything, enhanced the
Gothic atmosphere surrounding Slains Castle. The sun was dispersing the fog by the time that we reached the Sands of F orvie
nature reserve so that we had some opportunity to view the wildlife . It is an area of dunes and tussocks, not unattractive, and quite
different from anywhere else we passed through during the trip.
The second day was entirely on metalled roads; from Newburgh
to Chapel ofGarioch, and the sun beat down mercilessly all the day.
In the late morning, Pitmedden House provided garden seats and
orange squash - I have a vague recollection of flowers in a formal
garden as well. Back on the road, the book that I was reading was
in danger of turning to pul p as drops of perspiration rained down
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on it. At mid-afternoon the 'Oldmeldrum Arms' emerged from
the haze; we approached it with the single-mindedness of desert
travellers approaching an oasis, not even a plaque to the memory
of a native of Old me Id rum, described thereon as 'the father of
tropical medicine,' could detain us. The barman stood at the door
watching our approach with passive gaze.
, Are you open?' we croaked.
'Naw, we ' re closed,' he said.
Then, perhaps sensing our desperation;
'Oh, but I'll gie ye a drink though.'
We ordered four pints straight off. Inquiries at Chapel ofGarioch
resulted in the offer of a campsite in the grounds ofPittodrie House,
'just vacated by the Rhynie girl guides .' During that evening
there was satisfaction in gazing at the distinctive outline of the
Mither Tap of Bennachie rising beyond the trees that verged on
our campsite , for the Lowlands of Buchan were now behind us
and the start of the 'high-level' walk proper was at hand.
The next morning the weather was a repetition of that of the
previous day - hot and hazy. Although not the highest top of
Bennachie, the Mither Tap is the dominant one, and as we approached it over heathery slopes, the bulk of the great tor and
the surrounding fortifications became more impressive . Though
lacking the altitude to be in one of the canons of' the collectable
mountains,' yet it was quite worthy of being the first hill of the
trip. After a pause on the summit during which we could distinguish little about us through the haze, we continued our traverse
ofBennachie by the less frequented Oxen Craig and Watch Craig,
and then descended for another road section from Keig to Montgarrie. Of the two Keig was the more interesting as it had (a) a
licensed grocer, and (b) topless sunbathers. Beyond Montgarrie
are the Correen Hills, of which Lord Arthur's Cairn is the highest.
The whole area has a network of farm roads and other tracks,
and at about 1100 feet, just beyond the last farm , we set up camp
for the night. That evening the weather had turned thundery,
and there was much rumbling among the hills further to the west,
but we escaped with a shower of rain that lasted a mere half
hour - the only rain we had until the trip was completed. The rain
cleared the atmosphere, and the rest of the night was calm and
still with only the faintest murmurs of civilisation drifting up
from the Howe of Alford below . The only other sounds audible
were the calls of curlews, peewits and oyster-catchers.
The next morning we followed a track the mile or so that led
to the top - where there is indeed a large cairn - then across
further moorland through an enormous colony of gulls and so
down to the village ofLumsden. The Ladder Hills beyond Lums-
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den do not feature prominently in Scottish mountaineering literature; this is not surprising as their charm probably lies more in
the glens that give access to them than in the hills themselves.
However, for our purposes they provided the highest level route
to the main Cairngorms lying west beyond the Lecht. Forming
as they do the watershed between those rivers such as the Deveron
which flows north into the Moray Firth, and the Don which flows
east into the North Sea, the Ladder Hills provide in clear weather
pleasant views over the 'whisky glens' and beyond to distract
one from the rather tiresome going, consisting largely of deep
heather interspersed with deeper peat hags. As we were not
blessed with clear weather, I will comment no further apart from
observing that for country so apparently devoted to the shooting
of grouse, there were remarkably few to be seen. The gulls we
saw in the colony on Lord Arthur's Cairn must have outnumbered
the grouse we saw on both the Correen and Ladder Hills by
several thousand to one.
The Lecht and Cock Bridge were reached on the afternoon
of the fifth day , and a telephone call that evening ensured that
food and clean clothing were delivered to us on the following day.
By the time that this was accomplished it was mid-afternoon,
and so we confined ourselves to walking the seven miles or so
over into Glen Avon where we camped on the bank of the river
beneath the northern corries of Ben Avon. As the guidebook notes,
the northern face of the mountain is the finest. The next morning
we selected the ridge that forms the east side ofthe corrie containing
Lochan nan Gabhar - one of the green coloured lochans characteristics of the Cairngorms - for our ascent to the plateau. This ridge
proved a good viewpoint from which to see the adjacent corries,
and it had a discontinuous spine of granite outcrops which one
could wander over or around according to one's whim . The day
was both cooler and clearer and from the plateau we could look
back over the country that we had traversed as far as the Buck
above Lumsden , as well as viewing the hills to the south from
Lochnagar to Beinn A'Ghlo. The descent to the Sneck showed
the extent of the snow remaining in the corries of Be inn A'Bhuird;
then, as we walked west over Beinn A ' Bhuird and the Moine
Bhealaidh, we had before us the panorama of the main Cairngorm
plateau, stretching from Derry Cairngorm to Bynack More. As
the fitful sun of the morning had given way to an afternoon of
continuous sun, we opted to camp that evening by Loch Etchachan,
the highest campsite of the trip. It was also one of the stillest nights ,
the wind dropping almost entirely, but the morning dawned with
most of the tops shrouded in mist. This put paid to a tentative
plan to diverge from the planned route to take in the four ' fourthousanders,' and so from the top of Ben Macdui we dropped
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down into the Lairig Ghru by the spur that is marked by a cairn
in memory of the crew of an Anson aircraft that crashed there in
August 1942. A steepish descent over bou lders concentrates the
mind when one is carrying a large pack, the normal adjustments
to balance are just not enough, as we both discovered. The reascent up on to Cairn Toul and into the mist again was also something of a grind, albeit for different reasons. The requirement
for 'high-level' meant that we next had to head toward Gaick,
and so our route off Cairn Toul was down by Loch nan Stuirteag gulls audible but not visible - over Monadh Mor and down to
the Feshie/Geldie watershed where we set up camp.
After the grandeur of the main Cairngorms, the hills ofGaick
seemed somewhat pedestrian. However, on the next day the
weather was a quite remarkable combination of sunshine and
clear atmosphere. Specifically, my route for that day was: An
Sgarsoch, Cam Ealer, Beinn Bhreac and Leathad an Taobhainn,
which meant I was virtuall y sk irting that upper section of the
Feshie where it flows easterly, then north-easterly before turning
back upon itself to flow eventually into the Spey. As I tramped
my way over an unending su ccession of peat hags, I was rewarded
with a constant backdrop of the Cairngorms, while to the south
the Perthshire hills could be seen to their termination above
Rannoch Moor, with Ben Cruachan distinct beyond the Moor.
Further round; the Ben Alder group Creag Meagaidh and the
Monadhliaths completed the horizon. Also, in almost continuous
succession herds of red deer came into view, paused, and then
trotted off. The last part of the day, after crossing the line of the
Minigaig near its highest point, involved a descent to Gaick
Lodge by the glen of the Allt Gharbh Ghaig, a spectacular gorge
with a stalkers track gouged ou t of its wall. John had been off on
his own that day doing some of the Atholl hills farther to the south ,
and when we met up in the evening he claimed to have been talking with a female ghillie in a bikini. As well as being a contradiction in terms, I felt that th is may have been a riposte to my
topless sunbathers at Keig whom John had failed to spot, being
too deeply engrossed in his book. Sometime during this, the
ninth day of the trip, we passed the half-way point in our journey.
The next day was a short one, ten miles or so to Dalwhinnie
for food and clean clothes. Gaick Lodge by Loch an t-Seilich is
hemmed in by slop es which rise with uniform steepness to the
surrounding plateau . Our route followed one of the many stalker
tracks that radiate from the lod ge. We zig-zagged interminably
upward until at last we reached the high ground where we crossed
over a hump graced with the name A'Mhairconnaich, and so
down to the aqueduct from Loch Cuaich that led us gently to
Dalwhinnie. As at Cock Bridge, we dined that evening at a hotel.
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Eating during the trip consisted offouror five days of dehydrated
foods prepared individually in camp, interspersed with some
excellent meals enjoyed at hotels adjacent to the replenising
points. We did not, however, stay in any of the hotels, sleeping
in the tents every night until the trip was completed.
A late morning start from Dalwhinnie allowed another shortish day. The requirement of , high-level' took us along the ridge
of the Fara which provides a delightfully airy walk down the west
side of Loch Ericht. The weather , although not sunny, was quite
clear and we had the opportunity to inspect our route for the
following day beyond Loch Pattack, as well as looking down the
length of Loch Ericht. It was on the Fara that we met two Austrian
youths , one wearing green wellies, making their way across
country from Kinlochleven to Dalwhinnie. We later discovered
that they had been nonplussed to find no resident warden or food
for sale at the Culra Bothy. That evening we camped beside the
path to the Bealach Dubh,just beneath the Lancet Edge, which ,
though not the termination of the ridge that lies to the north of
the Bealach Dubh, is its most interesting means of access. That
evening we met a geologist, camping nearby, who was engaged
in preparing a geological map of the area. He told us a tale about
a helicopter that had been engaged by the Ordnance Survey to
lift a load of sand and cement to the top of Ben Alder. On the
appointed day, however, the helicopter had gone adrift in the
mist and the load had been deposited on a sub-top of Ben Alder
at some distance from the actual top. Could it be that the pilot
did not have an accurate map?
The next morning the tops disappeared into the cloud, so that
the Lancet Edge, Geal Charn, Aonach Mor and Beinn Eibhinn
were a navigational exercise - more successful than that of the
Ordnance Survey helicopter. After descending to the Uisge Labhair, we re-Slscended on the south side to take in Sgor Gaibhre
and Carn Dearg to the south-east of Loch Ossian. By the afternoon the cloud had lifted from these tops and we had limited
views to Rannoch, though the higher hills remained shrouded.
We then descended to Loch Ossian near the you th hostel, walking
on from there to erect the tents on 'the road to the Isles' just beyond Corrour Station. That evening, as a purely extra-curricular
activity, we climbed Leum Uilleim which rises from the moors
south-west ofCorrour Station.
The next two days, which were to see us to Fort William,
provided quite outstanding weather conditions. On both the sun
shone from an almost cloudless sky, and the visibility was such
that the view was bounded only by the ultimate horizon. To have
such wea ther conditions on what were probably the most scenic-
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ally spectacular sections of the trip was indeed fortunate. To start
with there was the walk to the foot of the Grey Corries. The descent
from Corrour Station to Loch treighead presents varied and
unfamiliar views of the Mamores, Ben Nevis and the Aonachs,
From Creaguaineach Lodge, the start to the Lairig Leacach is
unusual in that , for the first half mile or so, it is confined within
a rocky gully, almost a dry gorge. Thereafter, the glen opens out
and th e path proceeds by the Allt na Lairige, which has many
fine pools and waterfalls. A strong urge to stop for a swim was
kept in check by the incessant attention of c1egs which infested
the glen.
The Grey Corries brought a difference of opinion within the
party , John went for Stob Ban as the Munro outlier, while I preferred the true eastern termination of th e ridge at Stob Coire na
Ceannain. This latter is a narrow ridge enclosing a south-east
facing corrie and it makes a pleasant ascent. The party united
again on Stob Choire Claurigh and the rest of the day was taken
up wi th the magnificen t traverse of the Grey Corries . The ridge
itself is set off on either side by fine corries and subsidiary ridges,
but on this particular day it seemed as if the better p a rt of all
Scotland's mountains were on view. From the perfect detail of
the Mamores across Glen evis to the far hump of Ben Wyvis ;
from Wester Ross to Perthshire , an army of hills was ranged for
our inspection, upstanding and outstanding - a memorable sight.
The late afternoon found us at the col that separates the Grey
Corries from the Aonachs, and here we set up camp , That night
there was an almost-full moon which hung ove r the Mamores,
illuminating them splendidly and throwing shadows across the
face of the Aonach Beag immediately above our tents.
The next morning our approach to Aonach Beag was dictated
by the necessity to avoid the snow patches that still filled some of
the deeper gullies. But once on the southern shoulder of the mountain we tramped up the rim of the eas tern corrie, surely as wild
and remote a fastness as any in the Highlands . The particularly
bald and mossy summit brought the full extent of Ben Nevis into
view, dominating the landscape both by its bulk and its grandeur. A
quick detour to Aonach Mor (this was one of the few occasions
when we were able to dump the sacks), and then a descent on
steep grass to the foot of the east ridge ofCarn Mor Dearg , where
fortunately we came upon a spring . The day was almost without
wind, and on the successive re-ascents I confess that the heat was
really getting to me despite my Downs-type sunhat (a knotted
handkerchief). On the Carn Mor Dearg Arete we met a garrulous
gentleman from Worcestershire who enthused that, 'all this was
much superior to the Malverns.' When I at last hauleQ my sack
oh to the summit of Ben Nevis, I found it quite thronged, The
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world and his wife and bairns disported themselves in the scantiest of summer clothing, consuming gallons of fizzy drinks, and
generally congratulating themselves on having reached Britain's
highest summit - which they were well entitled to do considering
the heat and the condition of some of the upper stages of the
tourist track . That eveningwe booked into the Glen Nevis campsite and enjoyed our first shower for fourteen days, Fort William
being reached on the fourteenth day of the trip.
The requirements of , high-level' should have led to a crossing
of the Corran Ferry , or a hike over the moors to the north of Loch
Eil. But I had hills that I particularly wanted to climb on the west
side of Loch Shiel , which precluded the former , and I could see
little merit in the latter; and so the next day, after further supplies
had been delivered , we took the road to Glenfinnan. No more
need be written of this walk, save that we only reached the end
of Loch Eil that day, and did th e further five miles to Glenfinnan
as a preliminary to the next day. This marked another parting
of the ways as John planned a more extensive traverse than I ,
and I also wished to fulfil a long-held ambition to visit Glen
Aladale .
The day was sunless, though by no means cold when I reached
Glenfinnan. The route on to Beinn Odhar Mhor and Beinn Odhar
Bheag beyond it is less than obvious, involving 'down' as well
as ' up '; however , they are both hills of character and they command good views over and beyond Loch Shiel. The prospect to
the west that day was obscured by cloud . The next hill, Beinn
Mhic Cedidh has had fam e thrust upon it by its recent elevation
to Corbett status. The cairn is as yet minute, but it will no doubt
grow with the visits of the faithful. My two Corbett stint for the
day completed, I descended over grassy slopes into Glen Aladale
where I pitched my tent by the burn some two miles up from
Loch Shiel. The glen is a quiet place, difficult of access except
by boat down the loch , and given over to forestry , though not all
the ground is planted . It appeared very little visited as the path
was quite overgrown when I walked down in the evening to Glenaladale House which stands deserted. The glen has the genuine
feeling of remoteness, and I was glad to have passsed that way.
The next day was the last among the hills . I climbed over the
Bealach of Co ire Mhoir and down Glen Glutanen to the Bealach
na Lice, and from there down Glen Moidart to Assary where
I met up again with John . The glens Glutanen and Moidart are
really one glen, but they are constricted at the Bealach na Lice
by a narrow gorge which, like a wasp-waist, divides the whole
into two parts. In upper Glen Moidart there are the extensive
ruins of the old settlement ofUlgary. Although upper Glen Moi-
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dart is mountain country, the scenery becomes more lush as one
descends to sea level and the lower portion of the glen is dense
with rhododendrons. There followed a road section to Acharacle ,
where we left the main road which continues along the south side
of Ardnamurchan peninsula, to follow the track along the north
coast. That evening we reached Gortanfern on the track to Ockle ;
part of this track is being improved to 'forestry road' standard.
Gortanfern was the most midge-infested campsite of the entire
trip, which ensured a quick getaway the following morning.
Ardnamurchan , despite considerable encroachment by the
tourist industry, retains much character, and this is probably
best seen along the less-frequented north coast. The last section
of the track before Ockle is like a transplanted stalkers track
winding among the low hills . After Ockle one is in almost continuous sight of the sea, but the weather that day was again dull
and hazy , and the furthest we could see was the outline of the
island of Muck to the north. That part of the route from Swordle
through Kilmory to Faskadale, where there is a fishing station,
is metalled road . Beyond Faskadale there is a marked path across
what was, during a previous geological age, the roots of a volcano,
which explains the many outcrops of gabbro in the area. From
Glendrian we took the path to Altnaha, and from there positively
the last ascent of the trip over the Bealach Ruadh - all of 400
feet high - to Achnasaich and the final two miles of road to the
Ardnamurchan lighthouse . The very minute that we reached the
lighthouse it started to rain. Thus ended our trans-Scotland walk.
Any feelings of achievement were perhaps slightly diminished
by the knowledge that we still had a further six miles to walk back
to Kilchoan. But there was certainly a feeling of satisfaction; we
both grin broadly from the photograph that we had taken standing in the rain in front of the lighthouse , and I even managed to
persuade John that we should take bed and breakfast that evening.
Then there was the bottle of wine that we had with our dinner at
the Kilchoan Hotel , so we must have been feeling good . I do not
seek to proselytize, but there is much to be said for being free to
take off to the hills and keep on going without the necessity of
returning to a car, hut , camp or whatever. It is a different facet
of the mountain experience, and it allows even the most familiar
hills to assume a fresh role as links in an extended chain ofmountain episodes .
The statistics of the trip in round figures : 250 miles, 42,000
fee t of climbing and eighteen days from lighthouse to lighthouse.
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IN THE FIRING LINE ON MONT GRUETTA
By Sandy Allan
INDOLE TL Y dossing in Chamonix, we required something to
revive our neglected bodies. Mark suggested the north face of
Mont Gruetta and my mind flicked back through pages of old
Alpine Climbing bulletins. The first and only recorded ascent
was made by J ean- Paul Bougerai and Andrey Morz from the 31
July to the 2 August 1971. ED mostly free at grades III to VI,
with several mixed sections and artificial pitches from Al to A3.
Rapidly packing and borrowing 'Friends', slings, pegs and a
green, Barrhead - registered Austin Allegro we moved up to
Snell's field in search of a driver. Mike Scott sat like Buddha,
but in a plastic palace, and said that he would help.
Accelerating out from the darkness of the Mont Blanc tunnel
the tyres squealed on the hot tarmac, and just in time we reversed
to show our passports to the Italian frontier guards who obligingly
lowered their rifles in recognition of our belated cooperation.
Departing again, another bottle of wine was uncorked as we roared
up the narrow road twisting along the Val Ferret. Then we were
alone with two rucksacks. Darkness dropped as we walked up
the path, the fresh scent of wild flowers overcoming us so much
that we lost the way and had to thrutch up a gloomy wet chimney.
Eventually, guided by some higher authority, we stumbled across
the path which led to the Triolet hut, and crashed out.
At 10 am next morning, we sat on the Triolet glacier watching
the stonefall. Our alternative was the Gogan/Rara route on the
Leschaux but as we were considering a huge rockfall thundered
down its stupendous face. On the Gruetta, only the first few
pitches seemed to suffer bombardment so once through those we
would be sheltered enough .
Strapping crampons to boots half way over the rimaye probably reflected our rush to escape from the hurtling stones. Mark's
unrepeatable but well known phrases as his crampon straps came
adrift received only a satirical laugh from me which set the mood
for the next few hours. Once over the dirty grey ice we removed
our crampons and plastic outer boots to feel sure-footed in our
EBs. Then came some hard-to-protect pitches over rock slabs
laid bare by the intensity of that year's' good' summer.
Intermittently falling rocks meant that we could time our
moves to coincide with the pauses, hoping that the ropes would
not be struck. Many moves now to think about; up a diedre to a
belay on some 'wild country' rocks below an overhanging wall.
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Fortunately it was Mark's turn to lead, a necessity as far as I
was concerned. Leaving his sac he rose like a bird , impressively
fast and with only two points of aid. His cheery summons came
from above as rocks subsided below my feet and I hung from the
belay while my footledge rumbled down the mountain side. Feeling
glad to be over the technical crux we carried on for several pitches
to an iced-up crack and couloir system . Here I slipped gracefully
on my EBs until I saw a bivouac ledge out to the right and realised
it was 4 pm and brewing time.
When Mark came up I abdicated the wee ledge to hack some
ice to melt. While he brewed I went higher to arrange some more
protection for sleeping. Soon we heard a rumble and saw rocks
cannoning down the couloir. It proved an ideal channel for the
boulders hurtling past our feet with sounds reminiscent of a fiveman bobsleigh team . Little stones bounced up and brushed us
but the bigger ones stayed in the couloir providing entertainment
rather than terror.
Once secured in our sanctuary of enveloping down and Goretex we slept fitfully, being aroused by drizzle and small stones
thudding into our sleeping bags. I heard a beauty strike Mark 's
crash hat covered head. We fell off our ledge innumerable times ,
rudely awakened by thejolt of tightening security ropes . Against
these odds we willed ourselves to sleep.
Light came in . Mist swirled fresh wetness on our equipment.
It was cold but the stove hummed warmly and prepared us to
face the new day . Mark led off as I scurried around the tangle of
ropes, retrieving the protection. We climbed together and estimated one more yellowish wall remained between us and the top .
I did not want to lead my pitch of the wall when it came to it but
Mark encouraged me by saying that it was not good for a fellow
to get into the habit of seconding (or at least , words to that effect!)
Reluctantly I yielded, and of course enjoyed it, all too soon reaching easy ground and the simple summit ridge . Quite superb, we
agreed but low cloud rushed in, thunder rolled and lightning
struck, so we suppressed our desire to scramble the last few
metres to the summit.
The normal descent described in the Guide Vallot looked
desperate to us so we took a plumb line down the South face.
We soloed, but soon had to rappel amid cascades of hailstones
down overhanging walls with extensive areas of smooth slab. As
I slid down the last rappel I was amazed to find Mark had started
a brew. We lay there, curled foetally , sipping tepid water, with
black holes on either side of us disappearing between the glacier
and the rock wall. Then as lightning seemed to pass' between
us Mark noticed my pale face and conceded it was time to go.
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The Gruetta glacier was also good value. High up the crevasses
seem to traverse its complete width. We had to abseil from ice
mushrooms and flit like fugitives among its turbulent seracs until
we emerged on to the moraines and descended to alpine flowers
and the sound of cowbells.

BECA USE WE WERE THERE
ByG.). F. Dutton

OUR SPORT is frequently misunderstood. We are not socially
irresponsible. We go out of our way to help others; if there is no
alternative. Take one evening when the Doctor, the Apprentice and
I were relaxing by the bar in the unlovely hamlet ofKilmoggie that last hitch of the Industrial Belt - after a pretty hard day .
The Apprentice had led three V . S. first ascents; and I had followed
with drawn breath , adhering by the resultant suction. The Doctor,
fresh from some meeting or other, was running us back. Not to
be outdone, he tried a new route home, and got lost. We found
ourselves in Kilmoggie and stopped at its single repellent hostelry
for a belated celebration.
The Doctor was examining bottles for the next order when a
boy's head poked round the door; stared at us; rotated, and
howled ear-splittingly backwards: 'They're here!'
He approached, stepping over the sacks, rope and assorted
gleamery which we uncharitably thought safer with us than in
our car, whose boot would not lock that day.
'You climbers?'
We assented, with equal lack of grace; he appeared highly
predatory.
He revolved once more; and shrieked: ' They ' re so: climbers.'
Then , to us, 'Come awa out.'
Mesmerised , we went out, the Doctor testily shaking his head
and putting away spectacles.
Out there, a small group. Locals . A sort of delegation . A determined-looking wifie, well-endowed with shoulders and chest,
disengaged herself and, accompanied by heads and eyes, marched
up to us.
'You climb, eh?' We nodded. 'Then folly me. '
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Ah, well; Fate had taken over. We followed. The rest fell in
behind, muttering.
We turned down a small carboniferous lane. At the bottom,
another crowd, larger. They parted, and we trailed through, the
wifie striding in front. Then she halted and bellowed ahead :
'Here, Annie, I've brocht them Annie . Here's climbers for
ya.'
Annie , an auld happit-aboot craitur five feet high and three
feet away, raised keen - very keen - eyes to us. ' They'll help ye,
Annie, they 'll help ye.' All at ten decibels , for Annie was deaf;
and then, fiercely, at ten and a half, to us: 'That right, eh?'
The Doctor summoned together all his professional bravura
and replied briskly and with a dreadful gaiety, ' Of course, of
course. Now,' bending towards Annie , 'what's the trouble ?'
' 1 canna get it doon ', she croaked, 'canna get it doon ... '
The Doctor, with conclusions automatically oesophageal, laid
a kindly hand on her shoulder. 'We'll have a look at it, then :
let's go into your house .'
' Whit for ma hoose ?' screeched Annie, eyes rounded, ' it's
no 'n ma hoose!' The Amazon was more explicit. She grinned
savagely. She smote the Doctor's shoulder. ' Up there, Chairiie,
up there ... ' and raised her arm skyward. Reality was awaiting
us .
Our gaze followed, and encountered a huge , a vast, tree. A
sycamore of so straight and unhindered a trunk we had taken it
for a pit-head lum . Above, far above, it blossomed into a billowing head of foliage. Once , it had paged the long-demobilised
Kilmoggie Castle .
' What 's up there ?' asked the Doctor , like us prickling with
horrid suspicion.
' Ma caat,' wailed Annie , 'ma caat. . . ' and the appalling
certainty dropped on us with eighteen claws . And dug in .
' Get it doon fer her,' demanded the first wifie , 'ye' re climbers.'
Voices from behind - ' Aye , ye're climbers , get it doon fer her.'
An objectionable voice: 'Aye, and be some bluidy use fer once.'
But it was a terrifying tree. The Apprentice mumbled about
the Fire Brigade . 'Fire Brigade? We canna get the Fire Brigade .
It 's twal mile th'ither side 0 Balweemie pittan oot fires.' 'Aye,
fires stertit by campers,' spat out another wifie , ev idently in the
B & B business. They were not really hostile, just rightfully resentful of our intense desire to be elsewhere. Fortunately , we did
not suggest th e Polis. But we continued to dither. To strengthen
a sense of commitment, the boy and some companions dumped
our gear, looted from the bar, below the trunk. ' There y'are.'
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Murmurs of approval. Multiple despatch of spittle.
Annie grabbed the Doctor's unsteady arm. 'Mebbe ye're no
used tae climban trees, eh?' He looked gratefully at her. 'There's
ladders .. . ' - she turned round - ' Pit thae ladders thegither, ' she
yelled. A formidable crone, and crafty.
The bole soared bald for forty feet. What ladders could reach
that far? And a sycamore, the Doctor explained, was a very unsympathetic tree; the devil to climb. Horrible. Meanwhile, we
searched the canopy. Helpful fingers pointed out various invisibilities. The Apprentice maintained that a beast bold enough and
brainless enough to climb up there was equally well equipped to
climb down again. 'Ah, but cats , cats,' sighed the Doctor,
, ... particularly young ones. Is this a young cat?,' he asked Annie ,
playing for time .
' Na, na, an auld yin: Tammas.' Tammas had done this before,
when the Fire Brigade was not otherwise occupied, and his retrieval had become a local classic. Two firemen , it seemed, finished
up in hospital. The outcome of his second expedition was therefore awaited with interest.
While the several ladders were b eing lashed, hammered and
cursed together , the R escue Team was disputing Honours . The
Doctor emphasised that advanced modern techniques were required, and therefore the Apprentice was the logical choice; he
himself would be worse than useless . The Apprentice, while conceding the latter point for most situations, compared a tree with
the vegetated routes so beloved of the Doctor; our affair on The
Craggie still rankled. He explained it was ideal for the Doctor , ... Vegetation all round, like a sea-stack ofleaves, an Old Man
of Chlorophyll- perfect. ' ' No , it 's purely ... '
'Wheesht!' roared a large elderly man beside us. Sibilances
rippled away. Hush.
We heard the wind beating the upper branches. Then a yowl;
a small windblown yowl, but undeniably from a cat. Up there.
Damnation .
'Here y'are, Jimmy!' cried our companion, slapping the
Doctor 's long-suffering shoulder. A gang of youths, who would
have been better employed climbing the thing, were pushing a
wavering company ofladders up the trunk of the tree. Four ancient
wooden eight-footers, tied in line with minimal overlap. They
collapsed drunkenly, and began to slide slideways. They were
hauled back by knotted washing-line. A large splinter fell heavily ,
not from the tree.
'Jump on them, lads, it'll haud them doon! '
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Some of the gathering mistook our hesitation . 'Ah, ye'd like
fine tae climb it straucht aff, eh? Mair the thing, like? Na, na,
tak the ladder's far as ye can. There's plenty climban fer yese
efter that! ' True.
The Apprentice trod the scaffold first. With a succession of
slings, he bound the lower ladders to the trunk. They protested
wheezily. When he ran short of slings an old body took a knife
to our two 50 metre coils. This drove us all up the rungs, clutching
equipment. We spiralled the ladders with precious kernmantel.
It was terrifying . Quite vertical. Rounded exiguous rungs,
some missing, others rotten, slobbered against wet bark (rain
had arrived to watch, as well). The trunk was much too broad to
clasp, the ladder sides were loose and slippery . Looking down ,
the eye bounced off the bole and plunged into a flutter of white
faces ... Surely the whole thing was toppling ...
Above, the Apprentice , unconquerable , had left the topmost
rung and was jerking one sling up the greasy pole inch by inch
while leaning out from another. Then he clipped into the upper
sling and repeated the process , coaxing the lower one above the
upper. He pressed against pitons, deep into secondary thickening.
Some fifteen feet were ascended this way, and darkness was
closing in. Then, after two shots, he lassoed the lowest bough,
fixed a line , and jumared aloft. Murmurs. Approbation at last.
The Doctor called up to reserve the first coconut.
I reached the top of the ladder, sea-sick. Then a cry from the
Apprentice - ' There's the brute! ' And the rope whisked away. I
hung out to watch. He was advancing, on hands and knees, along
a large horizontal bough, preceded by the cat walking backwards.
Each time he stopped to fix a runner on the branch above, the
cat stopped. When he resumed , the cat resumed. The bough got
thinner, and bent downwards. Both contestants began to wobble,
but continued grimly towards the end. Clearly the Rescue would
not come off; the Apprentice or the cat, or both, almost certainly
would. If the cat - and,judging from the hate on the Apprentice 's
visage, that seemed likely - then lynching would ensue; enough
rope , plenty of branches. So I , at centre of communication, managed to convey the logical (and convenient) solution that now
the ropework was fixed, The Doctor, with his kind cat-loving
heart , should replace the venomous Apprentice.
The cat, perched on a bouncing spray of twiggery , surveyed
the resulting gymnastics without comment. Darkness had fallen,
and we were smokily floodlit from below by an old roaring breakdown van. Drama was intense, as the Doctor, slithering desperately despite clinkers, edged towards Tammas. Employing all
his vegetatious skills, he wriggled from fingertips to bootlaces.
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We could not hear his blandishments, but they probably resembled
those squandered on the climbing dog of Arran (a day of pleasure
compared to this).
The branch dipped further. The Doctor began to slip . He
shuffled backwards . His face was pale and petrified in the lamp
beam; shining black branches scampered about him, sluicing
water. Rain pelted.
It could not continue. It did not. The bough suddenly cracked
and bent double , the Doctor, head down, heels up, swung under
and wrapped himself about it like a newly-licensed sloth. The
wee beastie, now below him, summoned its remaining lives and
skedaddled upwards . It prepared to crampon daintily across his
white streaming face. It paused, sprang at the bergschrund - and
the Doctor grabbed.
He caught the cat, but lost the bough. He hung upside down
by his knees for a long millisecond: and then gracefully slid off
into the air.
Terylene twanged , we heard a snap above wind and engine,
and a couple of runners broke free; twigs and leaves fluttered
through the beam . But he stopped, spinning well below the bough
and thirty feet above the ground. He was still clutching a small
black object which even at that distance radiated fury.
We expected applause; or, at the least, pity and terror. But
no. A degree of censure.
'Auld fule fell aff!' (the Doctor , not Tammas) . 'Sayan they
wis climbers ... ' 'Micht hae killt the beast ... ' ' Should hae left
it tae the young lad ... ' 'I telt ye, they're no .. . ' Annie, however,
was peering up with a diabolical grin. 'Hey, Tammas, Tammas!'
she cried. Tammas was no doubt longing for the relative security
of a broomstick.
We faced logistics. The Apprentice explored, wreathed in
ropes . He appeared and vanished among ebony branchwork,
trailing ghostly loops through snatches offloodlight. Beneath him ,
the Doctor twirled , with his outraged burden. Tammas had lost
dignity; and hell hath no fury like a cat so bereft. He held the
creature now close , now at arm's length. Either way, he was being
rapidly abraded. He could not be pulled up; and he could not
abseil while acting as male nurse.
The Apprentice therefore threw down a length of light line
for the little one. The Doctor was to tie him on it and lower him
to Annie's bony grasp. This proved difficult, Tammas being a
bonnie fechter and wet and slippery. ' Round its bloody neck! '
roared the Apprentice, thoroughly fed up. But humanity prevailed, and a sort ofTammas splint was conjured by the Doctor
and his foe secured, tail wrapped tight like a muffler.
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Then the bulb blew in the floodlight. Pandemonium. When
light returned it revealed a smaller rotating object below the
larger one. Tammas, no hand - or paw - at abseils, had stuck.
His line was jammed under the sodden capstan of coils above
the Doctor. The Apprentice could not help, for his own branch
was splitting. He retreated and tied the Doctor to a higher limb.
But that didn't get Tammas down, and until that object had
achieved its owner's skinny bosom we dared not descend ourselves.
The Doctor, from his gyrations, shouted for the crane of the
breakdown truck; Tammas, counter-gyrating below, joined in
through tail. At top elevation, the crane might just ... Smoke
and fumes, roars; a bold figure swarmed up its hiccupping vertebrae and held out hands. About five feet short ... The Doctor
could cut the line; but ifTammas missed, he would be sure, that
night, to break his neck.
The figure smote its brow, scrambled down and vanished
into the crowd, which was boiling up to an Ibrox . He reappeared
carrying a great salmon net, doubtless veteran of many another
night. On tiptoe at full stretch of crane he could just tickle the
enraged Tammas' toes.
' Righ t!' And the Doctor leaned over and sawed at the line.
A fearful hush. The motor paused and the beam flickered.
Then, plop! He was landed. Right in the net. Deafening
cheers, hoots, screams, whistles .... Goal. Everybody stormed
the pitch.
Well, we got the Doctor down, too, eventually. But no one
stayed to watch. They bore Annie and the tightly-knitted Tammas
off into darkness. Fortunately, they left our light on.
We shouldered gear and trudged up the lane. We were sore,
soaked, and the bar would be shut. A door opened and a blaze
leapt out, the truck driver after it. The Doctor thanked him for
his light. To our surprise, he enveloped us all in an ample grasp.
'Come awa in, boys, come awa in, we're aa waitan on yese ... '
And they were. A memorable night, till late early morning.
Unlim ited food, drink, music and song. The salmon-netter
buttoned an accordion wonderfully, the Amazonian wifie - a
Higgins in more itinerant days - gave splendidly belligerent
renderings of The Blantyre Explosion and The Donibristle Disaster;
the Apprentice of course indulged to wild applause in GreatJohn
MacLean, Annie herself piercingly to even wilder in Andra Lammie;
the Doctor tried ou t his new reel' Black Diamonds' on a borrowed
chanter bent like a pit-prop - there were marvellous stories and
some scarifying wit - but I remember little. I do remember how
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they plastered the Doctor's slashes, scratches, bites and bruises
with an emotional rhetoric of iodine. 'Terrible, terrible.' ' It's thae
claws; an thae teeth.' 'An he needna hae done it.' 'He did it fer
Annie.' 'N 0 fer the bluidy cat, onywye. ' .... Tammas, rebuilding
dignity , had sought his dubious blanket. We asked how he had
so badly mauled the firemen that they had to go to hospital. ' It
wisna Tammas. ' Had they fallen off their ladders, then? 'Na,
na.' What? ' They wi s j ist fou.' They had fallen ou t of their fire
engine's door, wa\'ing unbelted as it roared away after the previous
Kilmoggie Gathering. ' Three weeks in hospital, man. Aa fer
auld Annie's Tammas ... But they get paid for it , ken; they're
no like Climbers ..... '
See what I mean?
We slept on the salmon-netter's bed till six o'clock.
©GJFD

CLOSING THE BOOK
We considered the perfect murder:
An icicle for weapon, one to leave
No fingerprints, no betraying chem icals,
Nothing lying hidden in the scree.
Little did I think it would be used on me!
Too many Buachailles, too many Bens; you
Grow careless and imagination frosts its roots.
The fatal blizzard usually catches the climbers unawares,
Avalanches are what happens to other people,
An icicle in the heart is much less dramatic:
It doesn ' t hit the news or even the SMC J ournallist.
Nobody notices the clinkered climber aging past
Peching on the rough track down to Lagangarbh,
Nobody sees the icicle buried in his heart
Or notices the water melting into his veins.
His smile is a grimace but it hides the pains.
I tried to pull the fatal weapon out, constantly,
But there was nothing to grip . I never saw it strike.
The Season 's accelerating pages (blood-tim e, life-words) ran out.
Only the blurb ' s angled propaganda remains
And the colourful cover. Look well! No time for tears It's too late , always, so make a route of your years.
H.M.B .
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AT BEN NEVIS OBSERV ATORY*
By John S. Begg
This is the concluding part oj the account written by ayoung man in 1898
about his experience oj living on the Ben.
Ill. - PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
THERE is a peculiar, and in my eyes an excellent custom at
Edinburgh University , that those who have graduated Master
of Arts with Honours in Mathematics and Natural Philosoph y
are given the chance of spending one of the so-called summer
months - june,july, August, and September - at the Ben evis
Observatory, in order to relieve the regular staff, who need their
holidays as badly as most people. I took advantage of this kind
provision of my University, and it was arranged that I should
act as observer throughout September of 1896, along with a more
experienced fellow-student . On 1st September I left the Low Level
Observatory at Fort William about nine A.M. with the assurance
that, if! was in at all good form, I should reach the summit about
one. As it happened, I was not in good form, and consequently I
cursed the apparent endlessness of that stony bridle-path, with
its successive zig-zags up the mountain side , long before I reached the large, broad plateau which one has to cross before facing
the last stiff few hundred feet, named from the builder of the
Observatory MacLean's Steep. However, I did arrive at last about
four o'clock feeling more dead than alive, and much too tired to
take any interest in my surroundings other than to ask where
my bedroom was. Next day my duties commenced, and it was
arranged that throughout the month my companion should take
the long night watch from eight PM to four A.M . inclusive , as well
as the two, three, and four P .M . observations. I was to take the
rest, so that we had each our twelve observations daily , though
there is little doubt that I had the more enviable lot of the two .
THE INEVITABLE TOURIST - june, july, August , and
September are the months during which the tourists climb the
mountain, and their name is legion. I am quite sure throughout
September we had on an average from fifteen to thirty per day .
If they wanted refreshments they did not get them from the
Observatory, but at a so-called hotel, a wooden erection open
during the summer months only - for it is quite buried in snow
• A sli ghtl y abbrev iated ve rsion of J ohn Begg's acco unt a ppeared in the Cairngo rm Club
J ournal, Vol. 2.
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in winter - with four small bedrooms to enable tourists, if they
choose, to stay all night to see the sun rise. Unfortunately, they
usually arise only to say, 'We viewed the mist and missed the view.'
With so many people coming and going and with plenty work to
do also , the month passed quickly , but without special excitement.
ADVICE TO CUMBERS - One piece of advice I may offer to any
reader who should ever intend climbing th e Ben, and wishes a
good view - Don 't go up in August, which has been, with only
one or two exceptions, a month with large rainfall, much mist ,
and little sunshine. I was at some pains during my stay on the
Ben to draw conclusions from the fourteen years' observations
as to the best week on the whole in June - the best month - for
visitors to ascend the hill , and I found that the week from the
18th to the 24th ofJune inclusive was on the average the warmest,
driest, calmest, clearest , and sunniest, though I am sorry I cannot
guarantee a good view even then.
The first half of September, 1896, was mild , but in the middle
there came a change; winter was on us, and for the last fortnight
the snow was never of the summit, frost was frequent, and the
mean temperature was just a trifle above freezing point. Between
six and seven one evening towards the end of the month my friend
was standing on the Observatory roof when he heard a cry coming
from the foot of Mac Lean 's Steep. He and the cook at once set
off to see what was wrong, and found at the foot of the steep three
ladies , one of them over sixty at least , bent , and old-looking, and
quite exhausted. She had determined to get to the top, and had
left Fort William that morning, with her companions, about nine
o'clock. My friend managed to put some spirits in her in both
senses, and got her safely to the top, where she spent the night
in the hotel, and was' as fit as a fiddle' n ext day.
A CHARMING SUNRISE - It was about this time, too, I had
my first experience of night duty, and a charming one it was.
My companion had gone down to spend a farewell evening
with the gentleman who was observing at the half-way hut, and,
as he did not return quite when I expected, I had, of course, to
take duty till he turned up. Luckily it was a beautiful night;
though in September, the summit and for a considerable distance
down the hillside was white with snow, the sky was cloudless,
the wind light , and the moon full. To keep myself from falling
asleep betwee n observations I alternated cups of strong coffee
with strolls down the hill-side in the moonlight. After the six A.M.
observation I mounted to the flat top of the Observatory towe r ,
and, wrapped in a rug, for it was freezing hard , I waited for the
sunrise, nor had I to wait long. The east grew brighter and brighter,
till I was rewarded by the sun's rim appearing and shooting across
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a ray of greeting to me, first of all things animate or inanimate
throughout the length and breadth of Scotland. It gave me a curious feeling of kinship to the sun; he seemed so really to be smiling
and shining on myself alone as I stood there in the calm stillness
looking down on billow after billow of green hill or rocky mountain top stretching for mile after mile into the far-off horizon .
Then for the next few minutes I observed the white snow on the
summit turned to the most delicate pink. The other snow-clad
peaks around me still looked cold and forbidding , untouched by
the warm sun; but first one and then another received the impress
of his rosy finger-tip , and seemed to grow kindly and warm at
the touch - a lovely scene, indeed , and I thanked my companion ,
on his return , for extending his time so opportunely.
TH E NORTHER CLIFF - Before leaving on 1st October I had
taken such a fancy to the place that I had volunteered to return
in the middle of October and take ordinary observer's duty till
Christmas, an offer which was accepted by the authorities, so that
after a fortnight's holiday 17th October found m e again on the
summit after taking about six hours to ascend. I had gone somewhat out of my way in order to get a fuller view of the magnificent
cliff which forms the northern side of the mountain , dropping
from the summit sheer down to a depth of from 1500 to 2000
feet. Both the summit cairn and the Observatory are situated
within a few fee t of this precipice, and, by looking over the edge
of a wooden landing-stage built on its very brink for the purpose
of tipping over the Observatory refuse , one gets a thrilling idea
of its awful height. On this particular day in October its whole
face, as I saw it from a spur of the Ben opposite to it , presented a
weird and Arctic appearance. Alternate snow, thaw, and frozen
fog had transform ed its face into a white sheet, relieved in its
monotony by gigantic icicles and huge light green slabs of ice,
all shining dazzingly in the bright sunshine.
AN UNPLEASA T EXPERIENCE - Ju st a few days after returning
I had rather an unpl easant expe rience. As I have said , on the
north side of the mountain is a perpendicular cliff; the west side
has a comparatively gentle slope, and is the side from which the
ascent is usually made ; the south side again is fairl y steep, and
towards the S.E. dips into a huge precipitous cauldron-shaped
hollow. After two-o'clock dinner, having three hours to spare
before my next observation, I thought I would take a stroll d own
the south side. I got down a good bit all right, finding the snow
soft and capable of giving good footing , when, without any warning, I found myself on a much harder snow- slope , where I slipped
my foot , fell on m y back , and slid. The exasperating thing was
that there was nothing apparently to stop me sliding till I should
pop at a nice speed into the uninviting cauldron down below.
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However, as 1 was sliding quicker and quicker, wildly trying to
plunge my ice axe into the hard surface to check myself, I esp ied
right in my course the providential jagged top of a narrow rock
sticking up above the snow. As I was sweepi ng past this I hugged
it with my right arm as I never hugged any thing before or since,
and I gathered so much momentum that I swung right round it;
but I was safe, though I had still that hard, cold, forbiddinglooking slope to ascend. It was fortunate, indeed, I had my iceaxe with me , as with it I had to cut steps all the way up the slope
until I reached the soft snow again. It had taken m e, I suppose,
less than half a minute to go down that slope; it took me an hour
to go up.

My FIRST GALE - In the end of October I had my first experience of a bad gale. I was awakened as usual in time to take the
five A.M. observation, but, when I got outside the porch , I found
I had something to battle with. The wind was northerly, and came
in gusts. The result was that I would bend forward with every
muscle strained to resist a gust of, say 80 miles an hour, when
the wind would suddenly drop , and I, of course, would drop too,
flat in the snow; also, the soft fresh-fallen snow was blown in blinding, swirling sheets of drift all round me , so that by the time I
reached the thermometer-box I was practically blind, and had
to tear lumps of icy drift out of my eyes before I could see by the
aid of my lantern where the box was.
A WINTER THAW - The first week of November, 1896 , was
brilliant , cloudless skies, and air very dry; but the fortnight in
the middle of the month was one of the most disagreeable, as
regards weather , one could imagine. With the exception of one
day throughout that fortnight we never saw more than ten yards
in front of us ; thick, soaking mist ; with the temperature mostly
above freezing point; heavy showers of rain and sleet, and occasional gales from the S.E . reaching one day a velocity of 100
miles per hour. The house too leaked badly and the floors both
of the office and kitchen were pretty much covered with basins,
pails, &c ., to catch the water. That fortnight would indeed have
been a wearisome one had it not been that we had loads of work
to do, and when we got tired of that, a good library or a game of
cards to resort to. However, about the 23rd, the mist rolled away,
and once more we revelled in the sunshine. Such a revolution,
in fact, did this delightful change in the weather work in our
spirits that we got excited, threw sea boots at each other, and
ended by dancing on the roof the Highland Fling. Never did I
realise before how true were the words of the preacher - ' Truly
the light is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for the eyes to behold
the sun.'
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ABOVE THE CLOUDS - The mist, though it had left us, did not
disappear, but sank below the level of the summit, and for the
next few days we scored over our low level friends. For we were
perched entirely above the clouds which stretched like a white billowy sea uninterruptedly round and below on every side, as far
as the eye could scan, and that, in clear weather, is about 100
miles. At times the sheet of cloud sea would sink somewhat so
that the other mountain tops of Scotland, east and west and north
and south , peeped through the islands in the sea; at other times
it would rise till Ben Nevis alone of Scottish peaks kept its head
above the snowy billows, and then indeed we felt that in splendid
isolation we held the highest office in the United Kingdom. During
these few days the weather at Fort William was raw, cold, and
overcast with occasional drizzle, while we were revelling in a brilliant sun, shining from a perfectly clear and hazeless sky, through
air so dry that the snow disappeared quickly by evaporation. The
weird beauty of the night time under such circumstances I shall
never forget, and I shall do my best to describe one particular
scene. I had just taken the 7 p.m. observation and the air was so
delightful that I took a constitutional up and down the observatory
roof. The lightest of southerly airs blew gently and caressingly,
and prevented the stillness of the whole scene from becoming
oppressive. Above, the sky was cloudless; below, the clouds were
sinking like great white lakes into the hollows between the hills .
From the bosom of one of these lakes to eastward rose the moon,
and while it was rising the upper half was as gold, while the half
still in the cloud was red as blood. But not till it had risen quite
above its white bed and shone with all its pale splendour in the
opal sky did one feel the full charm of the scene. Over all the
clear blue island mountain tops around it seemed to cast a fairylike shimmer; and in that calm and impressive stillness, far, far
above the noise and feverishness, the sin and misery of man, cut
off from it all by those white sheets of cloud , amid the everlasting
hills , bathed in the soft ethereal moonlight, one ' s spirit felt linked
to the eternal and at rest.
ON BEN NEVIS : A MEMORY
M y hea rt th e beauti es of the ni ght enthral,
A dream of te nderness and pu re del ight;
R ound me below the fog-l akes slowly fall ,
Yet lin ge r in the valleys, pure and white.
Calml y the moon on her pale splendour shin es ,
And casts o ' er all her opalesce nt shroud;
M o unta in a nd hill sta nd forth in so ft est lines,
Pee pin g like m yriad island s thro ugh the clo ud.
Bl est is m y soul to know thi s tra nq uil hou r,
Ea rth with it s sin a nd strife is fa r away;
l ove seems the esse nce of the ete rnal powe r ,
Life is no rid dl e but a harmony.
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In the next day or two the clouds below gradually dispersed ,
and November ended with cloudless weather above and below .
There had been so much sunshine, fresh weather, and dry air
throughout the month that when December opened the boulders
were showing through the snow on the summit - an unusual occurrence for the time of year.
FRESH MEAT! - On 28th November a pony was brought up
almost to the summit with, among other things , thirteen legs of
fresh mutton , which were a great treat : so much were they appreciated, in fact, that we had them for breakfast, dinner, and tea,
and polished them off at the rate of one per day!
VISITORS IN THEIR CUPS - On the morning of the 29th November, between five and six, while I was sitting in the office, I
was startled by a tap at the window. It was, of course, quite dark
outside, but I took my lantern and went out when I found two
men standing shivering outside the window; they had not been
able to find the door , so I took them in and gave them breakfast,
and thereafter one of them told me - the other had gone fast asleep
in the chair - that they had been drinking at Fort William the
night before, and while in their cups, had made a bet with their
companions that they would climb the Ben. The unfortunate
narrator had frequently to break offhis story and leave the room
as his drinking, combined with the excessive exercise of climbing,
had sadly upset him, otherwise I have no doubt he would have
fallen asleep too like his now snoring com pan ion . They had been
guided by the marks of the ponies' hoofs where the path was
covered with snow. They had certainly won their bet and left,
feeling all right, about eleven a.m.
THE RAGGED IRISHMAN - Thereafter, during that day - a
Sunday - four or five other visitors ascended the hill, the most
interesting of whom was a ragged Irishman, a workman at the
Ben Nevis water works, who having heard that the observers
wore out their old clothes on the summit, came all the way to
beg for an addition to his own wardrobe. He was so goodhumoured and light-hearted that, after giving him a substantial
meal , which he ate voraciously, we each presented him with an
article of clothing, my contribution being a really respectable
semit. No sooner did his eyes rest on it than he turned to me and
said - 'May the Saints bless you, sorr, but oi wunder if ye have
a pair 0' drawers to match this bee-ootiful shirt.' He almost
deserved them for his assurance, but I had none to spare. He
promised the next time he came up to bring with him a bottle of
whisky in return for our kindness. The observers have not seen
it as yet.
THE BEN IN APRIL - I returned again to the summit in the
beginning of April, 1897 , for a few weeks, and found the obser-
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vatory practically buried , i.e. , no jump was required to reach
the surface of the snow from the roof, and the summer hotel was
invisible. April is often one of the most wintry months on the
Ben, and it will give the reader an idea of this when he knows
that for the first three weeks of last April the temperature never
once rose above freezing-point , and the weather was stormy with
much fresh snow . Whenever it cleared at all, we all set to work
and dug out the windows so that we might enjoy daylight till
the next heavy fall came on, when the windows at once got blocked
and we had to resort to lamplight, sometimes for days together.
On the 21 st, however, the weather cleared, temperatures rose,
and till I left in the end of the month the weather was of that
perfect kind previously described. The roadman was now able
to ascend the hill with letters. His arrival is always hailed with
joy and excitement as , owing to bad weather, the observers are
sometimes five or six weeks without letters or newspapers, though
if any important letter is lying below it can be wired up.
A MOUNTAINEERING FEAT - During this spell of fine weather,
we had the good fortune to witness a wonderful mountaineering
feat. At the western extremity of the northern cliff the hill takes
a sharp bend and another cliff runs out to the north-eastward,
and at this bend of the V -shaped precipice there is therefore an
almost perpendicular narrow corry or gully running right down
for about 2000 feet. Up this, with ropes, ice axes, and all the
other paraphernalia of the Alpine climber, came three members
of the English Alpine Club. It certainly seemed a rash and foolhardy experiment, but their coolness and courage were rewarded
after six hours hard work by their reaching the summit in safety,
when the four of us greeted them with a hearty cheer and all round hand-shaking, and finished up with a merry meal in the
observatory kitchen. The most intrepid members of the Scottish
Mountaineering Club had declared this feat to be impossible,
so it must have been with considerable chagrin that they read in
the papers next day of the success of their English friends. *
FAR EWELL TO THE BE - The sun by the end of April shines,
of course, pretty strongly, and the last day I spent on the Ben
before coming down I shall remember always as one of the most
delightful of my life. How charming it was to sit on the dry, powdery snow on a sun-exposed slope, lazily dreaming away the time,
basking in the sunlight, and enjoying the glorious view to the
west; the calm expanse of Loch Linnhe, in the distance the jagged
• Tower Gully was asce nd ed on 25th April by H astings and th e two Hasketl-Smiths . Th e
fo ll owi ng day H as tings and w . P . H asketl -Smith clim bed Gardyloo Gully, so the obvious
inacc uracy may be because Begg confused these eve nts. In an y case the ve rsion in the
Cairngo rm C lub J ou rn al d iplom a ticall y om its the las t se nte nce altogether!
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peaks of Skye, the green hill-tops elsewhere rising through the
soft blue haze, the peace and stillness and quiet harmony of everything; no sound saves now and then the croak of a raven, or the
bark of a fox, or far, far down in the smiling valleys, softened by
the distance, the plaintive bleating of the lamb for its mother,
the horse call of the red deer, or the subdued murmur of some
distant waterfall. Could anything be more soothing, more inspiring, more refreshing to mind and body? True, there was a
charm in returning to lower levels, a charm in the varied colouring after the perpetual white glare of the snow, a charm in the
old familiar sounds a nd sights of a country springtime, a charm
too in seeing fresh faces of men, and more particularl y of women;
but when all is said, the impressions which I bear with me always
of my few months on Ben Nevis are amongst the most delightful
of my life , thanks not only to the unfailing kindness and courtesy
of all those officially connected with the Observatory.
Twice since I came to these parts I have climbed Ben Rinnes
from Aberlour, and both times I have been rewarded (or so I
fancied) by a glimpse in the far distance of the great north-eastern
face of Ben Nevis. Born as I am a Scot of Scots, loving as a true
Scot does this dear land of mountain and the flood, I am not
ashamed to say that, as I gazed on that far-off speck, which for
four busy, happy , months had been my home, the tears rose to
my eyes as I remembered the strange feelings of awe, tenderness
and of quiet content, which so often possessed me as I gazed from
its lofty summit on scenes offairy loveliness , the beauty of which
no prose can express.

CLOSE TO THE WIND
By Graham Little
' A brief lapse of concentration is all that it takes ,' Derek
explains. 'When she ' s sailing close to the wind a deviation of a
mere fifteen degrees is sufficient to do it ,' he elaborates. Right
on cue, the boom comes careering across the cockpit at a height
and velocity imminently injurious to anybody in its path. 'Yours
Truly,' with impeccable reactions, reduces his six-foot-plus stature to a mere nothing.
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After several days of reefing down the main, taking in on the
topping lift, and other strange procedures, I really began to
wonder what it all had to do with rock climbing. Even the terminology was totally alien - ropes had become 'sheets' and 'painters,'
slings had become 'lashings' - and although falling about all over
the place wasn't a completely unknown experience on climbing
trips, on this particular trip it had become the norm!
Back in Glasgow I'd been utterly convinced by the theory
Derek expounded: no messing about with cars, no need to line
the coffers of 'Cal-Mac,' no long trudges with big sacs and, perhaps most importantly, no need to suffer agonies in damp, midgefilled tents. We'd just sail into the nearest bay, in Malindarra,
take a leisurely stroll to the crag, do a route or two, then wander
down, with the sinking sun, to bottles of wine and real food. It
all sounded too good to be true!
A stiff north westerly and cloud-cloaked hills kept us on the
lee side of the Small Isles, sorties ashore being confined to coastal
climbing and trout fishing, for a couple days. Then without warning, the cloud dramatically dissipated, the mountains of Rhum
vibrant in the flawless blue sky, the undulating spine of the Long
Isle perfect on a hazeless horizon.
'Let's go to Orval,' I blurt out, enthusiasm visibly welling
up inside me. Derek is already packing the hill food. From a relatively safe anchorage in Harris Bay, we head for the boulder
beach in a small rubber dingy . The few minutes of inactivity give
me time to contemplate the wisdom of our proposed venture.
Perhaps setting out at four in the afternoon, on a two hour walk,
to attempt a 'hopelessly loose .' * unclimbed pinnacle is carrying
our new found philosophy a trifle too far!
'Sod's Law' is certainly operating to great effect. As we reach
the bealach, weird tendrils of mist appear and thicken, chilling
our sweat-drenched bodies, soon spreading to envelop all in a
clammy, grey shroud. I swear its the only cloud remaining in
the whole of the Western Isles.
Orval Pinnacle is a sensational, thirty metre high finger of
basalt, pointing blasphemously at heaven and separated by a
gap from its extensive parent cliff(rising to one hundred metres
on Orval's N. W . flank), the inverted mirror image of itself. Its
height, situation and tapering symmetry make it a most desirable
climbing objective, its uncompromising angle and superficial
looseness providing a considerable deterrent.
I reach the base of the pinnacle ahead ofDerek and have time
to stand and meditate. The monolith towers over me, its impreg• The Island oJ R hum by H ami sh M . Brow n (Page 59)
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nability brazenly displayed, the great spire greyer than the mists
that swirl about it.
'I'll need to do something about those long legs of your's,'
Derekjibes on arrival. I prepare a belay well out of stone fall range.
A shallow groove on the right flank, just down from the neck,
gives steep but relatively easy climbing for nine metres to a small
ledge on the outward face of the pinnacle. Half expecting the
whole pinnacle to disintegrate under my weight, I'm quite relieved
to find the many loose flakes are 'hand removeable ' and often
reveal reasonable holds .
Fixing an assortment of'so-so' runners, I ease up the vertical
face, losing contact with Derek and committing myself to the frightening exposure . A few metres gained and as I move up , a foothold
disintegrates sending large slivers of rock crashing to the scree
below. Desperate, poorly protected, moves and a pull left take
me to a tiny ledge , good nut runners and a rest.
The midst thickens, pregnant with moisture , despite the rising
wind. The final eight metres look formidable. I balance up
quickly, concentration lapsing, hoping to outclimb the dampness.
A micro-nut runner and I pull upon small untested flakes. One
sheers off without warning. My feet shoot off the lichened rock.
I fall and fall then crash onto the ledge, bouncing out into
space, close to the wind. It takes so long I know I'm going to
die. I impact the rock again, no longer falling; spinning, spinning
in a web of rope and pain, flashes of brilliant light confusing my
vision. Oh God, the joy of pain , the joy of existence! A burning
knife isjabbing into my hip. ' Get it together,' I scream to myself.
'You've got to climb!'
I shout to Derek but he can't understand . Somehow I climb
back up to the second ledge realizing I've fallen over ten metres.
Only one runner has come out. Why did I fall so far.
Gripping the rope in my teeth to relieve the pain the rope
drag is aggravating, I regain my high point. On the right arete
are ajumble of impossibly poised splinters. I pull left, the greasy
rock doing its best to commit me to the void. I stand on the impossibly exposed left edge just two metres from the top. I want
to cry. I want to go down.
Derek has come back into view between the inside edge of
the pinnacle and the main cliffs . A keen wind rushes through
the gap. My left arm is leaden. There are no runners. Standing
on fragile flakes, pulling on damp , rounded holds, I heave my
battered carcass onto the metre wide flat summit.
There is little elation, just an overriding desire to get down .
My long sewn sling won't fit round the summit. I untie my other
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small sling, cut through the big one (thanking providence that
I've brought my penknife) and join them together. A sacrificial
crab and down I slide, lifting the runners, all in a daze. The lowest two had pulled off, hence my long fall.
Terra firma, the deck, congratulations, a can of beer, more
pain. A long, last glance at the pinnacle and we head for the boat,
Derek laden with all the heavy gear, myselflimping behind. 'The
things I've got to do to slow you down, Little,' he jokes . I laugh,
but not for long; it hurts too much! It's a long walk to Harris
Bay. I arrive in the halflight.
Rob has prepared a gargantuan feast. We all consume vast
quantities ofliquid pain killer and gorge ourselves on grilled trout
in butter . ' It's the most difficult mountain summit in the British
Isles,' I joke, then realize it's probably true! Sleep is an alcoholic
haze, numbing the pain.
I spend a day playing with my daughter, Abigail , on the
boulder beach of Harris, in the burning sun, her hair glinting
silver gold. Like a cripple, I crawl around, marvelling at the
intense colour of sea anemones, holding pounded pebbles , so
smooth, so warm.
The purple and yellow sunset over the Rhum peaks, echoes
the vast bruising on my swollen, fractured hip. As we glide out
of the bay under full sail, it feels so good to be on board, secure
in the soothing motion of the sea.
I think of a beautiful spire of grey rock. We sail back to the
mainland, still close to the wind.

T HE BREATH OF T H E GODS
There are windier places than the Scottish Highlands. In Adelie Land in
the Antarctic the average wind speed throughout theyear is said to be 60 mph.'
However our mountain playground is the scene of much boisterous behaviour
by Mother Nature. Here are afew examples.

GETTING THE WIND Up - P. W. Gribbon
There is nothing exceptional in a high wind on a hill. It's a
common experience to be buffeted and dumped, to go crabcrawling and to lie prostrate.
We sat in the hut. The great outdoors was having a prolonged
period of unpleasantness. We were indolent and lethargic and
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even spiritually debilitated. We had no thoughts of routes. Every
hour the chopper man forayed outside to check the lines anchoring
the machine on its snow pad, but no one with any sense moved
on to the mountain. It needed a diet of high moral fibre to counteract the tedium of our continual hut lurking. Let's go for a wee
walk.
We were wafted up Allt a' Mhuilinn with the north-west wind
at our tails and we were whisked up the Coire Leis slopes to the
long arete leading to the summit of Cam Mor Dearg . There the
force of the wind was spinning into a vast eddy and curling back
on the southern flank of the arete, and sometimes there was some
shelter in the lee . We trod carefully , tripodal with axes, ready to
run and crouch and scamper erratically onwards. The arete had
hidden quiet corners in a dip in the snow or the back of a rock. It
wasn't an escapade beyond the pale of reason. We knew that the
arete led to the open broad and gentle slope rising to the summit.
Ay, there was the rub .
When we forsook the shelter of the last rocks, we walked blithely
with our eyes open on to an expansive and innocuous sweep of
mountain. We were on to a frozen wave of bleakly polished ice,
colourless, lifeless, windswept. Only a brisk stamp uphill with
our crampons biting the surface, we thought. With a sideways
cant, we were compensating the vectors of the wind. Nonetheless
we had a problem: how to get up the slope. Leaning and moving,
we were going sideways across the icy slope on an unwanted
traverse line that took us away from the direct line of the crest.
The only answer was to stop and lock, going nowhere.
We were wedded to the slope, hanging on picks fractionally
inched into ice, teetering alarmingly on crampon tips. What next?
Nothing. Cling on and wait. In front was the obvious slope leading
up the crest. A few yards to go, it was so near and yet so far.
Behind , under my heels not seen but felt with some disquiet , was
the long snow slope that arched and steepened towards the gullies
that were furrowed between sharp spines of stones. A few feet to
safety, a thousand feet to oblivion. Whose was the choice?
The wind had blown for hours; it was an unrelentingly cruel
wind, shifting infinitesimally and offering only a fractional respite
in mere morsels of a knot. We would have to snatch the right
moment to move. W e waited, counting the ice grains a few eyelashes away in incessant sound, the lash of whips, cracklets and
spicules. No need to communicate, the plan was known by instinct.
We clung and hunch ed into our innermost cores, womb-hidden
and nurturing under tight control our microcosm of instant vital
being . We waited pe rhaps for ten minutes, it could have been
longer. Time passed without meaning. Wait, hang on, survive ...
then a break .. Go!

Photo D FabIan

On the first ledge of the Orval Pi ;wacie , Rhum , F.A.

Photo Hamlsh Brown

Skye: Bru ach na Fre ithc
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We were flung up on the wings of the wind. Up and over the
crest, the sound tearing over the horizon, and we went down,
ever
downwards, running free and wild, until with a sudden timidity
we turned about to face the slope and to start kicking cautiously
into the unknown corrie. Drained of adrenalin, we stopped to
consider our position.
The upper slopes of the Aonachs merged into the mist. We
would have to contour home on a long low level circuit around
the flanks of Cam Mor Dearg. We weren't going to complain.
There was a time to hold our peace, with thanks.

AN

IOUS RETREAT - D. G. Pyper
On 1anuary 4th, 1983 I was nearing the end of my Munro
tally and on the way back to Aberdeen from Kinlochewe it seemed
a good idea to deal with the recently promoted Sgurr nan Ceannaichean near Achnasheen, having already done its near neighbour Moruisg. The weather was quite good, grey and dull with
high cloud, but ",,:ithout even the faintest breeze. In fact, the stillness was oppressive.
I leave the road thinking that it should not take long to rattle
up and down this upstart. I'll probably be in the pub before afternoon closing. After about an hour I am about 200 feet below the
summit plateau. That's good, a wee breeze from the south-east
to get rid of the sweat. Another 100 ft and it is no longer so good.
My anorak goes on. Where the hell did that wind come from?
I'm on the snow that drapes down from the plateau and it is
frozen hard so the axe is needed. This wind seems to be growing
stronger by the minute. It' s a struggle removing my pack to get
the axe without losing my footing. Axe gripped firm, off I go.
lust another few feet and I'll be able to toddle along to the
summit.
le OMI
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But drawing level with the plateau I am hit by a blast of air
that throws me back down about 6 ft. Leaning further forward
with expectancy and axe at the ready, I try again. I reach my
former high point and meet the same unrelenting blast. It becomes
a hands-and-knees affair, hauling across the horizontal snow. I
hope nobody is watching these ridiculous antics. I begin to realise
how serious the situation has become when my body lifts off the
snow and my only remaining contact with the mountain is the
pick of the axe. I decide the game is up and its time to get to hell
out of here, but the problem is to pull the pick out of the hard
snow when the rest of me is airborne. The choice is to hang on
until the body parts company with the axe at the arm sockets or
to extract the pick and be blown away. The decision is taken for
me when the axe comes out and I find myself in a sprawling heap
30 ft down the slope. My interest in this summit has dissipated
and I waste no time in retreating to the car and the security of
the pub .
Even hardened locals who had seen it all were crowding for
a space at the window to view the storm and this seemed to alleviate the self-reproach I felt at having just failed on a wee Munro.
Reflecting over my pint I realised that the only thing that went
according to plan was catching the pub before closing time.
AN UNEXPECTED BLOW - High winds in the Monadh Liath
- DavidJ. Broadhead
1984 came roaring in with high winds and deep snow. Having
narrowly escaped the clutches of the Highland weather after
Hogmanay , it was with some trepidation that Anne Macintyre
and I drove North again on the evening of Friday 20 January.
Relieved to find the A9 black all the way to N ewtonmore, we joined
Dave Morris, looking forward to a weekend of cross country skiing. With such an abundance of snow we were spoilt for choice
of possible tours. The weather forecast had sounded optimistic,
so it seemed an ideal opportunity to satisfy an old ambition . Skiing almost from Dave ' s front door we planned to cross the Monadh
Liath, spend the night out in a bothy then follow the Findhorn
down to Tomatin.
Saturday dawned fine and although the morning radio forecast promised a strong southerly wind later in the day , we continued with our plan, confident that with the wind behind us we
would make rapid progress. Roger O'Donovan had been in the
Findhorn only a week or so previously, so we telephoned him
about suitable bothies just before leaving. Speaking from Glenmore Lodge he warned us of a poor weather forecast , with
conditions already very severe on Cairngorm. Unperturbed, we
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stepped out into the sunshine and skied up Glen Banchor and
around into Glen Balloch.
The morning passed quickly as we slowly climbed to the be alach between Carn Ban and Carn Balloch, slightly lower than
900 metres. As we entered the mist we were aware of the wind at
our back picking up a little , but since it was pushing us in the
right direction we were more concerned with staying close together in the poor visibility. On the broad bealach the deep snow
had been blown clear and we were laboriously picking our way
between iced rocks when suddenly the wind seemed to take us
completely by surprise.
The three of us were literall y swept off our feet. Like skittles,
we were bowled over almost simultaneously. Looking around,
I saw the others in the same undignified sprawl as myself. After a
couple of unsuccessful attempts to stand up again, with a heavy
sack on m y back , skis on my fee t and a long stick in each hand,
frightened to let go of anything which might blow away, I felt
ridiculously immobilised. Still wearing his skis, Dave crawled
across and we considered our situation, shouting in each other's
ear. It was tempting to struggle on, lured by the lee side of the
hill and shelter in the glen below, despite the perils of ski-ing
down unfamiliar ground in a near white out, driven uncontrollably by the wind, the possibility of missing the bothy in the dark
and a long hard day tomorrow.
Sensible judgment prevailed when Anne joined the discussion , indicating that one of her ski sticks had been snatched out
of her hand , leaving us with no alternative but retreat into the
teeth of the a gale. In our present position skis were more of a
hinderance than a help , so Dave suggested fastening all three
pairs to one rucksack , out of harms way. Still lying flat on the
ground I strapped the sack plus skis to my back then with the
help of the others fought my way up onto my feet. Clinging to
each other we struggled into the gale, a bizarre pantomime performance, Dave's powerful six foot plus pulling and Anne pushing
while I staggered between them, battling with the wind for control
of the ungainly load on my back. Fighting for every step, we slowly
made our way off the bealach and down. Less exposed, the edge
wore off the gale as we lost height and waded through deeper and
deeper drifts of snow until we were glad to be able to put our
skis back on our feet.
With every step forward the prospect of a night ou t (or worse)
receded and as the adrenalin wore offwe became more aware of
the physical discomfort ofski-ing straight into the blizzard. Two
of us without goggles or an adequate face mask had a particularly
unpleasant time with crusts of ice building up over faces and eyes.
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My cheeks were chapped for a few weeks after. However, by the
time darkness overtook us we were in the shelter ofCreag Dubh
and almost home. When the Cairngorm Chairlift anemometer
recorded 161 mph (S.M.C.J., 1984 XXXIII, 55)just after 8 pm,
we were sitting in front of a roaring fire , a happy outcome to our
little epic. It was not until next morning, listening to the radio,
we gradually learned of the seriousness of the blizzard which had
trapped thousands of people all over the Highlands. We were
particularly saddened but not surprised when we heard of the
five people out on the hills who had not been so fortunate.
I NCIDENT IN ARRAN - W. D. Brooker
In 1949 the spacious days of amateurism were still with us
and at Easter I had organised a week's climbing in Arran free of
charge by arranging for myself and a school friend to act as
mountaineering instructors on an Army Cadet Force course.
From the unaccustomed luxury of our officer's (tern porary) quarters at Lochranza we had taken a group on to Caisteal Abhail.
The wind had been building up to a gale as we crossed Ceum na
Caillich and the full blast struck while we were on top, making
us cower among the summit blocks. Dashing across an exposed
space to secure a small cadet who appeared to be in imminent
danger of being blown away I was myself knocked over by a gust
and when I grabbed hold of a rock as an anchor my whole body
fluttered for a few moments like a pennant streaming in the wind.
It was both bizarre and disconcerting.
The other oddity on that ocassion was the loss of our rope
(well, His Majesty's rope, really). This was a military item, khaki
in colour and made of a glossy manilla fibre. It was what was
known in those days a 'full weight' and offairly massive dimensions. This rope was still brand new and had not been softened
by use so it formed a rigid circular coil rather like a motor car
tyre. Another gust picked this up and sent it bowling and bouncing down the mountain side with great speed. Aberdonian instincts
prompted immediate pursuit but thoughts about the comparative
intensities of military enquiries into the loss of army cadets and
of ropes intervened and we attended to our human responsibilities
and never saw the rope again. It didn't really matter since we
had our own 'half-weight' nylon for the actual climbing. Or perhaps it did, because one of those cadets is now a minister in Mrs
Thatcher's government! If only .....
A WINDY NEW YEAR - R. N. Rutherford was at the 1921-22 New
Year Meet in Arran. It was his first S.M.C. Meet and attended
by illustrious former members such as W. N. Ling, W. Inglis
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Clark,]. S. M. Clark, E. C. Thomson and]. H. Bell. His diary
has this brief entry for January 1st: 'Bus to Corrie, up Glen Sannox
with MacLean, Scott and Thomson. Blown flat on Suidhe Fhearghas. Crossed Saddle into Glen Rosa. Rained all the time!'
He further writes:
I haven't read my 'Climbing Log' for many years but what memories it brings back! What memories of these men once famous in
mountaineering! I was there on the invitation of]. H . Bell (not].
H. B. Bell) who had climbed with my uncle, R. G. Napier. I remember conversations with Ling and Inglis Clark in the evening.
The latter told me about his first ascent of a mountain, I've forgotten the name, in New Hampshire and how a shepherd and his
wife gave him shelter that night.] ack came from Paisley, and was
very good to me. As for the incident on Suidhe Fhearghas I can
well remember how all four of us were fighting our way, using
our axes, against a tremendous wind. Suddenly I found myself
flat on the ground. I rolled over but could not see any other member of the party. Like me they had all been blown flat. The wind
eased slightly and when I sat up I caught sight of the others beginning to move. 0 one was hurt but we were lucky not to have
been at the summit of the mountain.
Perhaps the wind experience to cap them all is described by

W. Inglis Clark in a note to the Journal (1923, XVI, 266) about
that same New Year Meet . This reproduced here in full.

WI 0 PHENOM E 0 ON GOATFELL - At the recent ew Year 's
Meet, at Brodick, a succession of hurricanes rendered mountaineering difficult. Among other excursions was one to the summit
of Goat fell , when a series of wind vortices swept down the slopes,
tossing members here and there. Owing to the slight sprinkling
of snow, the passage of these cyclones was made visible , each circle
of wind raising a margin of snow like a wall some feet in height.
But the most interesting thing was that each large circle, revolving,
say, at 40 miles per hour, had on its margin five vortices, as shown
in the diagram, where the velocity seemed more like 100 miles
per hour, and at each of these a pyramid of snow was raised to a
height of perhaps 30 feet. The whole circle with its satellites had
a rapid movement down the mountain face . To those who were
able to look, the sight was an awe-inspiring one. Some of the
members were in advance of the writer and, as the circle bore
down on them, one could see them brace themselves to resist it ;
but ifby chance they encountered a secondary vortex, resistance
was in vain, and they were tossed about with resistless force. 0
doubt these wind movements accompany every violent storm,
but in this case the whirlwinds were rendered plainly visible
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owing to the snow. The writer could easily recognise the part of
a circle in which he chanced to be, but when in the secondary
vortex, he was thrown certainly more than 20 feet in a fraction
ofa second.

TWO TALES OF MUNROSIS
A MU ROIST 'S TESTIMO Y - By Roger Stonebridge

The author is a brand new Munroist, having compleated on Ben Lomond
in February, 1985. He explains himself with this confession.
WHE in the spring of 1978 , my black labrador dog and I , trotted
and panted up to the cairn on the summit of Sgorr Ruadh, little
did we realise that this was the BEGINNING!
Living as we do in Lochcarron , surrounded by magnificent
hills, it was easy during that first summer to visit all of the local
tops. It was from these tops whilst admiring the views of hills
and ridges fading into the blue haze that first plans were inadvertantly made. Simple questions really; 'I wonder what the view is
like from there?' 'That looks steep and interesting, I wonder if!
could climb it? ' ' I bet its a grand walk to get there."
ext weekend I shall go. '
Enjoyment improved with fitness, the seasons changed bringing renewed interest , better gear was purchased. I read books,
S.M. T. guides and magazines . I travelled further afield and started
'ticking them off in Munro's Tables . At first ambitions were
moderate go for 50, go for 100, get to half-way . Once half-way
the commitment is made.
I received instruction in basic rock climbing, to build up
confidence to tackle Skye ridge. The Munro 's on Skye were in
turn used as the experience necessary for summer holidays in
the Pyrenees . I bought cross-country skis for touring. Then had
to have instruction in downhill ski-ing to learn technique and to
build up confidence for Munro bagging ski-tours in the Cairngorms, Glas Maol hills and Glen Lyon hills. For nights out on
the hill , I started with a two man tent, then a one man lightweight ,
now its just ' sheer luxury' in a Gore-Tex bivvy bag. Walking,
scrambling, climbing, ski-ing, camping, all factors contributing
to the full enjoyme nt of the Scottish highlands.
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For each hill day I have kept scribbled notes about the
weather, the route, the company, nature, etc. During the long
winter evenings of the past few weeks, using these notes, I have
really summarised and listed everything. From these listing
some interesting totals have emerged. For my round ofMunro's,
bagging Tops where possible and convenient I have: Spent
184 days on the hill over 6 12 years
Walked 1625 miles
Climbed 175,000 metres
Driven 25,000
Spent
51 nights out, camping, bivouacking, bothying
150
were clear on the summi t
77
were in icy conditions
170
were unaccompanied
mydog 'Cudubh ' has done 194.
I know many think that we Munro Baggers are crazy! But I
am looking forward very much to finishing-off the Tops, with 44
to go (my age). To enjoying re-visiting many of the summits, in
different seasons, by different routes, maybe with a view next
time? To keeping fit by being on the hill as often as possible.
I climbed my 277th alone. I wanted it that way. A celebration
was held in Lochcarron later, where it was easier for friends and
family to gather and I could thank them for all the support and
encouragemen t so necessary.

THAT ELUSIVE FI AL MU RO - By I van Wailer

'Existing Munroists who are jit and well will be expected to do the new
Munros and Tops as soon as possible as the accomplishment oj this objective
presents no insuperable task. '
Munro 's Tables
Ever since 1925 when I was 18 12 years old and first climbed
Schiehallion, I have enjoyed walking and climbing in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, but I was 62 before my wife gave
me my first copy ofMunro's Tables and I studied the mysteries
of this book for the first time. I found that I had about 40 of these
3000 foot (914.4 metre) mountains to my credit plus a similar
number of tops, the satellites surrounding these heavenly bodies ,
which altogether added up to 543 summits , though now reduced
to 517.
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Ten years later we were on Broad Cairn together above Loch
Muick when I realised that I was exactly half way, and round
the bend so to speak without a moment to lose . This was odd
because up till then it had never occurred to m e that I would eve r
be able to do them all, but two years later on 8 June 1980 I traversed Lurg Mhor in thick mist and arrived on Bidein a'Choire
Sheasgaich to become No. 207 in the list of Munroists and to
earn a fizzy celebration which my wife had waiting for me in the
van down in Attardale.
Little did I suspect the machinations which Munrosis had
in store for m e. I remained in fact very pleased with myself until
one day watching the Lake District Mountain Trial, I met Neil
Mather and Stan Bradshaw who were running in this 17 mile
fell race , and they told me that they also had compleated that
summer but they of course had done the Tops as well, so off! had
to go again, a poor pedestrian with 58 to climb. It was during
the following year 1981 that the second edition of the Metric
Tables was published and the new ly introduced twin summit of
Ben Lui became my final Munro Top . The weather was perfect,
it was the day after the Royal Wedding which I had watched on
the television in Tyndrum and my celebrations amply covered
both events.
Did I say tinal? Yes , but I soon found that another Top had
crept unannounced into the table s, Carn na Con Dhu, 3 km out
along the north-east ridge from Sgurr nan Ceathreamhnan
towards Loch Mullardoch . I rode up on my scooter, set up base
camp near the Cluanie Inn, walked in to Alltbeithe Youth Hostel
in Glen Affric , made an early start on Sunday morning when
there was no deer stalking, to climb my latest final on 13 September 1981 and was rewarded on my return to Alltbeithe by
the vision of the Warden's girl friend sun bathing in the nude.
A year went by during which I climbed two fine Welsh 3000'ers
which I had missed out, Elidir Fawr in the Glyders and Yr Elen
in the Carnedds. In the autumn Ijoined one of Ham ish Brown ' s
very good parties to do the Irish Munroes (note the le' as in the
Irish whiskey). After Lugnaquilla and Galtymore for starters
and two superb courses on Macgillycuddy 's Reeks I celebrated
my final summit for the Grand Slam on Brandon Mountain together
with Matthew Moulton , another % century old compleater and
the others on 11 October 1982.
There followed a year of resting on my laurels and doing a
few nostalgic Lake District rock climbs, but the lull was soon
broken by m y discovery of a Top I had missed which had sprouted
from 911 to 916 metres , Creag na Caillich at the Killin end of
the Tarmachan ridge. Furthermore a brand new Munro, Beinn
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Teallach north of Tulloch Station had been promoted from
Corbett status. Ever on the trail I did these two finals in May
this year 1984 using the West Highland Line and the Killin Post
Bus, youth hostels and a night on the waiting room floor at Tulloch. Soon after this I went with my wife to Glen Shee and did
yet two more final Munros which I had had on my conscience
for several years, ever since Jim Donaldson had told me that
although I had stood many times on the summits of the Cairnwell
and Carn Aosda on skis, they did not count because I had used
the ski-lifts! Two hours sufficed to make an honest old man of
myself, only to learn that Sgurr a'Choire Bheithe, a remote Corbett
in the Rough Bounds ofKnoydart had started to rear its head to
Munro status, and there it waits.
In the meanwhile by way of an insurance against more new
Munros and Tops appearing I am doing the 'Metros,' the name
I have given to the Scottish summits between 900 and 914.4
metres . The word refers to metrication and has nothing to do
with the motor car or the Paris underground railway. One of the
additions to my original list of the Metros has the apt but ominous
name ofFinalty Hill.
Finally
THE END

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Sir,
In the article on Handa last year I said that Donald Macdonald
who made the first crossing to the Great Stack later on fell out
with the kirk and went off to North Rona; which information I
have learnt to be untrue, though so repeated in most sources.
The exile was a Malcolm Macdonald. He actually initiated the
Handa raid, but being too old, got Donald Macdonald, then 26,
to lead it in 1876. It was Malcolm Macdonald who went off into
self-imposed exile and died, aged 67, in 1885. Tom Weir, who
passed on this corrected information, noted the graves of the two
shepherds on a visit in 1984 - 100 years on from their luckless
landing. Bill Murray, in the 60' s, met a retired schoolteacher in
Dunoon, who was the son of Don aId Macdonald, and heard from
him the story of his father's climb. Just as errors became accepted
(like the Ben Alder Cottage myths) or Caulfeild always gets spelt
Caulfield, there has been this mix-up of Mac don aIds. The above
I hope sets out the truth of the personalia involved. Yours etc.,
Hamish M. Brown.
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NEW CLIMBS SECTION
QUESTIONS OF ETHICS
The Editor has received a letter from Graham Little containing pointed objection
to some remarks made by Gary Latter in his article 'The Hard Rock Route to E 7' in
the 1984 Journal. Latter has delivered a spirited reply. Considerations of space (and
editorial diplomacy) preclude publication verbatim but the bones of contention should
be mentioned .
Latter takes the view that the excessive use of aid (and that means almost any
aid) demeans the cliff and that the use of bolts for direct aid is totally unacceptable .
He claims that the aid being almost entirely dispensed with subsequently proves his
point.
Little maintains that one bolt does not constitute an 'aid extravaganza' and that
aid can be justified if, as has been the case so often in the past, it leads to creation of a
fine route which can be enjoyed later, even if the aid is later reduced . He also claims
that when pegs are removed they may leave behind the ' holds' which make a free ascent
possible. He claims that when aid is used on a first ascent it is declared and its use is
less of a blemish on the purist ethic than the elitism and snobbery which scorns those
that pull on the odd runner and may not aspire to E 7.
The question of climbing ethics is an important one for any publication which
records first ascents, if only so that the conditions under which they are achieved are
understood . Climbing ethics are never absolute, but alter with time , location and technological change. Not so long ago the use of bolts or even pegs by American Climbers
to provide frequent and regular protection was strongly disapproved of over here, and
crampons, while alright for the Alps, were seen as a kind of cheating aid which reduced
the challenge of Scottish snow and ice, the scale of which was already limited by nature.
Should ethical considerations not only care for contemporary climbers but also take
into account those who will follow in a later generation? How acceptable are some of
the methods utilised today in pioneering new rock? Should we accept practices used
in France - and increasingly South of the Border? Has modern technology created
such levels of protection and safety that 'the cannon's mouth' must now be sought by
even more exotic means? These are all questions which relate to ethics in Scottish climbing.
We invite comment and debate , if only to find whether a consensus exists.

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS
CARNMORE, Grey Wall - Break In
6Sm, Hard Very Severe.
A. Tibbs&A. Winton. 1st August, 1984.
Start at the right end of the Grey Wall at a prominent chimney. Climb the chimney
for 7m then break out left onto the wall by a short hand traverse . Climb the wall above
and trend left to a good stance below a leftward sloping groove, (30m, 4c). Leave
the stance on the right and climb cracks to reach a 'V' groove. Climb the groove breaking
out left to finish up the crack above, (3Sm, Sa).
Lower Wall - 999
12Sm, El.
A. Tibbs & A. Winton. 2nd August, 1984.
A short way left of the Ba/aton recess is a corner immediately to the right of two
huge red flake s. Climb the corner to the large roof. Turn the roof on the left and climb
the crack above. Easier climbing leads to a belay, (33m, Sb / c). Traverse right to a rib
overlooking the Balaton recess. Climb the rib and finish up the obvious hanging curved
groove of Dandelion Days, (40m, 4c). Continue easily to the Central Bay, (S2m).
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- Sword Direct Start
E2.
A. Tibbs & A . Winton. 3rd August, 1984.
Start at the right end of the ledge at the top of the pale grey slab of Dragon . Traverse
right for about 3m on the lip of the overhang then climb up and right to gain the main
line, (Se) .
SLlOCH, North-West Face
The North-West face of Slioch has three obvious gullies. On the right is Easy Gully,
in the middle is Starters Gully and on the left is Surprise Gully. These gullies define
two buttresses, Main Buttress on the right and Stepped Ridge on the left. Surprise
Gully is bounded on the left by a ridge composed of three pinnacles , and left again is
an easy-angled hidden gully.

- Easy Gully
3OOm , GRADE I.
S. Chadwick . February, 1981.
Climb the easy-angled gully to the shoulder, then traverse right and up the face
to the finish .
- Starters Gully
350m, GRADE Ill.
S. Chadwick & A . Smailes. February, 1984.
Climb the open gully by any one of three funnels. The best line is the right-hand
one and takes in a steep chimney . The gully continues to a col formed where Stepped
Ridge joins the main face. Traverse easily left for 60m and climb a gully for lOOm to
just short of the West Summit of Slioch .
- Surprise Gully
350m, GRADE 11.
S. Chadwick, B. Findlay&G . Strange. March, 1984.
Climbs the left-hand of the three obvious gully lines. After a long deviation to
the right to avoid a large boulder choke, the climb continues to a col with a 50m drop
into the hidden gully mentioned above. Below the col, traverse right from the gully
for 40m, then take the open face for l50m to the top .
- Pinnacle Surprise
2oom, Difficult.
I. Davidson & S . Chadwick. May, 1984.
The col up to which Surprise Gully runs is the termination of the ridge composed
of three pinnacles. This route is the ascent of the lowest pinnacle.
Start at the lowest rock s left of Surprise Gully (cairn). Follow short walls and
grooves to the foot of a steeper buttress . Move up and left to the edge of the buttress
where exposed moves lead to a groove above. Follow the crest of the ridge for a further
two pitches to reach the surprisingly abrupt and airy top of the pinnacle.
Descent is via the South side to a col, followed by an abseil down the left (North)
branch of the gully.
LOCH ERRIBO L, Creag Shomhairle - Bardo Thodol
87m, El
G. Cohen & G . Macnair. 1st August , 1984.
An excellent companion route to Land oJ the Dancing Dead, taking the big slab
to the left of that route. Start 8m left of Land oJthe Dancing Dead.
Climb blocks passing overhang to gain slab, 7m. Traverse left and go up and left
to small ledge . Go right, then directly up to a stance on the slab at the bottom of its
right-bounding corner, (30m , Sa) . Climb the slabby corner, traverse left under roof
till near left edge, then go up to steep crack and follow this leftwards to edge , then go
up short wall to comfortable stance, (27m, Sa) . Climb up to steep crack and follow
this leftwards to edge . Go up short wall in fine exposed position to ledges, (30m , Sa) .
At the left hand end of Creag Shomhairle there is a steep smooth grey wall left of
a large red recess. This has the following two climbs.
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- Mistaken Identity
6Sm, El
D. lamieson&G. Nicoll . 11th August, 1979.
Start from the right-hand end of the terrace below the grey wall. Climb a line of
clean cracks. Move left near top of cracks past loose flakes to ledge and recess, (3Sm,
Sa). Climb leftward-slanting crack in upper wall; some vegetation, but good climbing,
(30m, Sb) .
6Sm, El.
- The Row of Trees
K. Spence & G . Cohen . 11th August, 1979.
Start near left end of terrace below grey wall, some 20m left of Mistaken Identity.
Climb around lower slabs and traverse right to below obvious recess (20m). Climb
up into recess and through overhang with difficulty on loose rock . Continue up and
left more easily to top, (30m, Sb) .
IS0m, Severe.
GLAS BHEINN (Loch Carron) - Slab and Groove
G. Cohen & D . Rubens . 26th May, 1984.
At the right hand side of the crag is a slabby corner just left of a gully . Climb this
for 90m (Diff) to a grassy terrace. The slabby corner continues from here to the top of
the cliff, and to its left is a deep groove, entrance to which is barred by a wall with
overhangs . Follow the slabby corner for about 6m till above the first overhang then
traverse left across the wall and climb through the second overhangs to reach the groove.
Follow the groove to the top.

- Clean Compromise
172m, Hard Very Severe.
G . Cohen & D . Rubens . 26th May, 1984.
Start at centre of crag below a groove with an overhang at 12m. Climb the groove
to below the overhang, then go right and up easily for 9m. Climb steep shallow groove
on good holds to stance, (42m, 4c) . Move right along ledge, climb up slabs, a steep
wall and then a rib to a slanting grass terrace, (42m, 4c). Go up terrace to the white
slab of Black House. Climb this on the left and continue up to a ledge below steep
wall, (27m, 4b) . Climb steep wall to gain short groove on right. Climb this and overhang
above on the right, strenuously. Continue up short wall s and grassy ledges, (36m, Sb).
Continue to top, (2Sm).
Note - The start of this climb may be common to Adul Suli. A more direct variation
is possible on the third pitch.
BEINN a' MHUINIDH, Little Buttress - Refuse Cruise
SOm, Very Severe.
D. Rubens&S. Pearson . 16thSeptember, 1984.
This is the rib right of Miscellany . Climb easily up to stance below and just right
of rib, 10m . Follow rib directly to overhang; break left through this to top, 40m .
2oom, GRADE IV .
LIA THACH, Coire na Caime - Titanium Gully
D . Rubens , G. Macnair & G . Cohen. 21st February , 1984.
An obvious narrow line about 200m left of Vanadium Couloirgives a good climb .
4S0m, GRADE III + .
Coire Dubh 8eag - Chi Squared
D. Rubens&A . N. Other. Winter, 1984.
The watercourse just before the entrance to Coire Dubh Beag on the approach
from Glen Torridon . Consistent climbing on water-ice apart from the crux at a band
of crags high up . Above the crux the more interesting left fork was taken. Climbed
during a long cold period .

- Umbrella Fall
M. Fowler&P . Butler. 1stApril, 1984.
The obvious ice fall left of Poacher's Fall. A fine crux pitch.

226m,GRADEIV.
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Ascend the lower buttress via a curling groove line to a ledge line which could be
gained from slopes on the right beneath Poacher's Fall, 120m. Moveout right on steep
ice to continue up right and belay below very steep ice grooves leading to a huge ice
umbrella, 22m. Ascend the acute angled icy corner and avoid the umbrella on the right,
24m. Easier climbing to a sudden easing of the angle, 60m.
BEl N ALLlGI
The following route takes the most northerly of the ridges which form the NorthEast face of the Horns.

- Backfire Ridge
200m, GRADE I!.
S. Chad wick & G. Powell. February, 1981.
Climb the ridge left of the triangular face, direct. Straight-forward except for
three short rock steps.
In the corrie above Loch Toll nam Biast there are two gullies which form at the col
between Sgurr Mhor and the northern Horn . The righthand is short and uninteresting.
The left branch is longer and entertaining in early season but later banks out. This is
Backyard Gully 150m Grade 1111 soloed by S. Chadwick, 15th April, 1984.
- Diamond Five
225m, GRADE IV.
S. Chadwick ,G. Livingston & G. Strange. 10th February, 1985.
Takes a line up a deep cleft on the triangular north-west face of the most westerly
Horn above Toll nam Bias!. The route often has a good ice build-up after a few days
of freezing weather even when snow build-up is negligible.
Climb ice steps direct to shelf below corner, (33m). Climb short corner on left
and up easier ground to below short ice-fall, (36m) . Climb ice-fall and up easy ground
to deep wide cleft, (36m). (The IOm ice-fall directly above is unclimbed). C limb left
wall (peg runner) and travese left to snow slope; narrow ice gully above, (45m). Follow
snow field to back wall , (30m) . Climb final corner to ridge, (45m) .
200m, GRADE llI.
BElNN DAMH, Craig na h' lolaire - AelOS
I. Crofton & G . Coplan. 3rd March, 1984.
This route takes the left edge of the steep part of the buttress, bounded on the left
by an open gully. It appears to be in the vicinity of the summer route Aquila.
Climb through the first tier at its lowest by an easy chimney to the right of a steep
wall. Climb next band by left-slanting ramp to easy ground. Continue up to two chimneys.
Climb the right-hand chimney, and then the arete on the left, to finish up the top of
the left-hand chimney. More easy ground leads to a steep corner-crack. Climb this
and more easy ground to the final tier, climbed by an open chimney.
BElNN EIGHE, Triple Buttress - Eigheand Spoon Race
258m, GRADE IV I V.
P. Thornhill, C. Watts, T. Saunders & M. Fowler. 9th April, 1983 .
Takes the occasionally prominent right trending ice-streak on the left side of the
central wall.
Climb the big pitch in SC Gully, (45m) . Easy ground (passing a gully on the right
leading to a broad terrace) leading to a belay at the foot of an icy chimney on the
right, (90m). Ascend the chimney and continue to a very steep icy section about 12m
high, climb this (crux) to a stance/ belay, (48m). Climb easier ground trending right to
the top, (75m). (The relationship between this and A. Nisbet's two routes is uncertain).
163m, Very Severe.
ST AC POLLAIDH - Release the Bats
G. Leslie & A. Fraser. 5th May, 1984.
A varied and interesting route, taking the easiest line on the lower wall of 0 . 2
Buttress, continuing by the upper arete and headwall. (The upper arete appears to have
been climbed with I point aid - SMCJ - 1957 p.157).
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Start at left toe of buttress, 2m, right of the gully separating No. 2 Buttress from
the Western Buttress (cairn). Climb steep crack for 5m, then step left onto gangway,
which is followed up left to edge. Move right along ledge to belay in corner (26m).
Climb corner to ledge, then up rightwards - sloping, hidden chimney to belay on ledge
(l7m) . Take groove above (crux) stepping left where it di vides . Step back right round
awkward corner to belay beneath tower on arete (20m) (about 7m left of prominent
pinnacle) . The tower is turned on left via easy slab and ledges to belay beneath second
tower (17m) . Turn this slightly on left via short, strenuous crack. This leads to the
upper, level arete, which after an awkward descent,leads easily to final headwall (40m) .
Climb crack on headwall, immediately le ft of aretes conti nu ation (33m) then finish
up slabs (IOm) to belay at cairn on top of 2nd buttress.
CHNO DEARG; MEALL GARBH, East Face
Details of previous winter routes on this cliff appeared in SMCJ 1977, p.I77. An
unclimbed central gully was mentioned; no longer unclimbed.

- Stalactite Gully 2oom, GRADE IV.
A . Nisbet & Miss B. Clough . 13th January, 1985.
This gully is an obvious feature in the centre of the highest section of cliff. It has
two caves. The direct exit from the second cave now a short overhanging ice pitch
(crux), but with a high runner in the roof of the cave. The rest was easier and gave a
fine route overall.
- OssianGully
150m , GRADE lll.
S. Kennedy & G. Rowbotham; M . Stringer & S. Thirgood. 12th January, 1985 .
This is the obvious gully about 50m right of Broad Gully. Climbed on continuous
water ice with a steepening at two-thirds height.
FANNICHS
SGURR NAN CLACH GEALA, East Face - Cuileag Corner
150m, GRADE IV IV.
C. Maclean & A. Nisbet. 18th January, 1985.
This route takes a discontinuous line of corners on the right side of Number 3
Buttress. Climb vegetated slabs to belay underneath the corner system (45m). Enter
the corner by a thin slab and short steep wall (45m). Go up the corner to a big roof.
Traverse right immediately underneath the roof and go up ice into a fault on the right
edge of the buttress . Climb the fault past two steep sections (45m). Continue up the
fault to the easy ground common to all routes on this buttress .
The precise line and the overall difficulty will depend on the amount of ice present.
AN COILEACHAN, Garbh Choire Mor - The Ramp Tramp
2oom, GRADE IV .
C. Maclean & A. Nisbet. 19th January, 1985.
The left side of the coire is a long and somewhat featureless slabby wall. The aim
of the route was to climb a shallow depression towards the right edge of the wall, just
left of a very steep section. In fact the final line took two ramps going diagonally right
across the depression and above the steep section. Scramble up slabs and vegetation
to start under the depression .
Go diagonally left to reach the first ramp . Follow it to its end (60m). Above this
ramp the depression is barred by a smooth barrier wall but at the very end of the ramp
there was just enough vegetation to allow access to the next ramp above. Follow this
to broken ground, then go straight up to the top.
APPLECROSS
SGURR a' CHAORACHAIN, S.E. Cliff
This cliff is above and right of the six buttresses forming the so-called S.Face. It
presents a steep face above a gully which runs down to the road about a mile below
the layby for Sword oJ Gideon etc. but the cliff is in fact best approached from No. I
buttress. The cliff is well seen from a distance on driving up from Loch Kishorn, just
after a right-hand bend at 808 405 .
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- Rig-Veda
97m, Hard Very Severe.
G. Cohen&S . Brener. 10th June, 1984.
This is a recommended climb in fine position . Start at a line of corners directly
beneath the steep upper wall of the cliff, about 20m (?) left of the gully . About half
way up the upper wall a small undercut nose can be seen with a short wide crack on its
right. The line goes directl y up corners and grooves to this.
Climb grassy corners to terrace, 18m . Continue up black cracks just left of corner
to belay on grass terrace beneath upper wall, (36m, 5a). Climb directly above belay,
with an awkward move at 9m. (a possibly easier alternative is a crack a little further
right). Continue up groove on good holds to undercut nose. Step right to gain chimney
and climb up more easily; pass large wedged block and climb steep crack to terrace,
(36m, 5a). The wall above or the corner on the left (25m, 4a).
At the left hand end of this cliff is a steep clean wall with a very prominent deep
diedre above twO corners (left of an enormous block). This gives the line of:

-Pommel
60m, Very Severe.
D. Rubens & D. Broadhead . July, 1984 .
Climb crack into right-hand corner and climb corner, 25m. Climb slab and arete
on right to easier ground, 35m.
BEl N BHA N, Coire Nam Fhamhair - Gully ojlhe Gods
196m , GRADE V.
M . Fowler&S. Fenwick. 3rdApril,1983.
The unique overhanging central gully splitting th e crag gives a tremendous climb.
A combination of back and foot / bridging on ice leads to an excellent ledge on
the right, 27m. Climb the back of the gully for about5m then back and foot out to the
main ice st reak and follow this into a very steep and difficult ice groove above the
main overhangs. Pass the final capstone on the right, 39m. Easier to the top, l30m.

- Der Rise and Shine
120m, GRADE IV.
A. Saunders & B. Simmonds. 3rd April, 1983 .
Takes the best and most obvious line on the opposite side of the corrie to Gully oj
lheGods.
- Greal Overhanging Gully 180m, GRADE IV / V.
M. Fowler & P . Butler. 17th March, 1984.
Takes the chimney / gully 50m right of Gully ojlhe Gods. Extremely steep.
Climb to below overhangs, 21 m . (Excellent peg belay on a ledge to the right before
the chimney) . Up the chimney to the overhangs - surmount these free on ice and continue
over an awkward bulge to a cave stance, 36m. Climb to beneath the chockstone and
use a threaded sling to gain Nisbet's traverse line . Cont inue up left to belay 5m left of
a dry overhanging pitch, 36m. Move left and ascend to another ledge, 12m. Use two
pegs to reach deceptively hard tuft-climbing leading back right to the gully bed, 12m.
Surmount the overhang to belay below the final chimneys, 12m . Climb the grooves/
chimneys and a cornice to finish, 50m.
Coire na Feola - The A cid Queen
150m, GRADE IV / V.
D. Dinwoodie & C . Maclean. 8th February, 1984 .
The slender ice-fall which oftens forms in the left-hand recess of Suspense Buttress .
It is usually accompanied by an icicle mass hanging up on the left and a twin strip of
thinner ice running up just to the right.
The ice-fall was climbed in two pitches starting up a short chimney and snow funnel.
The ice at the top was thin and this will normally be the crux. A right traverse then
easier grooves lead in 90m to the top.
220m, GRADE IV .
Coire Toll a'Bhein - Threalening Behaviour
S. Fenwick & P. Thornhill. March, 1984.
The largest buttress in the corrie, on the left at the back, has an obvious pinnacle
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at its centre. Some way to its left an obvious streak of snow and ice comes down the
buttress, trending leftwards in the upper part into a well-defined gully.
Climb icy slabs for 45m, then easier ground to a steep ice pitch which provided a
way up a steep rock band .. Above this steep ice for 15m led to the upper gully. This
contained short ice steps (90m) .

- Breach o/the Peace
220m, GRADE IIIIl!.
P. Thornhill .
To the left of the main buttress is a broad easy gully useful for descent. To the
left of this is another buttress, split on its left hand side by a very obvious straight and
narrow corridor of snow, well-defined by rock walls on either side. At the time of
climbing, it provided somewhat tricky steps but possible could bank out to grade I.
- Indecent Exposure
285m, GRADE IV.
S. Fenwick & N. Bankhead .
Climb the central buttress direct heading for obvious snow-ice gully which leads
to pinnacle high on ridge. At top of steep chimney traverse right across right wall to
enter upper section of right hand gully which is taken to the top.
ACHNASHELLACH
FUAR THOLL, South East (Summit) Cliff - Tholl Gale
180m, GRADE V/V!.
M . Fowler&A. N. Other.
Takes the obvious line of ice streaks in the centre of the cliff 50m right of Fuar
Folly. Start at the obvious place somewhat right of the ice streaks line.
Mixed climbing trending left and then right (ice) leads to a horizontal ledge line.
Traverse left about \Om to belay below the obvious ice streak (36m) . Mixed climbing
leads to an overhanging black wall. On the first ascent this was covered with organ
pipe icicles which collapsed and necessitated a peg for aid to gain the ice above. Steep
thin ice for 15m leads to a good ledge, serious, (33m). Steep and fine icy corners on
the right to a good ledge, (36m) . Ascend diagonally right on deceptively hard ground,
(not obvious from the foot of the route), (30m) . Continue right; easy after initial steep
step (45m).
AN TEALLACH, Bidein a'Ghlas Thuill - Slate Mate
300m, GRADE IlIlIV.
K. Schwartz & J . Mount. February, 1983.
There are two obvious lines left at Checkmate Chimney. The one nearest and leading
towards it is reached by a snow slope and followed throughout with a finish over mixed
ground directly above.
D1ABEG
From Diabeg village an imposing steep wall is visible underneath the approach
path to the main cliff. At the top left of this wall is a large inset slab, right of which is
the highest part of the wall. Between the slab and wall is formed a sharp arete, which
provides the second pitch of the following route.

- Dire Wall
35m, El.
A. Nisbet&R. F. Alien. May, 1984.
Climb a crack in the centre of the wall until possible to traverse left to the top of a
shallow overhanging corner which comes up from ground level. Climb straight up to
the base of the arete, (20m, 5a). Climb the arete, (l5m, 5b).
(Murray Hamilton has reportedly climbed a direct line on the wall , probably starting
at the same place).
MAIN CLIFF
On an ascent of The Black Streak, R. McHardy climbed the crack direct (El, 5b).
This seemed the logical (and easiest) way to go. A. Nisbet and R. McHardy climbed
the cracked wall between this route and Route Two, later discovering that it had been
climbed by a party from Northumberland the previous summer (1983). These two routes
and Roule Two are well-protected and highly recommended .

a.

Fi c nn Cc ire - Cir Mh or

b.

c.

Coire na C iche - Cioch na h 'Oighe ouler

d.

Coire na Ciche - C ioch na h' Oi ghe inner

e.

Coire na h 'Ua imh - Cir Mho,.

f.

Coire Daingean - A 'C hi,.

Co ire a' Bh adrai n - M eadow ? ac c

A ca nin e Munro ist co ntemplatin g hi s co mpl ea ti o n
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- Northumberland Wall
65m, E2.
Climbs the wall between Route Two and The Black Streak. The wall contains an
intermittent crackline which fails to reach the ground. Start at a left-facing corner left
of the line of cracks.
Climb the corner and its capping roof, then traverse right to gain the base of the
crackline. Follow the crackline, which deviates right and back left (crux) at a bulge ,
to the middle ledge. A sustained pitch, well-protected if large numbers of small wires
are carried, (30m, 5c). Climb a continuation crack line between Route Two and The
Black Streak, gained from the right. The second gained the crack more directly, but
this would be unprotected and at least a grade harder, (35m, 5b).
GAIRLOCH, Ravens Crag (GR 714795)
The rock on this crag is good, faces south and dries very quickly. It provides a
pleasant low level alternative to the verticality of Tollie .
Access; Just up from the Shieldaig Lodge Hotel , a farm track fords a burn. Follow
thi s for l 'h miles until the loch is gained. The crag will be in profile view on the right.
Routes from right to left.

- HydroHek
48m, Hard Severe.
G . Powell& S. Chadwick. July, 1982.
Start at the right of the crag, beneath a large shield of rock on the upper wall.
Climb the crack system for 2m and step left to easier ground. Up and belay beneath
the shield of rock , (24m). Step up and right onto diagonal fault then mantle shelf onto
face . Move left up the face to the top.
- Badachro
48m, Very Severe.
G. Powell& S. Chadwick. August, 1982.
Left of Hydro Hek is a wall with a letterbox slot at half height.
Climb thin cracks until it is possib le to move left to slot. Up through overlap fault
to belay, (24m, 5a) . Climb series of short walls to top, (24m).
-Lonmore
63m, Hard Severe.
A . Smailes & S. Chadwick. June, 1983 .
Start at centre of crag beneath the diagonal crack in the upper wall .
Up heather depression and wall above, to ledge by tree, in situ peg belay, (24m) .
Climb to base of diagonal crack and follow this past raven's nest , round bulge to belay ,
(33m). Up cracked wall to finish.
-Joy
54m, Hard Severe .
S. Chadwick & K. Anderson. September, 1982 .
Begins just left of the lower wall of Lonmore.
Up heather rake to gain the shallow groove left of the wall. Belay as for Lonmore,
(24m). Up 6m and move right over cracked blocks to tree. Climb the diagonal groove
system above to top, (30m).
- Charlstone
54m, Severe.
S. Chadwick & H . Emerson. August, 1981.
Left of the top diagonal crack of Lonmore is a blank wall, then a further short
crack and break in the top wall. Begin directly beneath thi s.
Directly up slabs via easy ledge systems to belay on heather terrace beneath cracks,
(30m). Move left up cracks, then back right and up via water worn depressions, up
easier wall above to top, (24m).
-Lucy
51m, Very Difficult.
S. Chadwick & I. Davidson. September, 1984.
Left of Charlstone there is a right to left diagonal weakness/ groove in the slabs.
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Directly up to start of grooves, and climb it until just short of final steepening,
(2Im). Up final section of groove and over short wall above to belay, (15m). Up heathery
wall to top, (l5m).
CREAG MHORTOLLAIDH, Upper Crag - The Bug
65m, E2.
C. Maclean &A. Ross. May, 1983.
The original line tensioned rightwards into Knickerbocker Glory (SMCJ, 1975).
The route is now free and independent.
Climb the crackline to belay on a ramp beneath a bulging nose, (35m, 5b). Follow
the crack over the nose and up to where it bends left, move left and go up the continuation
crack to easy ground, (30m, 5b).
NOTES
Guttersnipe in Coire na Feola of Beinn Bhan (see SMCJ 1983, p.364) was apparently
climbed on 30th December 1981 by M. Fowler, S. Fenwick & M. Lynden and was
called Sheet Whitening.
Reinn Eighe, Coire Rubha Staca - R. Archbold and G. Strange note an ascent of Chockstone Gully at Grade III on 7th April 1984.
Loch Torridon, Diabeg - C . Moody reports that Easy Does It (SMCJ 1984) is the same
route as Boabs Corner SMCJ 1983).
Creag Mhor Tollaidh - With reference to a note by Paul Nunn in SMCJ, 1983, R.
Alien and A. Nisbet climbed the corner left of The Handrail in May 1981, finishing
by bridging past the tenacious heather, which did not affect the climbing as there were
adequate hand holds on the right wall. It therefore seems unreasonable to doubt the
validity of the first ascent. HVS (5a, 5a) was the grade.

HEBRIDES
ISLEOFRHUM
60m, Difficult.
TRALLA VAL, West Peak - Malindarra
G. E. Little . 30th June, 1984.
This route takes a line of short corners on the wall/ buttress flanking the south
side of Trallaval's west peak, directly below the summit. Start in a grassy bay to the
left of the gully descending from between Trallaval's twin peaks. A prominent band
of lighter rock skirts the base of the wall . Climb corner system , without deviation, to
the summit.
30m, E3.
- Orval Pinnacle
G. E. Little. 18th July, 1984.
This sensational pinnacle (described in Hamish Brown'sguide as 'hopelessly loose')
gives a serious and exposed climb. On the first ascent many loose flakes, of various
size were thrown off but some unstable rock still remains. (see article on p . 164).
Start at a slight groove on the right hand side of the pinnacle, just down from the
'neck.' Climb the groove (4a) to a small ledge on the outward face of the pinnacle.
Climb the face, with a move left to gain another small ledge (5b). Continue up the
face, with a move onto the left edge, to gain the small flat topped summit (5b).
NOTE: A long sling placed around the 3m circumference summit was used for abseil.
This will eventually require replacement.

SKYE
SRON A CICHE, Coir a ' Ghrunnda
The following route lies on the prominent buttress between South Crag and
Thearlaich Buttress at NG 447200. Where the Glen Brittle path meets the glacis/ slab
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barrier climb upwards to the left. Scramble to an obvious slab which is easier that it
appears from below; on the left side of the slab is a crack which bounds the right side
of the buttress. Left again is an overlap and a wide flared groove with a crack in the
corner, a large horizontal flake at it's foot and two large flakes at it's top; the route
takes this crack .

- Vagabond Crack 142m, Hard Very Severe.
B. Molyneux & R. Reeve. 28th May, 1984.
Easy slab climbing leads to the horizontal fault, (30m). Step left onto ledge, and
make awkward move up onto the ledge of the large flake, (l2m). The crack. After
initial difficulty ascend and finish steeply over doubtful flakes to belay on slab. An
excellent pitch, (40m, 5b). Step left to arete and climb easily to the top, (60m).
12m, El.
COIRE LAGAN
- Bastinado, Variation
D. Dinwoodie & C. Maclean. 25th July, 1983 .
Climbs the obvious groove and jam crack right of the normal crux, (5b).

TheCoich-Erotica
24m,E3.
D. Dinwoodie & G. Livingston. 27th July, 1983 .
Goes up the small frontal face of the Cioch, taking the obvious crack-line. Start
and finish by easy slabs. The top crux part of the crack is well protected with a rest on
a ledge out to the left, (6b) .
BLA VEN
- Eventide
60m, Severe.
M. McLeod&C. Moody. 7th August, 1983.
A face lies above the south-east buttress running parallel to it. At the right hand
side of the face is a short steep chimney.
Start at a grassy bay below chimney about 15m above a large cave. Climb wall to
chimney, up chimney and crack continuation which bears left finishing after a bulge .

27m, E2.
NEIST POINT, Lighthouse Area - Westcoastin
D. Dinwoodie & C. Maclean. 12th November, 1983 .
The first main chimney-groove west of the foghorn . Sustained crux section, (5b).

- Westagain
27m, Hard Very Severe.
C. Maclean, D. Dinwoodie&M . Hamilton. 12th November, 1983 .
The next main chimney-crack west again.
- Neisty Beisty
27m,E3.
D. Dinwoodie and Others. 13th November, 1983.
A crack and groove line left of the above. The groove is characterised by undercut
blocks and flakes and lies left of an obvious crack, yo-yoed, (5c).
THE ORGAN PIPES
The following routes are on a cliff for which the name 'The Organ Pipes ' has
been suggested. For access go about 4 miles north of Uig and take the road sign posted
'Camus More .' Follow this and take the first turn on the right Uust before a cattle
grid); park at the end of the road. Go down the field to the cliff and on the left (due
west) a pillar can be seen forming a natural arch with the main cliff. A further hundred
yards to the west a sea stack can be seen . An easy descent can be made a further fifty
yards west.

- The Mitre
27m, Severe.
J. Moffat & C. Dale . 2nd April, 1984.
The sea stack; take the cracks in the east face, keep to the left side of the face .
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48m, E2I3 .
- King Canule
J. Moffat&C. Dale. 3rdApril, 1984.
Takes the seaward face of the pillar that forms a natural arch with the main cliff.
Climb the slender face Gust over a metre at the narrowest) to peg runner, move
up awkwardly then move around the right arete to flake foothold, climb up to good
jugs, (3Sm, Sc) . Climb the crackline to the top, (I3m, 4b).

CAIRNGORMS
LOCHNAGAR - Tough Guy
I 20m, GRADE V.
C. Maclean & A. Nisbet (first 3 pitches and escape ramp). 18th December, 1984.
B. Davison & A. Nisbet (alternative start and true finish). 26th December, 1984.
The natural way in winter was different but still close to the summer route. From
the foot of Tough-Brown Direct climb a short wall (maybe banked out) and descend
leftwards down a shelf onto the front face. Start at the base of this shelf.
Go up, then left to gain and climb a crackline which passes a roof on its right and
leads up to a huge block belay (30m). Behind the block is a corner. Make one move up
the corner, then exit round its left rib to the rockfall scar. Traverse under this and
climb its left edge to reach the long ledge . Go rightwards up the long ledge to its end,
(30m, two old pegs here). Swing left and go up on thin vegetation, then take a thin
crack slanting leftwards (crux) to reach the escape rake. The thin crack is immediately
right of the summer crux. Go up and left to a big flake which leads out left (on summer
route). It was heavily verglassed so a circuitous route on the right was taken to its top.
Belay on left (3Sm) . Continue diagonally left into the trough and fini sh up this.
Alternative Start (60m): Climb the first pitch of Mort . Traverse right along the grass
terrace and crawl behind the huge block. Continue rightwards to the huge block belay.

- TheArgonaut
200m, GRADE VI.
E. Todd&C. Dale . 17th March, 1984.
Start at the snow recess to the left of Black Spout Wall (summer route) that is just
to the left of the huge rectangular recess between Route J and Route 2 of Black Spout
Pinnacle .
Climb the right hand groove with an overhung block at about 3m . Follow the
groove until an exit is made onto the slab; tension across to a mossy groove on the left
(could go free with a thicker glaze of ice). Follow this to a snow arete, belay, (43m).
Climb the wall directly above the stance until the corner groove on the left can be gained,
up this to roofs, traverse right to spike belay, (18m). Make an awkward move right to
a small recess then go up overhanging cracks. Directly above these exit rightwards
and follow the fault rightwards to short wall, belay, (ISm). Follow the rightward trending
groove finishing by a V chimney to exit onto a snowy gangway below the' Inhospitable
Crack' (4Sm). (This is the first belay for Route 2). Continue as for Route 2.
NORTHERN CORRIES, Coire an Lochain - When the Wind Blows I OSm, GRADE VI.
W. Todd&C . Dale. 1st March, 1984.
Follows the initial groove of Bulgy to below the double roofs, then traverses left
to finish as for Gaffers Groove summer finish.
Start below the groove just to the left of Savage Slit: up this to a square cut overhang/ recess, over this to a mossy groove below the double roofs of Bulgy, belay, (42).
Descend the groove and traverse left from it's base through overhangs, up a shallow
groove to an overhang, through this and the continuation groove to the corner on the
left, belay, (I8m). (Junction with Gaffers Groove summer line). Up corner groove to
top, (4Sm).
GRADE VI.
- Ventricle
C. Maclean & A . Nisbet. 27th December,1984 .
A technical test piece with difficult sections separated by big ledges. The initial
overhanging crack was climbed, then a traverse right to pull into a hidden groove just
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beyond a huge old peg. Above this the line was two consecutive overhanging 'V' grooves
(one aid-point in second) left of the slab bier summer line. The summer line was now
rejoined for its main groove pitch. Instead of climbing the last summer pitch (the wide
crack), a chimney in the next bay to the right was taken.
NOTES: Hunt Hill, Glen Esk - Eagles Fall. This name is suggested for the ice-fall
which forms on the left side of the Eagles Crag above the Falls of Unich (Map Ref
385805). The ice-fall was climbed on the 27th January, 1985 by B. Findlay and G.
Strange, 90m, GRADE IV.

BEN NEVIS
Moo nlight Gull y Buttress - Gaslight
90m, Very Difficult.
G . Adam & N . Muir. 19th July, 1984.
Climb buttress between Right Hand Chimney and the right hand edge to below
the large roof. Step into Right Hand Chimney to bypass the roof. Traverse right above
roof to gain right edge of buttress. Climb edge to top.
180m , Very difficult.
Douglas Boulder - Militant Chimney
G . Adam & N. Muir. 20th July, 1984.
The main feature of this climb is a chimney/ crack between Direct Route Il and
left hand chimney.
Climb small buttress directly to grass terrace, belay Srn left of start of Left Hand
Chimney. Climb straight up knobbly wall, then up grooves to belay on right of ledge.
Climb corner/ chimney to ledge. Continue up smooth slabs above to join other routes
to top.

- Direct Route III
180m , Very Difficult.
G. Adam & N. Muir . 20th July, 1984.
This is an indifferent route just left of Direct Route. The route starts in the bay
'where the groove steepens to form an open chimney' of the Direct Route.
Climb clean slabs and walls to a groove (avoid easy ground on left), continue up
to a steep wall then go round leftward rising ramp, up to ledge below loose corner.
Climb groove and corner on left then traverse right. Finish up broken ground to top .
75m, Severe.
South T rident Buttress - The Rattler
G.Adam&N . Muir.l1thAugust,1984.
Start about ISm left of The Groove Climb. Climb chimney to ledge, (27m) . Step
over top of chimney onto groove/ crack to reach ledge . Climb steep wall on large holds
to large ledge, (33m). Climb corner/ flake to top, (ISm) .
120m, Very Severe.
No. 3 G ully Buttress - The Banshee
G. Adam & N. Muir. 11th August, 1984.
This climb takes a line between Souix Wall and Thompson's ROllfe.
Climb corner/ chimney to belay on ledge, (may be same belay as Souix Wall).
Climb narrow corner with crack for 9m, move right a short distance, then up grooves
and walls to overlook Thompson 's Route, belay above black corner. Continue up broken
corner above to the large platform . Climb directly up to top.

- Direct Route
120m, GRADE V/ V\'
M. Duff &J. Tinker. 16th March, 1985 .
Start at an icefall to the left of Number Three Gully Buttress . Climb this and the
obvious chimney/ groove above, then grooves to reach the foot of the icy corner.
Climb this and an easier pitch to the cornice.
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- Sod's Law
GRADE V/ VI.
J. Tinker & M. Duff. 19th January, 1985 .
Start at the ledge below the chimney of Route One (on this occasion, reached by
the direct start to Route Two) . Move left 5m and make a hard move up a steep crack
to reach a turf line. Follow this to below overhangs, then traverse right into the top
pitch of Route One.
Garadh Buttress - Vanishing Glories
I05m, Very Difficult.
G.Adam&N . Muir. 12th August , 1984.
The main feature is the prow of rock at the top of the buttress facing the Trident
Buttresses .
Start 8m left of a small black cave on the lower buttress. Climb up fault to terrace,
belay IOm right of blank corner, (42m). Climb leftward rising fault, then up mossy
groove until arete on left can be climbed to a ledge, move along ledge to belay in crack
below the right hand corner of the prow, (42m). Climb up corner/ crack to top.
300m, GRADE VI.
- Point Blank
M. Duff & J . Tinker. 4th March, 1984.
Climbs the buttress immediatel y right of Point Five Gully. Climb a steep groove
between Left Edge Route and Point Five to a snow patch . Take the groove above, as
for Left Edge Route, but go on up the slab by corner for !Om to a poor stance. Go
down and slightly right to enter a prominent steep groove/ chimney . Go up this with a
move onto the right wall , then back by a bizarre move into the groove. Continue up
this to an overhang, then across a slabby wall left to the retaining wall of Point Five.
Enter Point Five by hard moves, then up 5m and back on to the buttress to a spike
belay . Take the groove on the left, then short corners trending right. Easier to summit.
NOTE: After the short third pitch of Point Blank, it is possible to keep to the edge
overlooking Point Five. This has been done previously by D. Wilkinson & Partners,
but they started up Left Edge Route. A continuous ascent of the edge would give a
superb rou te.

GLENCOE
STOB COIRE NAN LOCHAN - Unicorn
GRADE VI .
C. Maclean & A. Nisbet. 24th January, 1985.
On the first pitch the corner was followed direct (one nut for aid, one rest) . The
next two pitches took the summer route up the corner (one rest on each). Due to darkness
the final pitch was avoided ; a traverse left for 15m was made beyond a bottomless
corner to climb a back and knee chimney with a difficult entry (last pitch of Tilt?).
The cliff was plastered white with powder but there was no ice .
- Spectre (Alternative Start)
GRADE IV.
M . Duff, M . Garrett& R. Nowak . 1st February, 1985 .
Climb the shelf below the original start. Continue up a chimney and the shelf
above (50m). Step up and left round and cross a slab to join Spectre.
-TheArtofZen
GRADE VI.
I. Kennedy & M. Duff. 18th February, 1982.
Start at a chimney just right of S. C. Gully . Climb it to a pedestal belay on the
le ft. Follow ice-glazed rock back right to corner, up this passing a small roof to below
large overhangs . Vertical verglass on left wall to reach over roof, right through roof
to a very steep groove; follow this for 20m to a stance. Right to reach last pitch of
Central Grooves.
NOTE: We understand that the first ascenders abseiled off from the top of pitch 2.
Pitches I and 2 of East Face Route (SMCJ 1983) appear to be the same as pitch I of
the above route, Ed.
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STOB COIRE NAM BEITH - The Corridors, alternative direct start
GRADE IV .
M. Duff &S. Picknett. 3rd January. 1985 .
Between the original start and the direct start is a narrow chimney.
Follow thi s to belay ledge.
250m, GRADE Ill.
AO ACH DUBH , NorthFace - Two Shakes
M. Duff &A. Greig. 24th January. 1984.
Takes the buttress right of Findlay's Rise. Start up the diagonal gully running
right from a snow basin below and right of Findlay's Rise. Move onto the buttress on
the right and take a diagonal line to a terrace. Go right 30m and climb the headwall by
the turfy 'V' groove.

- The Twarf
120m, Very Severe.
M. McLeod&C. Moody. 21st May, 1984.
To the right of Fall-Out a short chimney leads to 'V' grooves. The left groove
was taken after which there was a choice of routes.
The difficulties are short-li ved but the rock is better than neighbouring routes .
- Fingals Chimney

GRADEv.

J . Moffat & c. Dale. 25th March, 1984.
Not a natural winter route but a classic line giving four hard pitches.
LOST VALLEY, Minor Buttress - Left Edge Route
76m, GRADE Ill.
J . Moffat&C. Dale. 25th February, 1984.
Start to the left of Chimney Route. Follow the obvious gangway up left for 43m.
Belay below a short corner. lip this to top.
NOTES:
Buachaille Etive Mor, Great Gully Upper Buttress - June Crack Direct was reported
in SMCJ 1984. C. Moody notes that he climbed it on 5th July , 1979 with M. Orr and
that as it avoids the guidebook crux it had probably been climbed before .

THE SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS
BEl N AN DOTHAIDH , Creag Coire an Dothaidh - The Firebird
K. V. Crocket&A. Walker. 16th February, 1985.
170m, GRADE Ill.
Start about 30m, up and left of Salamander Gully, at an icefall. (See SMCJ 31,
p.59, 1976). Climb the icefall, then an easy angled scoop to below a rock buttress.
Thread through the buttress, finishing via righ twards ramp seen from the approach.
A shorter gully further left again was also climbed; at 111 111 .
ARROCHAR
400m, GRADE Ill.
BEl N AN LOCHAI ,Loch an Restil Face - Toad
K. Schwartz & G. Moffat. February , 1983.
Start right of lowest rocks directly below summit. A very narrow 30m ice gully is
followed by wider gully . One further obvious pitch and snow slopes give access to the
obvious diagonal shelf rising left to right across the whole face. Left across shelf to
easy-angled ice fall (partially climbed earlier, i.e. steps encountered) leading to large
'V' shaped cascade which is turned on left via cave pitch. Mixed ground above to
summit.
The diagonal shelf mentioned provides an easy GRADE I ascent / descent.
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On Beinn an Lochain there is a small impressive crag at GR 222086 with several
ice-falls. The state of build up can be seen from the road in Glen K inglas .

- Benylin
60m, GRADE IlIIIV .
W. Hood . 28th January, 1984 .
Obvious gully on right hand side of face. The right hand finish was taken .
GLEN FYNE-Fyne Falls
69m, GRADE Ill.
W. Hood & R. Turner. 19th January, 1985.
This is the waterfall facing north-west directly above bridge at GR 228 159 . The
fall runs into a hydro collecting dam (not marked). The frozen pool gave access to the
base of the fall.

THE TROSSACHS, Achray Wall
G. E. Little writes, 'This short though impressive crag is situated 300m N.E. of the
Achray Hotel, at the roadside (Grid Ref: 504066 I :50,000 Sheet 57). There are half a
dozen, or so, routes but the two described are the best and the longest. Protection is
not easy to arrange but 'top roping' is facilitated by numerous sturdy trees at the top
of the crag.
This crag was not depicted on the latest I: 10,000 Ordnance Survey Map but this
serious omission has now been rectified!'

- The Bow
25m, Hard Very Severe.
G . E. Little. 25th June, 1983.
Start at open groove at lowest point of the crag (fac ing the road). Climb the groove
to niche, up slabby ramp, to the left, then climb trending rightwards to the top and
tree belay.
- The Arrow
22m, Extremely Severe.
G. E. Little&P. Linning . 14th August, 1983 .
This route climb the vague hanging groove to the right of The Bow. It is of high
quality and very strenuous. A peg for protection is in situ high up , (Se).
Climbing on this crag can conveniently be combined with a day on Ben An, although
the climbing is of a much more serious nature.

ARRAN
CIR MHOR, Lower West Face - Lawyer's Leap

126m, Hard Very Severe.
B. Davison, S. Kennedy, N . Morrison & A. Nisbet. 29th May, 1983.
Takes the line of the large curving corner between Fourth Wall and Sou 'wester
Slabs which develops into an overhanging wall in its upper part. Climb the first pitches
of Fourth Wall to the point where Sou 'wester Slabs diverges right, (48m). Climb directly
up slabs by a series of thin layback cracks to reach the corner proper. Climb to the top
of the corner and pull onto the overhanging wall above (peg in situ) before making
committing moves out leftwards onto the slab above. Continue up slab to belay, (39m,
5a). Six metres above is the junction with West Flank Route. An independent finish
was made by traversing ten metres right onto a large area of slab which was climbed
directly to reach South Ridge Direct, (39m).

Upper East Face - True Gri/
85m, El.
C. Maclean & A . Nisbet. 5th May, 1984.
Just left of MinolOuris a prominent line of flakes, which is the route. An obvious
line, but this rock is gritty. Start below and left of the flake-line (IOm left of Mino/aur) .
C limb a grassy corner until a traverse right across a slab and a short crack leads
to the base of the flake-line . Clim b a decaying jutting flake , a cheval!, (crux, independent protection), then the main flake to its top, (40m, Sa). Go slight ly right, then up on
thin flakes and left to a grass tongue directly above the belay ground , Trend left to a
good ledge to belay, (35m, 4c). A slab and short overhanging cornerleads to the Pinnacle
crest, (!Om).
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80m, E2 .
- Skydiver Direct
C. Maclean & A. Nisbet. 7th May, 1984.
The original route Skydiver was somewhat extraordinary and is now superseded
by this direct, free line. One of the best climbs in Arran, very exposed but always wellprotected.
Left of True Grit is a big arete LOpped by a huge lug of rock. Start just left of the
arete, via a corner and pull right on to a tiny stance on the arete, (15m, 5a). Climb the
superb twin-cracked corner above to a sloping stance under the roof, (15m, 5b). Make
a contorted move into the groove behind the lug and folow it to another small stance
beside a detached flake (good nut placements in a crack on its right), (!Om, 5c).
Stand on the flake and climb a crack to a horizontal break. Move right to reach a
flake. Climb the flake and twin roofs above to a recess . Pull out right and up slabs to
a good ledge (common with True Grit). Finish up the same overhanging corner, (40m) .
80m,E2.
South Face - Stirrup
C. Maclean & A. Nisbet. 5th May, 1984.
Takes the crack line left of West Flank Route - a fine pitch with a very tenuous
section. Start from the stance between the two West Flank chimneys (most easily reached
by pitch one of Hammer- 20m, 4b).
Traverse left on undercuts and climb the crack till it peters out. Two pockets are
the key to the upper continuation, (20m, 5c). Climb the slab left of West Flank Route,
then join it. Follow a layback corner which is the lower continuation of the South
Ridge layback, (40m, 4b). Finish up South Ridge; Lovat's variation is the logical line.
40m , Hard Very Severe .
COIRE N AN CEUM - Pegasus
G. E. Little & R. J . Little. 9th July, 1983.
This enjoyable one pitch climb follows an obvious line of weakness near the left
edge of the main face.
Start below narrows of gully (Ardito) left of main face.
Traverse horizontally right to blocks. Go direct ly up to surmount block overhang
at narrowest point (crux). Move right and cl imb crack line, with knobbly rock, to grass
ledge. Step right and up short rib to belay.
45m, E3.
-Achilles
G. E. Little (unseconded) . 29th April , 1984.
This spectacular one pitch climb takes a central line, on the pale grey wall, right
of Ulysses.
Start 6m to the right of the start of Ulyssesatthe highest point of turf ledge. Climb
wall to gain easy leftwards facing flakes. From the top of these a second and fragile
flake system can be gained by difficult moves on the left. This leads, by a long stretch,
to two parallel horizontal weaknesses. Traverse left, with considerable difficulty, along
these for 7m, to a rightwards facing flake at foot level. The blank wall above is climbed
using one bolt for aid (in situ) and gives access LO a crack and flake system which leads
strenuously to the top. Precleaned by abseil, (6a).
NOTES

Ulysses, SMCJ 1983 p.381 is 54m long, i.e. two pitches 26m (5c) and 28m (5c). The
published version suffers from some arithmetical ambiguities!
C. Dale notes that The Bluffshould probably be graded El, 5b when it is climbed
totally free and that Bogie (E2, 5c) dries out more quickly than one is led to believe.

SOUTHERN UPLANDS
NOTES
G . E. Little notes that The Highwayman (SMCJ 1983 p.382) was first climbed by
G. E. Little and J . Dykes on 12th April, 1968.
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OUTCROPS
DUNGLASS, By Strathblane - Overlord
30m,EI.
G . E . Little&A. Savage. 21st January, 1982.
This route takes the prominent nose formed by the junction of the E . and N .E .
faces.
Start IOm to the right of Dunglass Corner. Climb shattered rib into scoop and up
to peg runner (in situ). Move left and up to below bulging rock . Move up then right
(5c) to gain corner crack. Wend through bulges, step right and up to belay.
This route was originally climbed with one point of aid, at the crux. This was
eliminated by P. Linning and G. E. Little on 7th July, 1983 .
NOTES
The new guide to outcrops in Southern and Central Scotland is about to be published.
The following is an account of the highlights of 1984/ 85, by Gary Latter . The routes
are all included in the guide.
With most of the established outcrops in Southern and Central Scotland being
fairly comprehensively worked out over the last few years, it wasn't surprising that
the discovery of a fine abandoned quarry bowl at Cambusbarron , near Stirling would
stimulate interest.
Tony Kay and Ron Cowells climbed the striking S-shaped crackline in the centre
of the face at the tail end of 1983 to give the quarry its first route - Big Country Dreams
(E3 6a). During 1984 over a dozen routes were added, most of which gave excellent
hard climbing, mainly following prominent cracks and grooves . Craig Macadam added
Visions ofMonaco (E3 5c) left of the original route, along with The Purrblind Doomster
(E4 6a) further right. This last route was later led without its in situ protection by Kenny
Spence, who then went on to add Quasi Pulls Through (E3 6a) up the steep reddish
groove just right, sporting a long reach for a good hidden hold on the crux.
Murray Hamilton made an appearance with Formica Crack (E3 - 6a) up a prominent hand crack, along with a sustained pitch up a crack and groove on the far right
at E4 6a, and the right bounding corner of the face which became the quarries easiest
route at El + 5c .
Duncan McCallum climbed Oink Oink (E2 + 5c) and the fine test piece Both Ends
Burning (E4 + 6b) up a well cleaned fingercrack splitting a featureless wall. The awkward grooveline on the left extracted a Quantum Grunt (E3 + 6a) from Gerry Pedley,
the start of this route being made slightly harder by the unnatural disappearance of a
small tree. The last route of the Summer was Gary Latter's Power of Endurance (E5 6b)
up the impressive wall on the left.
On the Glasgow and Edinburgh outcrops, attention focused on some of the last
big lines in the quarries. At Auchinstarry, Bladerunner was climbed direct and without
the peg runner by Latter, making it a better and more independent line at E5 - 6b .
Chris Dale soloed a bold line up the left hand side of the Mascarade wall to give High
Dive (E3 + 5b), whilst McCallum climbed the 'last great problem' of the quarry up
the blank looking wall rising from the pool which became Surface Tension (E5 - 6b)
on which he pre-placed a crucial peg runner.
In the East, the pool at the foot of Lennie Quarry was drained in the Summer,
making access to the foot of the routes much easier and consequently resulting in a
renewed interest in the place. First route to fall was Hamilton's excellent find Hard
Contract (E5 6b) which tackles a fingertip crack up a short smooth wall, and is said to
be one of the best routes in the area. The obvious grooveline just right of this provided
an E3 6a to Latter, entitled Eliminator. Rab Anderson followed the thin vertical crack
at the extreme left end of the face to give White Tide (E2 5c), and Dale climbed the
central grooveline with a couple of peg runners - The Creaturefrom the Black Lagoon
(E3 + 5c) .
McCallum created a fairly controversial pitch when he placed two bolts and a
peg on the stunning central arete of the face . Despite the in situ protection, the route
is still said to be a very bold proposition as the peg runner is very poor and would
probably not hold a fall - Stay ing Alive (E5 6a) .
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Latter realised the potential of the previously overlooked crags in Glen Croe
(Arrochar) when he discovered Pockets of Excellence (E5 6a) up the intricate bulging
grooveline to the right of the central grooveline on the first crag from the road.
In the South West, on Meikle Ross, Derek Austin succeeded on the prominent
fist crack and overhanging groove on the steepest part of Fox Craig - Corridors of
Power (E3 5c). Macadam added the first of a number of eliminate routes on the Little
Zawn with Sunshine Superman (E4 6a) which offers sustained climbing up the wall
next to Mellow Yellow.
On the now quite popular granite crags of Clifton, Austin produced Beyond the
Terminator (E3 5c) and The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner (E4 6a) up a
bold arete, the runners at the crux being too poor to stop a ground fall. Macadam
countered with Toddamundo (E4 6a) which is now direct and complete and thought
to be the best route on the crag.

THE BRACK, Elephant Gully - A little history
In these days of comprehensive guide-books and instant communication it is
difficult to imagine that three parties could climb the same route over a span of six
years with both second and third parties believing that they were making the first ascent.
Janet Adam Smith has kindly provided information about the following ascent.
'On the 21st of May 1910, George Buchanan Smith, whose father was an early
member of the SMC and who later became a member himself (he was killed in 1915),
finished an exam at Glasgow University and caught the train to Balloch . From there
he cycled to Arrochar where he met James Wordie (who later became famous as a
polar explorer) and another fellow-student. On the following Monday they walked to
Glen Croe and climbed up to the crags on the north face of The Brack , having chosen
'a big chimney on the right-hand portion of the cliffs' as their route. In a letter to his
father, George Buchanan Smith describes in accurate detail what can only have been
an ascent of the deeply recessed gully eventually named by its third ascentionist, Harold
Raeburn , as Elephant Gully. Before leading the conventional second pitch, George
tried to climb a crack in the vertical, right-hand wall, using the 'overlapping of the
crack for handhold' - he gave up after 'standing on Wordie's head for about five
minutes.' Having removed 'wet moss' and having been intrigued, as others since, by
the 'curious funnel of loose sto nes' of the last pitch , he assumed that his party had
made the first ascent. In fact the gully was first climbed in 1906 by A. C. McLaren
and two of the ShadboIt brothers - the same McLaren who made the first traverse of
the Cuillin Ridge with another of the Shadbolts - but their summary description in
the SMCJ would have been easily missed, (SMCJ 1906, IX, p.144 and article p.20-24).
Four years later Harold Raeburn also assumed that he was making the first ascent.
In an article, characteristically appreciative of all aspects of mountain scenery, Raeburn
describes its exploration by hi s own party, (SMCJ 1912 , XII, p.209). They found the
same ' moss drapery' on the right wall of the first pitch and the same 'long, slanting
tunnel' lined with 'superabundant loose stones' of the last pitch, and only realised
that theirs was not the first ascent when they saw a cairn - the one made by Buchanan
Smith's party - close by the top of the route.
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Congres International de Medicine de Montagne. - Chamonix Mont-blanc, France.
22-24 March, 1984 . - Our representative on the Mountain Rescue Committee of Scotland, Dr
A lastair MacGregor sends us this report: Having booked a skiing holiday in Chamonix I discovered there was a major UIAA
medical commission congress, an ' L 'Eplusement en Altitude' - debility of altitude . I sought
financial support from a pharmaceutical company but unfortunately this fell far short of
what was required to cover the extra expense of going earlier and the congress fee. The
SMT generously agreed to meet most of the outstanding expenses.
The congress was organised by Dr Jacques Foray of the Chamonix Hospital Mont
Blanc and was held in the suitably named 'Majestic' - a converted Victorian Hotel near
the tourism office. The congress took the form of formal lectures in the mornings and
afternoons with illustrated posters depicting small studies and on interesting cases of various
factors of altitude medicine . In the evenings short seminars with three speakers were
held lasting up to midnight. There was also a small trade exhibition in adjoining rooms.
There were 23 UIAA member nations present and with the obvious multi-lingual
variation in those present, 'simultaneous' translation of the lectures had been arranged
in 6 languages. Unfortunately the translation was poor in content and audibility and
frequently out of phase with the slides being projected by the lecturer. The darkness for
the slides precluded any significant notes being taken. Fortunately a book on the proceedings of the conference will be available in English free of charge to all those attending
and £140 forthose not at the conference! The copy I receive will belong to the SMC.
The first morning was taken up with biochemical sources of energy and how these
were affected by altitude. Generally one was left with the impression that many of the
experiments were stating what was already known by regular high altitude climbers: you lose weight and undergo muscle loss at altitude. The afternoon session contained
detailed molecular studies on how blood cells adapted to altitude and was above the head
of this observer and everyone else he discussed it with. This was followed by an excellent
series oflectures on altitude pulmonary and cerebral oedema. Charles Clark (U K) introduced a new concept of ultra high altitude cerebral oedema - occurring at greater heights
than 7000 m in apparently well acclimatised individuals, many of whom have been at
altitude without any previous problems . The aetiology of this condition remains obscure
but intercurrent infection (? sinusitis), sleep hypoxia (Iow oxygen in blood) and the generally
debilitating effect of prolonged exposure to high altitude all play apart. The resulting
cerebral oedema is noted for its severity and rapid onset often associated with blindness
and not always preceded by pulmonary oedema, making it difficult to anticipate and
treat successfully.
New evidence was presented suggesting that the high volumes of cold , dry air breathed
at altitude had a contributory role in the development of pulmonary oedema, including
a thermal injury in the lungs similar to that seen in burns' vict im s. Following from this
it was suggested that breathing warmed humidified air (not oxygen) may have a shortterm beneficial/preventative role in treatment of pulmonary oedema. The use of acetazolamide was generally felt to have no significant place in the prevention of acute mountain
sickness/pulmonary oedema in serious mountaineering expeditions.
The first evening had a fascinating series of presentations along the theme of what
makes a successful high altitude mountaineer. The Soviet's medical representative, E.
Grippenreiter, discussed a variety of tests used to predict which members of a Soviet
Everest expedition were likely summit candidates. The tests proved nothing because
two climbers, almost rejected as summit material, made successful ascents. This was
followed by a paper on the personal physiological characteristics of six elite high altitude
climbers. This was presented by Dr O. Oelz - Reinhold Messner's regular expedition
doctor. He showed that this elite group were' no finer than average national team marathon
runners.' Extrapolating Messner' s sea level physiological parameter to the summit of
Everest , showed that it was physiologically impossible for him to survive on the summ it
without oxygen. Dr Oelz was sure of his figure but stated that there was an unquantifi·
able facet to Messner ' s character related to his drive and ambition which enabled him to
achieve the physiologically impossible.
The morning of the second day was devoted to formal presentation of the scientific
posters. However, the organising committee had negotiated up to 70 % reduction in skiuplifts for the morning, resulting in 95 % of the congress beingon the Aiguille du Midi/-
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Vallee Blanche. Having there suffered the effects of altitude the afternoon was devoted
to the biochemical mechanism of altitude debility and frost-bite. The latter subject was
expertly dealt with by the congress organiser - surgical consultant in charge of the Chamonix Hospital,J acques Forey . H e dealt with the cause, effect and management offrostbite, succinctly suggesting the best treatment being avoidance. He advocated the use of
simple common sense procedures - gentle digital rewarming, rehydration , adequate
asepsis and surgical fasciectomy of stretched tissues. He and the conference were generally
dismissive of vasod ilators and Arvin - viper ve nom! He and other continentals favoured
humidified hot air/oxygen rewarmingofhypothermia victims. This method was pioneered
by Dr Evan Lloyd of Edinburgh but has been dismissed by UK 'experts.' However ,
there is evidence to suggest it has a use in moderate - mild hypothermia where the victim
is conscious. During these presentations it was suggested by a member of the crack Alpine
Rescue Organisations that aggressive cardiopulmonary resuscitation should begin as soon
as possible in profound hypothermia even in the field situation. This is contrary to all
current recommendations but several documented cases of proven cardiac arrest, lasting
over 2 plus hours , were quoted , the victims being successfully resuscitated.
In summary, the congress made mountaineering history being the first gathering
of th e world's experts on high altitude medicine. The stimulus of such a meeting can
only add to our pursuit of knowledge and understanding of high altitude medicine . There
appeared a watershed developing, separating the theoretical physiologists in the laboratories of Geneva , Innsbruck and Milan from the young aggressive medical men , outstanding mountaineers in their own right, who were more interes ted in field knowledge
gained in the Himalayas and the Andes . This observer is grateful for the chance he had
to be present at this meeting.
The Compleat Eleat. The following tidal wave of compleaters has been received in the
usual misorder along the time dimension. No apology or even sympathy is offered to
misplaced members of this now far from exclusive club.
(323) Ketchil San, 1971 , -, 1969;
(354) GeorgeJ. Borland, 1984, 1984, -;
(324)G. P. Deasy , 1979 , 1983, 1983,;
(355)IanMilne, 1984, 1984, -;
(325) 'Neil Mather, 1980, 1980, 1980;
(356)]anetA. Davies , 1984, -,1982;
(326) Chris. P. Jackson , 1981, - , - ;
(357)]ohnD. Davies, 1984, -, 1982;
(327) R. S. Logan , 1981,1981, 1981,
(358) Michael B. Slater, 1984 , - , - ;
1984,1984, -;
(359) AlfBarnard , 1984, - , - ;
(328)A. G. Hayley , 1981 , 1981 , 1981;
(360) Charles Alexander, 1984, 1984, - ;
(329) Donald Lamont, 1981 , -, -;
(361)K.W.Deas, 1984, - , - ;
(330) Hugh Lyons, 1982 , 1983 , 1965;
(362) Hugh Lyons, 1982, 1983 , 1965;
(363) David Binns , 1982 , - , - ;
(33 1)JamesGallacher, 1982 , -, -;
(332) Stephen Bateson, 1983 , - , 1983;
(364) Brian Dick , 1984, -, -;
(333)]ack Winters , 1983, - , - ;
(365) Nigel M . Suess, 1984, -, - ;
(334)]. G . M. McCreath, 1984 , -, -;
(366) D. Ashton, 1984, - , - ;
(335) Graeme Carracher, 1984, - , - ;
(367) Gillian Mather, 1984, -, 1984;
(336) Stephen T. Ramsden, 1984, -, _.
(368)W. M. Morrison, 1984, -, -;
(337) RobertRae, 1984, -, -;
(369)J. M . Souness, 1984, -, -;
(338) Margaret Rae, 1984, - , - ;
(370) A. R. Sutherland , 1984, - , - ;
(339) Robert H. Morton , 1984, - ,
(371) HelenDonnelly , 1984, 1984 , -;
(372) ·DonaldJ. Bennet , 1984, -, _.
(340) Eric L. Furness , 1984, - , - ;
(34 1)] . F. Fedo, 1984, -, -;
(373)J. N. S. Neill , 1984, -, -;
(342) Alice Simons, 1984, -, -;
(374) "Pat Ransley, 1984, -, - ;
(343) Tim Simons, 1984 , -, -;
(375) Robert H. McDonald , 1984 , - , - ;
(344) lain K. MacLeod , 1984 , - , _.
(376) Simon Stewart, 1984, 1984, - ;
(377) Neil Stewart , 1984, - , - ;
(345) J ohn Burdin, 1984, -, - ;
(346)J. N. S. Neill, 1984 , 1985, -;
(378) William A. Bain , 1984, -, -;
(347) Howard Ashton, 1984, - , - ;
(379)]ohnG. Wallace, 1984, -, -;
(348) Ken Davies, 1984, - , - ;
(380) Tom Stewart, 1984, -, - ;
(349) David C. Cu lshaw, 1984, - , - ;
(381)]. T. Robertson , 1984 , -, -;
(350) lan D. C lark, 1984, -, - ;
(382) Roger Stonebridge, 1985 , - ,
(351) George K eeping, 1984, -, -;
(383) Martin Moran , 1985, - , -;
(352)] ohn Howard, 1984 , - , - ;
(384)]. M. Gea r, 1985 , 1985 , _.
(353) Robert H. Morton, 1984,
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The following have added even more lustre to their escutcheons by compleating the Tops
and/or Furth or doing the Munros proper twice .
(16) ·C. V. Dodgson, 1951, 1951, 1952 ;
(216)]eremy Fenton , 1980, 1984, 1982 ;
(76) Matthew Moulton, 1980, 1982 & 1982, (275) D. C. Phillips, 1982, 1982, 1983 ;
- , 1982 ;
(260) GeraldineGuestsmith, 1981 , 1983,
(106)]ohnGilli es, 1971, - , 1982;
- & 1984, - , -;
(143)A. E. Law , 1976, 1983 , 1983;
Also,
(215) D. Alastair Baird, 1980, 1981, 1982;
(327) R. S. Logan has done the Corbens
The following excerpts are from this year ' s correspondence:
(375) R. H . MacDonald did 235 summits alone, including his last one - stone cold
sober; (333)Jack Winters comments that he found the Munros the easy bit - it was much
more ofa struggle to get his name recorded on the list of the Eleat.
(351) George Keeping did all of his on foot in one long march eschewing the aid of
bicycle or canoe. H e did use ferries , however. No one has yet compleated on foot including
swimming the Sound of Mull and Kyleakin or Kylerhea. George continued his long march
over the Border to finish off the English and Welsh 3000 foot peaks.
Beinn Teallach has been trodden Oat by the rush of compleaters who heard about
its elevation to the Peakage by an efficient bush telegraph. (355) Ian Milne records that
he met three other people on Top who he hadn ' t met for 10 years. They toO were bent
on adding it to their list.
(207) Ivan Wailer has confirmed his compleation by adding Beinn Teallach, 59 years
after he began in 1925 . This however , was sheer opportuni sm and the record for the
longest compleation should probably remain with (171) F. Wiley, which took 57 years,
(S MCJ , 1979, xxxi, 443).
Munrosis tempus-maximus is the equivalent of Russian roulette and requires a steady nerve
not to corn pleat sooner than is absolutely necessary. Who knows which year will bear
the fatal cartridge?
Munrosis tempus-brevis is a much more hectic affliction , the most extreme case being that
of(383) Martin Moran, who took only 83 days for his motor assisted compleation.
(358) Michael Slater wonders ifhe is the first Scottish retailer of mountain equipment
to corn pleat - surely a dig at someone here? (369)J. M. Souness and (368) W. M. Morrison
compleated simultaneously on the same hill. (370) A. R . Sutherland may be the first
man born and bred in Sutherland to corn pleat.
Now here is a real record. (371) Helen Donnelly made a monetary donatIOn to the
Tables in gratitude for all the enjoyment she has had from compleating the round. The
Malevolent Master of the Tables immediately started to think in terms of a mandatory
registration fee from a ll aspirants. H e has been made to desist, however, as only good
should come from such an act of spontaneous appreciation.
(16) ·C. V. Dodgson , who is now 76, has written an interesting account of a lifetime's
hillwalking during which he has climbed every hill in Scotland , England, Wales and
Ireland over 2000 feet, some 2349 tops in all . last year he traversed Liathach from East
to West including the Fasarinen Pinnacles, in ten hours. In similar vein ( 191 ) P. H.
Cooper (whose exploits were noted in SMCJ, 1980, xxxii, 74) writes to say that he has
done the Munros and Tops a couple more times as well as the Corbetts, Donalds and
Tops, the 2000 foot mountains and tops of England and Wales and the County Tops of
the British Isles (as per 1974175 revised County boundaries). These may surely be termed
'superslams . '
Finally Hamish Brown writes to say that his dog Storm compleated the Munros on
January 3rd, 1985 to become the second canine Munroist, the first being his previous
four footed friend (SMCJ, 1978, xxxi, 292). Hamish himself has corn pleated his seventh
round and has now been to every summit in summer, winter and alone . H e concludes ' I
think I can retire now. Don't anybody ever give me another dog.'
More Munropathy - Common compleating or Munrosis vulgaris is a benign condition.
The sufferers usually manage to live socially useful li ves and do not require treatment
themselves although their spouses may benefit from occasional sedation . H 9wever, more
and more Oorid forms of the affliction are appearing and the first text book on Munropathy
is imminent. There has been considerable correspondence over the last year from worried
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Munrochondriacs who fear that the benign vulgaris condition may turn into something
worse. For example, Munrosis alphabeticus, M. ordinalis (ascendens or descendens) , M . noctUTnalis, M. soloensis, M . gallopans and M. hyperdocumentalis have all been mentioned. These
complications of common compleating are self explanatory. Perhaps the one with the
worst prognosis is the gallopans form (galloping Munrosis as it is known among the laity)
in which the patient tries to do as many Munros as possible without stopping and as
quickly as he , she or it can. Treatment for any of these conditions is an up-hill business .
The state of the Tables -It has been argued that the Munros are by definition those
mountains that appeared on Sir Hugh's original list and that no change is possible. Divine
Providence , after all , stopped even Munro from revising the list. We have pointed out
elsewhere (SMCj, 1981, xxxii , 180) that if the Munros were finally counted the glamour
(in the old Scots sense of that word) would vanish and both they and the people who
climb them would be the less for it. Instead of fossilising the list the present uncertainty
keeps everyone on the hop and the Munroist must be a crafty hunter as well as a plodding
pedant. Nevertheless, we can ' t help feeling sympathy for one correspondent who wrote
after going back to do Beinn Teallach, ' I hope you will not spring any more such surprises
as I have been transferred to London. '
Metrication has had the beneficial effect of muddying the issue. When the Malevolent Master of the Tables wrote to the Ordnance Survey to enquire about the height
ofSgurr a ' Choire-bheithe in Knoydart which is given as 914 m , they said that they no
longer calculated heights to the first decimal place. Since a Munro is 914.4 the status of
Sgurr a'Choire-bheithe will not be known until a private expedition (such as that recounted
in SMCj , 1974, xxx , 232-237) sets out to determine this vital information. Till then no
Munroists can sleep easy. Similarly who can tell what may happen to the Ross-shire Beinn
Dearg? It was once 914 m, too , but in those days the OS had still some decimal places
left and Beinn Dearg' s was found to be less than. 4. Beinn Dearg has only to breathe in
a bit and it could be back in the Tables. So why not do everything over, say , 2995 feet to
mak siccar? Well, one correspondent has written to say that he did Beinn Teallach some
time ago when it was a card-carrying Corbett. Would he need to ascend it again after it
had become a Munro in order to count towards the Munro total ? The Master of the
Tables is inclined to think, yes. Also, a precedent has been set by (327) R . S. Logan who
writes ' Incidentally I had done Beinn Teallach as a Corbett. I have yet to do it as a second
time as a Munro. I intend to do it in the next month or so. ' Clearly for the purists all new
elevations to the peakage require to be reclimbed in the full glory of their Munrohood .
Finally Tim Harrison has been seeking new candidates for the Tops. He has located
one on Ben Starav and writes 'The offending object is Stob an Duine Ruaidh (NN 125411),
height 918 m (this is only shown on the 1 :25000 map NN04/14). It is separated from its
neighbour to the north , Meall Cruidh (930 m, Top 450) , by a reascent of66 m from the
col at 852 m. Another (un-named) has been detected on Sgurr nan Ceathreamhnan (Glen
Affric), 'approximately a mile north ofStuc Bheag at 052253. The 1 :50 ,000 map shows
a 910 m contour and the 1 :25 ,000 one at 914 m. The altimeter read 917 m and the ascent
from the bealach to the south was about 40 m . '
In GeoffCohen ' s seminal article ' Some Unsolved Mysteries ofMunroology ' (SMCj ,
1979, xxxi , 423-424) the question was raised as to the location of the centre of gravity of
the Munros - taking weight as proportional to height over 3000 feet. (191) P. H . Cooper
has written to say that he has calculated the centre of gravity (if that is the right word) to
be at Grid Reference NN370921 which is close by the River Roy near the natural bridge .

HOW MacFARLANE SAVED THE GRID
In response to a number oj requests we include this epic, a popular party piece by a Senior Member.
C. Donaldson introduces it with thejollowing expalantion and apology: 'How Macfarlane saved the Grid ' was conceived during the winter of 1951 /52 and
in view of the lapse of time some explanation of the circumstances of its birth might be
useful to readers who have come on the scene since the fifties.
ThejMCS, Glasgow Section , decided during the autumn of 1951 that to enli ven
the annual dinner there would be a contest for the appointment of Club Bard. C ontestants
had to make up and deliver a poem or ballad with a mountaineering connection and thi s
ballad was one of the entries.

J.
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At the dinner it was prefaced by a statement that it was a work of fi ction and th at
any similarit y between the na mes of characters in the ballad a nd those of actual persons
was pure coi ncid ence, adding that my good frie nd Stanley Stewart had kindly conse nt ed
10 act in m y defence in the event of there being any ac tio ns for libel. M y good friend had
agreed to do this without seeing the ballad .
The characters in th e ballad did indeed bear the na mes of well known members of
th e SMC or jMCS, and I hope it is not too la te to tender m y apologies for the liberties I
lOok with them.
In 195 1 the nat ionalisation of the prod uctio n of electricity was st ill fresh in peoples
minds and this provided the setting. Percy Macfarl ane was a natural cho ice for hero as
he had been secretary 10 the Clyde V alley Electricity Supply Co . a nd continued in thc
same office with the So uth West Electricity Boa rd . Hamish H amilto n , thinl y disguised
as Lord of MOlO rs , besides being a celeb rated climber, was equall y well-known for the
speed with which he drove 10 a nd from the m ountains. I might have been more careful
in m y treatment of Len Lovat if! had known 10 what high offi ce he was des tined. Onl y
a C lub ofr he character and standing of the C reag Dhu could have dared 10 carry out the
o nslaught on the Grid . Fina ll y, th ere was in 1951 /52 no ski lift o n Meall a Bhuiridh so
the ballad does have a prophetic nOte.
Tribute was, course, paid 10 Macaulay for the inspiration draw n from the Lays of
Ancient Rom e and perhaps I should ex pl a in how th e two lines about state and part y get
a bit mixed up in the ballad. In 195 1 the comm ittee ofth e jMCS held their meetings in
the backroom of th e State pub in Sauchiehall Street, suitably refres hed by a pie a nd a
pint.
M ac Farlane P . of Croft foot, by the nin e volts he swo re,
T hat the g reat lines of pylons sho uld profi t show no mo re;
By the nin e volts he swore it , a nd named a vestingday ,
To send electric current ou t in national ar ray.
II
And as that day departed ,
And night was drawing on,
Cried Percy, noble hearted
With loin-clot h girded on
' Let all be for a party
It shall be at the State,
Where we shall eat right hea rty,
And drink beer by the crate. '

III
There soon the gues ts we re plastered ,
Yea, some were on th e fl oor,
But P ercy - who had mastered
The a rt of drink before SlOod up with sober mien
To say a thing or two
' bout pylons now in being .
But Oh! the guests were fu ' .

IV
And while he slOod there spoutin g
At bod ies on the fl oor ,
Outsid e th ere was a shouting ,
And clamour a t the door ,
And in there burst one crying ,
'This dastard crime forbid !
The Creag Dhu Club is trying
T o steal the Scottish Grid.'

'They've m oved the Loch Sl oy Powe r house
Up 10 the Ri ve r Coupal,
And th ey've slOlen sco res of pylons ,
To light the climbs on Bucha ill e .
Then on M eall a Bhui ridh
A skilift is projected
And from the richer skiers
Much profit is expected! '

VI
'A nd even bolder raids are planned ,
To take in all the Grid,
And daily wi ll attacks be m anned
Our pylo ns cut , and booty hid.
And when their schemes a re full y fl ed ged
And carri ed through without mish a p ,
Wh at little ye t remains they 're pledged
To sell abroad - as sc rap !
And now down Falloch pours a hord e,
To seize the South West Scotland Board.

V

V II
' MacFarlane ,' cri ed the Chairman,
' Gae summo n thou th e Boa rd .
We m au n hae a Council
To mak ' term s wi' thi s horde.
And telep hone 10 London
To speir what should be done.
And Percy , m ak ' it urge nt ,
Or the Boa rd is all undone .'
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VII!

IX

Stout Percy gas ped and gri stled
At the thou ght o f term s to seek.
With rage he fai rly b ristl ed
As he rose again to speak.
' Their van wi ll be upon us,
While we sit talking here.
No Council hold . No term s di scuss,
H a' done wi' sw ill ing beer!'

And nobl y spake M acFarl ane
In la nguage trul y great:
' T o eve ry man upon this earth
G rid cometh soo n or late.
And every ma n may get it
(Though pay ing through the nose),
So wherefor should we let it
Be stolen by our foes?'

X
' The na rrow road by Lomond
Comes windin g all the way.
Above it on the hillside
Let us our force di spl ay.
And I will lead a forlorn hope
Before the Board ' s arm y.
ow - Who will follow on my rope
And save the G rid with me? '

But when the words ofPercy
W ere heard in that back room,
There fell a sudd en silence.
The silence of the tomb .
Then some said ' No , no violence,
' The law 'lI tak th is in hand .'
And others wanted money
Before th ey' d j oin his ba nd .

XII
Bu t H am is h , Lord of M otors ,
A rose be fore them all .
And said ' I 'll sta nd by Percy ,
Whatever may be fall.
I ' ll drive him up Loch Lomond,
I 've been that way before. '
And Percy thanked him kindly
Thou gh he knew hi s car of yo re.

T hen out spake Sta nl ey Stewart
A legal ma n was he.
' I grieve to see how few a rt
The men who go with thee,
And I would give thee su ccour ,
And save the Grid a nd more.
But I cannot hold my liquor
And must lie here on the fl oo r.'

XIV
Len Lovat, also present ,
Oflegal vintage too,
W as last in acce nt pleasant
T o say what he would do.
H e said he was a lawye r
And prepared to act as such .
' But I ' m really much too busy.
Your case I cannot touch . '

XVI
T hen st raight again st that great a rray
T he gall a nt pair went forth ,
R eady to hold th e narrow way
That comes dow n from th e North .
And Percy on the hill side ,
And H am ish dow n below,
M et the Creag Dhu host in battl e,
And dealt them blow for blow.

XVII!
And now, when ' er in G lasgow
The folk sw itch on the li ght ,
And in each li ttle bun galow
Sit by the fi reside b ri ght ,
They bless the good M ac Farl ane,
Wh o saved the Grid th at day,
Who brought the li ght aga in ,
And gives them bill s to pay '

XI

XII!

XV
' M ac Farla ne' qu oth the C ha irma n ,
' G o forth and C reag Dhu quell .
The Board will pay your fa re, ma n ,
And H ami sh 's as well.'
But Percy , looking whiter
Than any shee t by far,
Asked: ' Will it be all right Si r,
T o use m y comrade's car?'

XVII
For H ami sh cl eared the Lomond R oad ;
Hi s car the C reag Dhu s scattered .
H e drove as if the Hi ghway Code
W as not a thing that mattered And Percy on the mountainsid e,
Th e enemy he ba ttered ,
Hi s voll eys turn ed th e battle-tide,
That mighty host he shattered .
Th en was the Creag Dhu rout com pleted
And their presumpti ou s pla ns d efeated .
XIX
And all who climb on Buchaill e
G ive honour to hi s name;
And no one passes C oupal
But hears th e great man 's fa me.
For on the mounta in 's summ it
A sta tue was erected ,
And on it this in scripti on
As by the Boa rd d irected :
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XX
'Here stands aloft forever,
Let no one this forbid The man who fai led us never,
MacFarlane of the Grid. '

TECHNICAL SECTION
SHEL TERED HOUSING ON ARRAN
By Ian Angell
(see illustrationfacing page 168)
ARRAN climbing is a frustrating business. 10 miles across the water yet restricted by Cal
Mac's timetable , which appears to be designed to prevent any reasonable weekend . Once
there all crags seem to require a 3 hour walk, usually through Glen Rosa's bogs or worse
and back again. No conven ient SMC huts , official and officious camp sites. 'You are
asked not to camp past here but if you do you wi ll be charged as if you weren't.' But the
climbing is superb and the rock is granite and granite means a multitude of boulders
under crags and boulders mean bivouac possibilities. Arran habitues will no doubt have
their preferences already, but for others who are tempted a few hints may be usable.
Fionn Coirre - Gir Mhor South Face. The most popular climbing on Arran and thus the
most likely to have avai lable sites occupied . The best boulder lies directly below South
Ridge, a cube on edge with two leaning faces, on or ot her of which protects from most
weathers. Some stone walling has been done to help. Other sites abound especially family
sized accommodation across the main burn on the slopes of A ' Chir.
For those unable to make the final rise into the corrie there is a large boulder between
the path to the Saddle and that to Cir Mhor, shortly after the junction. Rather subterranean for any but worst weathers and not easy to find in dark or cloud i.e. when you
want it.
Be n T arsuinn Meadow Face - Goire a' Bhradain. Excellent boulder with some good walling
to help. Ri ght under the face and just above the meadow itself. In comfort it fits two
good friends, who need to be ifit rains. Water supplies are good.
Cioch na h 'Oighe . Two good boulders. The first is on the lip of Co ire na Ciche coming
up from Sannox, under Midnight Ridge. Plenty of room for two but more building work
is needed to protect from the worst of westerly driven rain. If this prevails a more professional storm-proof version exists further into the corrie near the foot of Ledge three.
This is probably the best in Arran and the corrie is only :v. hours walk from the road.
Coire nam Ceum. Not actually sampled but the boulder field crossed to reach the crag
has plenty of potential.
Coire na h 'Uai mh - Gir Mhor. A superb corrie. The obvious largest boulder provides
reasonable shelter and a magnificent night time view down Glen Sannox across Bute
and the Cumbraes. Another large boulder 30 yards further into the corrie and near the
foot of some rock slabs give better shelter but less comfort and view.
Coire D aingean -A 'Ghir. The one night spent here resulted in the wettest morning
retreat, so no recommendations are given. This was the penalty of assum ing a glorious
evening would last but there are boulders a plenty. The best is probably near the back of
the corrie under Boundary Ridge.
To those unconvinced by these visions of paradise, the following may help sort out
your feelings.
Disadvantages
Advantages
Near crag - first on route.
C lose to crag so no excuse for not climbing.
No tent to carry.
Bi vouac sac to carry.
Will not blow down.
Not water-proof - rain invariably creeps
Fresh air , view, mountain feel etc.
down overhanging rock.
No temptation to visit Ormidale.
Not midge proof.
May be occupied.
Exposed to fresh air , view, mountain feel etc.
No temptation to visit Ormidale.
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SCOTTISH MOUNTAIN ACCIDENTS , 1984
This year the to tal numbe r of incidents is sli ghtl y greater than in 1983 but remains
th e same if we deduct th ose ale rt s which turn ed out [0 be false alarms . The number
of casualties is down somewhat on the pre\'ious twO \·ears. althou gh a total of O\'e r
twenty fataliti es remain s [00 high . The simple slip be it on gras s. rock , or e\'en a path ,
remains a maj or ca use of accide nt s to hill walkers, while steep snow and ice slopes coll ect
their annual tall y of about a doze n victim s who failed to carry or effe cti\'ely use axe a nd
crampons. Unusual this year is the large number of incidents arising from fault y navigation , often coupled with poor timing . [n fact we have omitted a number of occasions
when rescue se rvices were alerted because peopl e were overdue but safe return occurred
before the rescue began. R eaders of the reports will also notice that exceptional wind
conditions were partly -responsible for no fewer than five d eaths in the Cairngorms, in
one case the victim being blown off the Fiacaill Ridge .
Non-mountaineering demands on the rescue se rvices were greater than ever before.
Teams gave assista nce with five a ircra ft crashes, the succour of snow bound motorists,
searches for missing persons, a nd carried out animal rescues. The latter included two
dogs and no fewer than 65 sheep , alth ough it must be admitted that this included one
nock of 50' As usual, we record our thanks [0 th e various rescue services for the valuable
a nd sometime disagreeable tasks they perform and to J ohn Hinde who has gathered
the acc ident reports together and prod uced the edited li sts on the following pages.
Unfortunatel y, information is not a\'ai lable to give full details for all incidents .
Or W . A . R eid of the C ni\'ers ity of Leeds Depa rtment of Pathology has been making
a st ud y of mountaineering fatalities which occurred over the last fi ve years. H e has discovered four male deaths which we re omi tted from the accident return s and so never
appeared in the statistics' These were on Sgurr nan Gillean (2.6. 79), An Teallach (26. 1.80),
Bein n Alligin ( 18.8.8 1) and The Loch Duntelchai g crags near Inverness (5.6.83).

SEASO ALlACTIVITY DISTRIBUTIO
Summer
61

H ill walking
Scra mbling
Climbing
Skiin g/Ski touri ng

4

15
80
59%

T OTALS

(where known)
Winter
43
2
6
4
55
41 %

Total
104
6

21
4

135

CO TRIBUTORY CAUSES OF SOME ACCIDE TS
Poo rtiming
Navigation
Separation
Slips/s tumbl es
Bl ow n ove r

13
27
7

22
I

Slips on snowlice
Glissading
lee axe/crampons
Avalanche
Climbing/scrambling fall s
on snow/ice
on rock

12

3
6
3
5
13
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REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION 1984
• The geographical divisions are as usedfor SMC District Guide Books.

REGIO

CASUALTIES
(of which
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Skye
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All regions
1984 Totals

23
(7)

6 104
(2) (22)

87

3

19

31

17

157

( I:l)

18 37
( 15)

1983
Totals

88
( 19)

19
(4)

17 124
(5) (28)

106

11

7

17

9

150

19 23
( 12)
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ACCIDENT LIST, 1984

NOR THERN HIGHLANDS
APRIL 11 th - Two lads (both 15) became separated from the rest of their party in Strathrusdale, Easter Ross. Took wrong route. Found safe next day. Northern Constabulary.
RAF Sea King search. 12mh.
APRIL 16th - Male (23) fell through a cornice (Dundonnell area) in white-out conditions.
Walked to safety. Northern Constabu lary. 3mh.
APRIL 16th - EasChual A1uinn, Kylesku. Walker (m24) slipped on wetsnow and sprained
ankle. Walked out. Assynt MRT. orthern Constabulary. 24mh.
APRIL 16th - English climber. Fell 30 feet on to snow, unhurt. Sgurr nan Clach, Fannichs.
APRIL 22nd - Man (34) broke a legon Ben Wyvis. One companion stayed with him while
another went for help. Airlifted to Raigmore, In verness by RAF helicopter. Northern
Constabu lary.4mh.
APRIL 22nd - Cioch of Sgurr a'Chaorachain, Applecross. Night search for two missing
climbers by RAF Leuchars MRT using pyrotechnics. Climbers turned up safely. 6mh.
MAY 20th to 21 st - Missing hill walker (m34) got lost in the hills in the Dundonnell area .
Sheltered under a boulder and made his own way down next day. Thick mist. orthern
Constabulary, SARDA, RAF helicopter. Dundonnell MR T. 58mh.
JUNE 23rd - Hillwalking couple (over 60) became tired, and male had slight leg injury.
Evacuated by helicopter from Strathchaillach, Sutherland. Police 4mh.
JULY 7th - Hillwalker (m60) fell 150 feet on An Teallach. He suffered lacerations and
shock. Dundonnell MR T. RAF Lossiemouth helicopter.
JULY 19th - Fatality . Experienced hillwalker (f29) fell down scree which led to 500 ft.
vertical drop on Am Fasarinen Pinnacles, Liath. She was accompanied by an experienced
male hillwalker. Torridon and Kinlochewe MR T. RAF helicopter. 70mh.
JULY 24th to 25th - Local man (86) got lost on a long walk from Drumbeg near Lochinver.
Found next day by RAF helicopter. Assynt, Dundonnell, RAF MRT's., SARDA ,
HM Coastguard.
JULY 29th to 30th - Hay Fork Gully, An Teallach. One of two men (35) slipped and fell
150 feet breaking his leg, with head and body cuts. Winched up by RAF Sea King
and airlifted out. Dundonnell MR T. Police 50mh.
AUG ST 3rd - Two men (40,35) fishing hill lochs got lost in mist. Found by Assynt MRT
at Gorm Loch Mor. Police and MRT 47mh .
AUGUST 16th - Hillwalker (f62) slipped and injured her ankle at Sandwood Loch, Kinlochbervie. RAF helicopter rescue. Police 4mh.
AUGUST 22nd - Hill walker (f67) fell on path in Gleann Dhubh, lnchnadamph and cut
her head. Able to walk out aided. Assynt MRT and Police. RAF helicopter recalled .
18mh.
SEPTEMBER 28th - Fatality. When accompanied by her husband, woman (26) fell from
the top of Eas Chual Alluinn when attempting to photograph the 658 feet waterfall .
Body recovered from trees 250 feet down by RAF Lossiemouth helicopter. Assynt
MRT.

WESTER

HIGHLA DS

MARCH 24th to 25th - Hill walker (m23) , accompanied, slipped on ice covered by several
inches of snow on Sgurr na Carnach, Five Sisters of Kintail (near the bealach with
Sgurr Fhuaran) sustaining an open fracture of his lower leg. Companion splinted leg
and went for help. Five members of RAF Leuchars MRT were airlifted from hills of
Glen Affric to Glen Licht House and attempted to reach him. They had to bivouac till
first light because of white-out and avalanche danger, reaching casualty at 0800. An
RAF Lossiemouth helicopter attempted evacuation and succeeded in dropping a
stretcher on the ridge. Team stretchered casualty to an accessible site for airlift. Strong
winds. Also Kintail MRT. orthern Constabulary. 300mh.
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APRIL 10th to 11th - Hillwalker(f'24) broke her arm in a fall near Loch Morar. Her companion helped her to Oban bothy then he went to Glenfinnan for help next day. Airlifted
by RAF Lossiemouth helicopter.
APRIL 17th (not included in 1984 statistics) - H illwalker found partial skeleton of a man
(c.40) near Loch Quoich . Possibly died in 1979 .
APRIL 22nd to 23rd - Teams called out to search for walker near Loch Cluanie , Kintail.
Turned up safe in the morning having been unable to navigate on' afely. RAF Leuchars
and St. Athan , Kintail MRT, SARDA. 100mh .
APRIL - False a larm. Adult male German failed to rendezvous with friends at Sourlies
Bothy . Lochaber MRT searched all possible bothies. Meanwhile police located him
in Germany . 36 mh.
JULY 12th - Hillwalker(m37) diabetic , took ill in Loch Mullardoch area. Taken to hospital
by helicopter. orthern Constabulary. 3mh.
AUGUST 1st - Hillwalker (fSO) became separated from her husband and got lost on hills
to North of Loch Mullardoch. Found by helicopter(RAF Sea King) . Police 4mh.
AUGUST 29th - Walker (41) attempting Five Sisters Ridge, Kintail east to west. He was
too exhausted to finish by the last peak (Sgurr na Moraich) and so descended by Sgurr
an t-Searrach and got benighted on very steep ground. Torch signals were spotted
and he was escorted down. Mild exposure. Police and Kintail MRT . 23mh.
OCTOBER 28th - Hillwalker (m47) airlifted by RAF helicopter from Sloch on Ardnish
Peninsula (Sound of Arisaig) with a suspected heart attack. Police 2mh.

BEN NEVIS
FEBRUARY 3rd - False alarm . Four male Italian climbers found at C IC Hut. Due to language problems their landlady had expected them back the same night. Lochaber MR T
and SARDA. Northern Constabulary. 12mh .
FEBRUARY 5th - Three walkers spent Saturday night in Nevis summit shelter having
ascended Tourist Path. Navigation error on descent took them into Five Finger Gully
on Sunday. Man (23) fell 600 feet into the main junction and got himself down to
raise alarm. The other two men (23,22) fell at the same time but only 200 feet. They
also got themselves down but two hours behind so they met Lochaber MRT, who
carried one over the river, in Glen evis. Various injuries were a fractured jaw , a
dislocated shoulder and a knee injury.
FEBRUARY 7th - False alarm. Two male climbers found at C IC Hut. Cafe owner had
expected them back that day. Lochaber MR T. 9mh.
FEBRUARY 19th - Fatality. Solo ice climber (m 19) intended to climb Comb Gully, but the
climb was too busy with other parties. Was seen to fall from top (crux) pitch of Glover 's
Chimnry to the bottom. Another climber was on site immediately, followed soon after
by others including a doctor. He was alive at first but later died. Lowered down to
Coire na Ciste and airlifted by RAF Leuchars helicopter. Garron tracked vehicle used
by Lochaber MR T. 40mh.
FEBRUARY 21 st - Party of five men benighted climbing Waterfall Gully. Help not required.
Lochaber MR T. 28mh.
MARCH 3rd to 4th - Two men got off route climbing Observatory Ridge. The leader fell 40
feet unhurt and was held by belay. They were heard by other climbers on Tower Ridge
blowing SOS on a whistle . They were benighted. Five Lochaber MRT members went
to C IC Hut on Saturday night and saw them at first light. The team was called out
Sunday morning but the pair abseiled off unaided. 80mh.
MARCH 18th - Fatality. Body of man (23) found at Castle Coirejunction by 3 members
of Loch ab er MRTen route to do a training climb (Castle Ridge). The solo climber had
fallen from Raebum 's Bullms (probably Boomers Requiem) and had been stopped from
going all the way down the combined Castle Gullies because two ice-tools-attached to
him - had hooked in the snow slope like anchors . Fit and experienced he had soloed
Zero Gully and Comb Gully the day before . His crampons were very wpm and blunt.
Lowered down to AlIt a'Mhuilinn and evacuated by tracked vehicle. Lochaber MR T.
50mh .
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APRIL 3rd - P arty of three includin g victim (m 15 )( first wee k on the hill s) had onc ice-axe
between them . They ascend ed Carn M or D ea rg inte ndin g to trave rse C MD Are te to
Nevis summit but they go t tired a nd went dow n towa rds C IC Hut from the ad' te .
The boy without cra mpons or ice-axe slipped on ice a nd slid 400 fee t into the corric
sustainin g a broken a rm and a dislocati on. Carri ed to hu t by two clim be rs in the a rea .
Stretchered out from C IC by Lochaber MR T ass isted by climbers from the hu t. V ictim 's
fri end s retraced their steps and came back up to the hut. 30mh .
J ULY 18th - Hill walker (f60 ) stumbl ed d escendin g T ourist Path and struck side in th e
kidney a rea on a sha rp rock. Fair a mount o f pain , but she ma naged to limp dow n till
met b y Lochaber MRT . Stretchered off. 12mh .
J ULY 25 th - Hillwal ker (f62) jumped offa very small mound nea r Steall Rui n, Glen evis .
She went ove r on both a nkles , breaking one a nd sprainin g the ot her . Ca rri ed out by
stretcher. Loc habe r MRT . 7mh .
AUGUST 1st - Hillwalker (f55) on T ouri st Pa th (ascending) reached first zig-zag above
Youth H ostel, had chest pa in s and colla psed . St retchered down by Lochaber MR T.
Deta ined ove rnight in hos pital. Loc haber MRT . Poli ce 13mh .
AUGUST 17th - Fal se alarm. T ourist reported a girl (c.20) with a ma le compa nio n who
had spra ined or broken her a nkl es near Nev is summit. Lochaber M RT sea rched by
vario us routes but did not locate her . 20mh .

GLENCOE
J ANUA RY 2nd - Girl , ( 19) with co mpa nion , desce ndin g North Face of Stob Coire na n
Locha n towa rds the lochs, slipped on wet rock , breakin g an a rm , with cuts and fac ial
brui sin g. Gl encoe T eam call ed out but she had made her ow n way dow n . Fell 50 feet.
20mh.
FEBRUARY 7th to 8th - West Face, Aonach Dubh . T wo me n (52,33) cl imbed No . 6 Gully
and then trave rsed th e ridge. Intendin g to desce nd by the sa me rou te(l) they overs hot
in a white out a nd became cragfa st descendin g Dinner T ime Buttress. R a ised ala rm wi th
torche s and were led offin the small hours by Glencoe MRT . 64mh .
FEBR UARY 19th - M a n (56) soloing R everend T ed 's Gully on Lost V all ey Face of G ea rr
Aonach in good weather. Slipped on ice and fell 200 feet breaking ankle and chest inj ured .
Stopped on a led ge 400 feet up gull y. Airlift ed out by RAF . Gl encoe MR T. 40mh .
FEBRUARY 19th - Fatalit y. Pa rt y of eleven desce nding west from Am Bodach on Aonach
Eagach Rid ge. W oman (26) (presum ably unroped) fell 750 fee t down the north side
of the ridge susta inin g multiple injuries. Died during RAF helicopter evacuat ion when
on ox yge n . G lencoe MR T. 32 mh .
FEBR UA RY 27th - M ounta inee ring student (25) , last ma n in a roped pa rt y of three in
Deep Cut Chimney, Stob C oire na m Be ith . Fell 3 feet di slocating kn ee(!) Lowe red by
compa nions. RAF helico pter . Glencoe MRT. 38 mh.
M ARCH 18th - On e of two men d esce nding (22) Broad Gully, Stob Co ire nan Lochan
slipped a nd fractured a n a nkle. Stretchered d ow n by G lencoe MR T. 45 mh .
M ARCH 24th - West Face, Aon ach Dubh . No . 6 Gully. Snowing , strong eas terl y wind .
T wo clim be rs, (m 2 1, 19) swe pt dow n 600 fee t by avalanche of loose, we t snow. Elde r
uninjured , yo unger broken leg and a nkle. RAF Leucha rs heli co pter. G lencoe MR T.
24mh .
APR IL 17th to 18th - Fa talit y. Solo walker ove rdue (m 4 1) from traverse of Bidean na m
Bian a nd Stob C oire na m Beith . N ight search by Glencoe MRT negat ive . Fo und dead
next d ay at the foot of Summit Gully, Stob Coire nam Beith hav ing fall en a nd slid 1,500
fe et. RAF Leucha rs helico pter . Gl encoe and RAF Leucha rs MR T' s. Northern C o nstabul a ry.2 45mh .
APRIL 23rd - Fa talit y. T wo ex peri enced men (both 39) ascending Summit Gully, Stob
C oire nam Beith , in so ft snow and hot , sunn y weath er. They took left fo rk 200 fee t
from top , which looks eas ier , though the right fork is the normal, easy route. Lead er
fell off when he ran o ut of handhold s 20 fee t up a rock slab . Both fell 750 feet wh en
second 's belay fail ed (ice axe belay in soft snow). Leader killed outright. Second injured
but m ade way d own till met b y other climbers who helped him . Body evacuated by
RAF Leuchars helicopter. Police a nd Gl encoe MR T. 39m h.
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APRIL 26th - Accompanied walker (m25) broke leg descending Gleann a' Chaolais.
Northern Constabulary . 2mh.
MAY 28th - Experienced walker (r.i3) walking with group in floor of Lost Valley. Foot
caught between rocks when she was crossing a dried burn. She fell with foot still trapped ,
fracturing fibula and spraining ankle. RAF Leuchars helicopter. Glencoe MRT. 25mh.
J ULY 6th - Leader (m 19) of a rope of three climbing Clachaig Gully. Slightly off route on
a 20 feet pitch and pulled on a loose rock which came out. He fell 15 feet and the rock
hit him on head, injuring him. He was well equipped but had no helmet. RAF Leuchars
helicopter. Glencoe MR T. 30mh.
AUGUST 25th - Leader (m32) of a party of two, gully climbing above the Lost Valley ,
slipped and fell 10 feet. Got stuck on a ledge in the gully despite having only slight
arm injuries . Taken off the ledge by Glencoe MR T. 30mh.
NOVEMBER 4th - Man (21) cragfast on Curved Ridge, Buachaille Etive Mor. Rescued by
Glencoe MR T. Police 4mh.
NOVEMBER 30th - Male climber injured leg in Glencoe area. Walked out. RAF Leuchars
helicopter returned to base .

OTHER CENTRAL HIGHLANDS
JANUARY 7th - Man (33) glissading in gully to SW of E peak of Ben Crauchan, wearing
crampons(!) Fell when his heel points dug in. Spiral fracture of lower leg. Stretchered
off by Strathclyde Police teams. 57mh.
FEBR UARY 15th - Hillwalker (m64) tripped and fell 700 feet when descending a snow
chute on the ridge of Sran na Creise . His arm and ribs were broken , and he was concussed . Walked off by Ballachulish jSMTC and Glencoe MR T. Evacuated by RAF
Leuchars helicopter with companion. 34mh.
FEBRUARY 19th to 20th - Fatality. Experienced ski-mountaineer missing on Meall
a'Bhuiridh (m44). Glencoe and Lochaber MRT' s searched next day and he was found
dead beneath the Cam Ghleann face, either having been blown over by the high winds,
or lost control on the steep, icy slope. Head injuries from 800 foot fall. Stretchered off
by teams. Two RAF helicopters on search. 330mh.
FEBRUARY 19 to 20th - Mamores. Lochaber MR T and RAF helicopter search for five
missing students who turned up safe and well. Delayed by two without crampons.
FEBRUARY 24th to 25th - Downhill skiers lost offpiste. (m21 fl9). On Meall a ' Bhuiridh
when weather closed in. Attempt to return to top of ski-lift ended near top ofSran na
Creise. Search that night called off for bad visibility. Searchers next morning saw the
girl 'shoot out' of the bottom of an avalanche which occurred in a gully nearthe top of
Sran na Creise. The man had been above the avalanche. Both airlifted out by RAF
Leuchars helicopter. Glencoe and Lochaber MR T's and 5 SARDA dogs. RAF Kinloss
MRT.265mh.
MARCH 24th - Two hillwalkers (m21, fl9) lost in bad weather. Found on Sran na Creise
by helicopter and Glencoe MR T. Northern Constabulary . 17mh.
APRIL 23rd - Strathclyde Police (Oban) MRT called out for an overdue walker (m20)
missing on East Ridge of Ben Cruachan. Good weather but he had been unfit, and
there was a misunderstanding about a rendezvous with his companions.
J ULY 15th - Search forthree children (m 12 , 12, ffi) missing at Ardochy, Glen Brein , Fort
Augustus. Located by RAF Sea King. Kinloss MRT recalled.
J ULY 22nd - Youth (14) fell a short distance on Aonach Mor injuring his shoulder. Airlifted from Allt Daim by RAF Leuchars Wessex .
J ULY 22nd - Boy (14) camping beside Allt Daim (burn in glen between Carn Mor Dearg
and Aonach Mor) slipped on wet rock when going for a swim. Slight head injury and
shoulder dislocation. RAF Leuchars helicopter evacuation . Lochaber MR T. 3mh.
AUGUST 3rd to 7th - Dutchman (32) on solo hillwalking/ camping expedition. Set off on
Friday 3rd to walk from Dalmally to Beinn nan Aighenan. About 14.00 hours he was
ascending the SE side of the mountain by the Raven ' s Burn on the opposite side of the
glen from Glenkinglass Lodge. The bank gave way and he fell 40 feet into the burn ,
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fracturing his left femur. He pulled himself out of a pool on to a rock slab where he
was able to make food and drinks from his rucksack , but was unable to climb the bank.
Good weather lasted for two days but then the rain swelled the burn and on Monday
evening he was swept at least 70 yards downstream. He pulled himself out and crawled
to the top ofa bank. About 09.00 hours Tuesday he saw two stalkers approaching the
lodge and attracted their attention. Evacuation by RN helicopter and Strathclyde
Police MRT's. 17mh.

CAIRNGORMS
JA UARY 1st to 2nd - Two men(22, 20) staned late on Aladdin 'sMirror. Coire an t-Sneachda
(1400 hours). Hard snow with poor cover. Weather gOt worse and they climbed slowly
as one was not very competent. Finished route in dark and failed to navigate off the
plateau. Good bivouac gear and they stayed successfully at the top ofFiacaill a ' Choire
Chais . Found by rescuers. Cairngorm, Glenmore, RAF Kinloss MR T's. Police,
SARDA, RAF helicopter, tracked vehicle. 220mh.
JANUARY 3rd to 4th - Walker(mI8) snowbound by blizzard at Corndavon Bothy, Glen
Gairn. Grampian Police and Braemar MR T's. 51 mho
JANUARY 1st to 5th - False Alarm. Hillwalker(m26) snowbound by blizzard at Corrour
Bothy, Lairig Ghru. Not alarmed as he had food and he was not due out till 6th, but he
was reported missing by an over-anxious mother' Grampian Police and Braemar
MRT's.5Imh.
JANUARY 5th to 6th - Solo climber (m24) did a route in Coire an t-Sneachda, but he
had no map and compass and got lost navigating off plateau. Found by RAF Sea King
at Bynack Stables. Cairngorm, Glenmore, RAF Kinloss MR T's. 264mh .
JANUARY 6th to 7th - a displaced person) Poorly clad member of Mendips Rescue Team
(m33) with poor waterproofs, no equipment except boots, no rucksack or food went
up Lairig Ghru in afternoon. He had read the word 'icy ' on the Ski Run Board as a
weather forecast. With no map or compass he went up to March Burn and descended
to Loch Avon thinking it was Coire an Lochan, then walked a further 20 miles to
Tomintoul. Cairngorm , Glenmore MR T's , SARDA, RAF Sea King, tracked vehicle.
orthern Constabulary. 140mh.
J ANUAR Y 15th to 16th - Leadcr (46) and six lads (15 to 17) climbed The eouloir, Coire an
Lochain and then got lost on plateau. All the students' rucksacks had been left inJ ean ' s
Hut. Failed to navigate down Lureher's Ridge back to the hut. Eventually went down
Strath Nethy and reached Bynack Stables at 01.00 on 16th. Stayed there till 07.15
rather then reporting at Glenmore Lodge by the track past the Green Lochan.
Cairngorm, Glenmore, RAF Kinloss MRT's, SARDA , RAF Sea King, tracked
vehicle. orthern Constabulary. 207mh.
JANUARY 20th to 22nd - Fatalities. On 20th four walkers (all men 24,21, 19) failed to
locate Jean's Hut and cam ped . Weather deteriorated on 21 st. Either tent blew down(?)
or they decided to abandon it and walk out(?) In terrible conditions of high wind three
died of exposure , one by one en route. The fourth (21) walked out on morning of22nd
exhausted. Cairngorm MRT cou ld not get there as they were either trapped at Drumochter or snowbound at home . Glenmore, RAF Leuchars, RAF Kinloss MR T's ,
SARDA, RAF helicopter, RN helicopter. orthern Constabulary. 300mh. Two of the
bodies were found by air search and the other by dog. Wind strengths over 60 mph were
recorded, and gusting to 90.
JANUAR Y 20th to 22nd - Fatalities. Instructor (m29) and student (m36) intended to snowhole in the Feith Buidhe on Friday and howff under the Shelter Stone on Saturday.
Large scale searches and probing were carried out next Monday and Tuesday by upwards
of 100 rescuers from Aberdeen, Braemar, Cairngorm, Glenmore, Northern Constabulary, Grampian Police, helicopters , RAF Kinloss and Leuchars, SARDA accounting
for well over 2,OOOmh . The two had died from hypothermia and were found by a party
of four from JSMTC on Thursday morning on the rim of Coire an t-Sneachda 50
metres south of Fiacaill Couloir so it might be assumed they managed to walk exactly
one mile from the snowhole site before being overcome by the desperate conditions.
They were found roped up , onc in a sleeping bag.
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FEBRUARY 4th to 5th - Hillwalker (m26) tried to reach Hutchison Hut from Braemar
via Derry Lodge in deep, soft snow. Snowholed 2 mi les north of Derry Lodge and
struggled back to the 'phone at the Lodge next morning. Grampian Police and Braemar
MRT's.6mh.
FEBRUARY 12th to 13th - Carn Aosda. Skier (m39) got lost in mist on piste west of A96
Devil's Elbow Road. He skied into Glen Baddoch and went upstream almost to the
bealach , where he snowholed, and was found next morning at 03.40 by Glenshee Ski
Staff in a Snow Piesta. Ski-ing downstream would have brought him to the main road.
When he went missing it was not known ifhe was west or east of the A96. Large scale
searches by Puma, Sea King and Wessex helicopters, Aberdeen, Braemar, Gordonstoun, Grampian Police, RAF Kinloss and Leuchars, SARDA, Tayside Civilian and
Police Teams. 460mh.
FEBRUARY 19th - Fatality. Man (23) scrambling on mixed snow and rock, up Fiacaill
Coire an t-Sneachda, killed when he was blown off and fell 500 feet into boulders.
Carried ice-axe on rucksack. No helmet. Party of three had stopped to put on crampons.
RAF Airlift. Glenmore Lodge MRT. Cairngorm on standby.
FEBRUARY 26th to 27th - Lochnagar. Two men (24, 20) climbed Pinnacle Gully 2 and
Parallel Gully 'A " getting benighted on the latter, descending to Glenmuick at 0230 and
not reporting in. Two friends had raised the alarm . Aberdeen , Braemar, Grampian
Police MR T's. 28mh.
MARCH 2nd to 3rd - E Gale. Mountain student (m 17) became separated from his four
companions in a blizzard near the Lairig an Laoigh track, below the NE Face of Bynack
More. Companions could not find him, so he got into a sleeping bag and a polythene
bivvy bag, which slid off downhill into soft snow away from his rucksack. Stayed there
and so did not have his torch and whistle to attract searchers, whose flares he saw 250
yards away. Found at 08 .25 next morning by RAF helicopter in better weather.
Braemar, Cairngorm, Glenmore, Grampian Police and RAF Kinloss MR T's, SARDA,
tracked vehicle. Northern Constabulary. 382mh.
FEBR UARY 27th to March 4th - Couple (42, 39) overdue from a bothying expedition.
Spent two nights at Faindouran Lodge in a blizzard . (1st to 3rd). Found safe on Stables
Road, Invercauld, Braemar. RAF Wessex searching. Braemar and Grampian Police
MRT's.68mh.
MARCH 9th to 12th - False Alarm. Two boys (both 15) enjoyed a backpacking expedition
in the Sidlaw Hills till their camp fire was spotted by a farmer. They had not told
anyone' Searches by police and a RAF Wessex.
MARCH 16th - Cross-country skier (m48) fell descending Beinn a 'Chaorruinn dislocating
his shoulder. Helped to Fords of Avon Bothy and airlifted by RAF Sea King. Braemar,
Grampian Police and RAF Leuchars MRT's. 6lmh.
MARCH 22nd - Fatality. Man (22) missing. Equipment and sleeping bag found in Ruighaiteachain Bothy, Glen Feshie on March 25th 1984 . Extensive searches were carried
out over two days amongst debris and danger oflarge, avalanches by Cairngorm, Kinloss
and Leuchars MRT 's, SARDA dogs and RAF helicopters. Several avalanches near
rescuers, some of them triggered by searchers. Over 1,OOOmh. Body was found at Coire
Domhain, Mullach Clach a'Bhlair, by hillwalkers on April 29th. (This man had survived
a 700 foot fall on January 2nd 1983 after being avalanched from the cornice scarp of
Bob Run, Coire Leis, Ben Nevis).
MARCH 25 to 26th - Four girls (20,20, 18 , 18) walking from Glendoll on a horseshoe
route via Bachnagairn and Stables Hut to return to Glendoll by Capel Mounth track
were slowed by deep soft snow, and forced downhill towards the dangerous Moulzie
Burn. Lost in darkness and snowholed. Safely recovered by rescuers after midnight.
Braemar, Grampian and Tays ide MRT's . 227mh.
APRIL 3rd - Fatality. Cairngorm. Body of woman (47) found in Coire na Spreidhe by a
walker. Dressed for hill walking she may have been there for up to twO weeks. Thought
to have died from exposure.
APRIL 10th to 11 th - Three males (48,13,13) lost in snow showers between top ofKilbo
Burn (Glen Doll) and summit of Mayar. Found by teams at 03 .00 next day suffering
from exposure. Airlifted by RAF Wessex from their shelter behind a boulder. Tayside
MRT's . 173mh.
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APRIL 11 th - W oman (27) glissading in crampons(!!) down north sid e of Cairn Touljust
above Lochan Uaine. Intending to brake with axe she rolled over on to front and
crampon points caught in hard snow. Sustained fractured fibula . Walked down to
Garbh Choire Bothy, but she had to be evacuated by RAF helicopter next day .
Braemar and Grampian Poli ce MRT 's. 15mh .
APRIL 24th - Woman ( 19) walking across headwall of Co ire Cas, Cairngorm . Sustained
knee injury and bruising after 300 foot fall. Sea King helicopter evacuation .
MAY 13th - Four rescued from sea-cliff stack east of Portknockie, Banffshire by RAF
Sea King .
J UNE 3rd - Search for woman (45) overdue on hillwalk in Coire Cas. Found on Cairngorm
summit late at night. Evacuated by RAF helicopter. Glenmore , Cairngorm , SARDA ,
Northern Constabulary. 38mh.
J UNE 20th - Serviceman (19) slipped on rough ground and broke leg. Airlifted by RAF.
East Face ofStob Coire Sputan Dearg, Ben Macdui .
J U E 27th to 28th - Party of fourteen led by an experienced adult crossing La irig Ghru
south to north, cam ped at Corrour and children got cold and wet, lacking sleep. Left
at 06.00 to continue the crossing. Two female children succumbed to exposure exhaustion at Pools of Dee. Camped and eventually airlifted by RAF helicopter. Glenmore
Lodge . 2mh .
J ULY 8th to 9th - Woman (28) unable to keep up with her brother during a hillwalk on
Clachnaben, Banchory. Found fatigued next morning at Glen Dye Lodge. RAF
Leuchars heli co pter forced down in thick mist. Aberdeen, Braemar, and Grampian
Police . 114mh .
J ULY 26th - Walker (51) overdue attempting 4 x 4,000 feet tops of the Cairngorms. He
got lost. Glenmore Lodge MR T. Police . 9mh.
J ULY 26th - Fatality. Hillwalker (f51) accompanied by her husband and friend died of
heart attack on Lairig Ghru path. Evacuated by RAF Leuchars helicopter. Glenmore
Lodge MRT . 6mh.
J ULY 29th - An old lady slipped and broke her arm whilst walking on a forest path over
Meall a'Bhuachaille. H elped down by Glenmore Lodge MR T. 4mh.
AUGUST 11 th to 12th - False Alarm. Two girls had left gear at Revoan Bothy but stayed
with friends elsewhere. Police and Glenmore Lodge MR T . 5mh .
AUGUST 15th - Father and son, novices , lost in good weather in Strath Nethy. Glenmore
MRT . lmh .
AUGUST 18th - False Alarm. Experienced hillwalker (28) was last seen on Cairngorm
with a big rucksack. H elicopters, MRT's and mountaineering friends searched for
him a week later. He turned up safe after 3 weeks missing. 480mh .
A UGUST 23rd - Mother and two sons on Cairngorm Plateau. Son (18) separated and returned safe but overdue. Good weather. Police and Glenmore MR T.
A UGUST 26th - Two youths (15,15) separated from a group of thirteen near the head of
Coire Kander and went over Carn an Tuirc back to the main road (Cairnwell).
Returned home without notifying anyone. Search by RAF Leuchars helicopter.
Grampian Poli ce and Braemar MRT's . 10mh .
SEPTEMBER 23rd to 24th - Fatality. Exchange cars were left at Coylumbridge and Linn
ofDee by two parties (seven) traversing Lairig Ghru in reciprocal directions. Alarm
was delayed till cars had reached Perth because each party thought the missi ng pair
was with the other group. At 0520 woman was found suffering from exposure near
the path on the Carn a'Mhaim shoulder. H er brother (57) was found dead, by RAF
Sea King 1 y, miles north ofCorrour Bothy, at 0750. Both were evacuated by helicopter.
There was heavy rain and sleet, cold with strong NW wind. Their waterproofs were
not suitable for such conditions. They had been walking north to south. Grampian
Police and Braemar MRT. 108mh.
O CTOBER 1st to 2nd - Two male hillwalkers (39,22) intended to do a circuit from Glen
Doll via Loch Muick and Fafernie. Got lost in mist and benighted. S.~rvived night in
bivouac bag. Found at 11 .40 next day by teams on Carn an t-Sagairt Mor (north of
their intended route). Walked back to Glen Doll with searchers. Tayside and Braemar
MR T's, Grampian and Tayside Police teams. RAF helicopter. 350 + mho
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OCTOBER 13th - False Alarm. Two men reported overdue from a three day Cairngorm
traverse the day before they were due to return. Found by helicopter search in a tent
in Glen Feshie. Aberdeen, Braemar, Cairngorm, Glenmore Lodge and Grampian
Police MRT's, SARDA. 200mh.
OCTOBER 20th - Male sprained ankle in Strath Nethy. Evacuated by Landrover from
Bynack Stables. Glenmore Lodge MRT. 4mh.
OVEMBER 18th - Man (27) sprained ankle descending An Socach to Glen Baddoch .
Slip on flat, wet rock . Rescued by RAF helicopter. Braemar and Grampian Police
MRT' s.24mh.
DECEMBER 27th - Fatality. Second man (41) was inadequately belayed to a deadman at
the top of pitch 1 of Spiral Gully, Coire an-t'Sneachda. Leader (30) fell without runners
from 50 feet above, and belay failed. Both fell 300 feet. Second man (wearing helmet)
was killed outright. Leader (no helmet) escaped with superficial injuries. Flown out
by RAF. Cairngorm and Glenmore Lodge MRT's. 14mh .
SOUTH ER

HIGHLANDS

J ANUARY 6th - False Alarm. Red flare reported by motorist in Beinn Each and Stuc
a'Chroin area, north of Call and er. Searches negative. Killin MRT. 28mh.
JA UARY 22nd - Twelve TA soldiers missing overnight from exercise in Fintry Hill s.
Found safe, having spent night in a barn, by Lomond MR T leader.
FEBRUARY 18th - Casualty (59) was one of four descending unroped, steep neve east of
Ben Lui summit. Tripped over crampons, failed to brake with ice-axe and fell 60 feet
sustaining cuts and a broken arm. Stretchered offby Killin MRT. 144mh .
FEBR UA RY 19th - Two SARDA members were walking/climbing on summit ridge of
Beinn Achaladair. One dog slipped over the edge of the NE corrie, and, though unhurt,
was having difficulty getting back. The dog's handler(m31) fell 600 feet when attemptin g to rescue it, crash in g into frozen avalanche debris, dislocating a femur, fracturing
a clavicle and thumb, with cuts and bruises. Stretchered ofrby Oban and Dumbarton
Police MRT 's. There was a happy ending as the dog was recovered safe by SARDA
men four days later. 55mh.
FEBRUARY 19th - Fatality. Casualty (44) without crampons was one of three descending
a steep, snow-ice slope on NE slopes of Ben More , Crianlarich. Overbalanced and
fell 800 feet. Unable to brake with ice-axe which was torn from his grasp after a short
distance. Evacuated by RAF Leuchars helicopter. Killin MRT. 60mh.
MARCH 24th - False Alarm. Five girls from a youth organisation, on expedition test in
the Glen Falloch area, returned home shortly after they had started , without the knowledge of the assessor. Killin MRT and SARDA. 15m h .
MARCH 25th - North Face of Ben More, Crianlarich. Party of three traversing steep
snow triggered off a large avalanche, probably windslab. All three swept down although
unroped. Uninjured girl helped man (23) - fractured skull - and woman (21) - broken
leg - before she alerted Police. Both stretchered off. Killin MRT and SARDA. Injuries
might have been worse if they had been roped. 154mh.
MARCH 25th to 27th - Two boys (14, 12)on a camping/walking expedition in the Lomond
Hills of Fife . They planned to be out for three nights, but unfortunately the parents
gOt concerned when weather deteriorated on second night with sleet and strong winds.
Police searched vainl y and found them next morning. On that night boys had been
lost without shelter or adequate survival gear one mile north of their tent, afraid to
move. Both suffering from exposure. Fife Police . 160mh.
APRIL 1st - SE Face of Ben Lui. Party of three without crampons descending very steep
neve , when all three slipped and fell . Two braked with their ice-axes, but the third
(25) lost control and fell 100 feet on to a ledge breaking her leg. Crag Search , cliff
lower and stretcher carry by Killin MR T. 204mh.
APRIL 7th to 9th - Fatality . Hillwalker (m70) died from illness on steep grass on slopes
of Be inn Derain , Bridge ofOrchy, Heart attack. Large scale searches on 8th and 9th
by Dumbarton and Oban Police , RAF Kinloss and Leuchars MR T's. Body located
and evacuated by RAF Leuchars Wessex helicopter. 265mh.
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APRI L 29th - Fallen male climber taken from The Cobbler to Alexandria by RAF Leuchars
helicopter.
MAY 20th - Ben Glas Burn, above Glen Falloch. Two Lomond MRT members returning
from Beinn Chabhair heard casualty cry for help. Man (34) had fa llen 60 feet breaking
an ankle and di slocating his foot. Between them they carried him 1 mile to valley and
took him to hosp ital by car. 6mh.
M AY 29th - Two men (8 1, 50) missing on walk from Brig 0' Turk to Balquhidder. Glen
Finglas, search started but they turned up at Loch Lubn aig, having lost their way
(probably on Be n Vane). Killin MRT . 24mh.
J UNE 1st to 2nd - Eleven girls on Award expediti on got lost on north side of Ben Venue,
Trossachs , as darkness fell. Wet a nd miserable they bedded down for the night without
tents. Found early next day by sweep search with SARDA dogs . Killin and Lomond
MR T's . 96mh .
J UNE 25th - Hillwalker (m61 ) in a party of sixteen goi ng from Dalmally to Tyndrum.
Caught his fOOl in a hole on grass slope just north of Ben Lui . Fractured ankle . Stretchered
off. Killin MRT . 64mh.
J ULY 8th - False Alarm. Walker on Beinn H easgarnich . Misunderstanding about parked
car. Kill in MRT. 20m h .
J ULY 25th - Two males (34, 16) missing between Tyndrum and Crian larich, last seen
between Ben Lui and Ben Oss. Turned up in G len Falloch (seven miles off course) as
search was start ing . Killin MRT . 12mh .
AUGUST 7th - Ptarmigan, Ben Lomond . Woman (27) fell 30 feet over crags sustaining
chest injury. Woman companion went down to alert Poli ce and then went back on hill
with Police offi cer. RAF Leuchars helicopter evacuation . Lomond MR T. 72mh.
A UGUST 16th - Camping at almost 3,000 feet on Meall na Di ge (a top of Stob Binnei n)
youth ( 18) acc identally spilled boiling water over his feet. Unable to walk . Stretchered
off by Kill in MR T and SARDA. 162 mh.
AUGUST 22nd - Hillwalker (f58) collapsed from heat exha ustion at bealach at top of Brig
0' Turk - Balquhidder path . Carried off by Killin MRT. 33m h .
NOVEMBER 24th - M ale badly injured by a fall on the East Rid ge of Arrochar Ben Vane.
Slipped on wet grass. Night evacuat ion by RAF Leuchars helicopter. ArrocharlStrathclyde MRT' s.
D ECEMBER 26th - Walker slipped when descending near path on Ben Lomond. H e was
at 1,500 feet on steep grass. Broken ankle. Stretchered off. Lomond MRT . 60m h.

SKYE
J ANUARY 15th - Three climbers taken out from head of Loch Scavaig by li feboat when
one of them (f24) became ill. Police 16mh.
FEBR UARY 24th - Search fOrlwO climbers (m 30, 20) overdue. Turned up safe at Coruisk
Hut. RAF R escue team, SARDA, Northern Constabulary. 4mh.
APRIL 25th - M an (29) glissading in Coire a' Bh asteir could not brake with ice-axe in
wet snow a nd fell through a waterfall. H ead a nd knee injuries. RAF helico pter was
called but he ma naged to walk down. Northern Constabulary. Ilmh.
MAY 20th - M a n (37) unroped, traversing ledge in gull y V. mile from summit of Bide in
Druim nan R amh. Fell 30 feet when handhold came out. H e la nded on soft snow.
Minor leg injuries . Flown out by RAF Lossiemouth. Unroped. Traversing ledge.
Skye MRTand Police. 35m h .
J UNE 9th - Climber (2 1) on TheJib, East Face of Bl a Bheinn. In an aw kward position he
held on till h is arms gave out, then fell 20 feet injuring arm. R escued by RAF helicopter.
RAF Leuchars MRT. Police 28mh.
J UNE 17th - Two lads ( 16 , 15) overdue in the C uillin s. Skye MR T and Police. 2mh .
J UL Y8th - A sli p on wet rock when descending the South Butlress ofSgurr Dearg caused a
you th ( 16) to fall 20 feet on to scree, where he rolled a furth er 30 feet. Punctured lung
and bruised limbs. Airlifted by RAF . Skye MRT a nd Police. 28mh.
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JULY 24th - Hillwalker (f'26) received severe facial injuries and a broken leg when she
fell 120 feet into the Lealt Gorge, Tote, near Staffin. She slipped when taking photographs. HM Coastguard and local rescuers took her out of the gorge and then she
went to hospital by helicopter. Police 6mh.
AUGUST 8th to 9th - Party attempting to cross Main Ridge from An Garbh-choire to
Coire a'Ghrunnda went OHr Dubhs Ridge by mistake in mist and descended slabs of
Coire' an Lochain to the head of Loch Coruisk. Youth with cut knee (which happened
prior to navigation error) evacuated by private yacht from Loch na Cuilce with radio
cooperation from HM Coastguard, Oban .
AUGUST 24th - Two gi rls were scrambling on the West Ridge ofSgurr nan Gillean when
the ground gave way and they fell. One (21) suffered cuts and bruises but they walked
down aided by Skye and RAF Leuchars MRT's. RAF helicopter used . Police 24mh.
A UGUST 26th - Climber (32) fell on Cioch Buttress, Sron na Ciche and fractured his
ankle . Carried down. RAF Leuchars MRTon exercise in the area. Skye MRT . Police .
39mh.
SEPTEMBER 7th to 8th - False Alarm. Search called off. Couple went to Sligachan from
Coruisk for a drink and returned via ElgoJl
SEPTEMBER 11 th - An Crocan , on north shore of Loch Brittle. Solo man (60), negotiating
ledge on this un frequented coast. Large rock hand hold gave way. Fell 20 feet into
ravine breaking leg. Climbed out after several hours. Lucky to be found by passing
hill walkers. Skye MR T. RAF helicopter . Police. 15mh.
SEPTEMBER 14th to 15th - Man (54) finding the normal route on Sgurr nan Gillean to
difficult , turned back. H e slipped on rock descending and fractured a femur , also
cutting his head. Found next day by Skye MRT. Evacuated by RAF heiicopter. 90mh.

ISLANDS
J UNE 24th to 25th - Carsaig, Isl e of Mull . Search for hill walker (f'20) who got lost in mist
when out with her dog. Found safe . Helicopter, Strathclyde Police MR T's. and local
vol unteers.
A UGUST 14th - North side of ' The Saddle ' bealach between Glens Sannox and Rosa ,
Arran. While climbing a steep hillside with a large party , a man (58) sustained a head
injury when a boulder rolled down on him . Stretchered out by Arran MRT . Good
weather.
SEPTEMBER 3rd - Woman (27) climbing sea cliffs at Esha Ness, North Mainland , Shetland , fell 60 feet into the sea. Multiple cuts and bruises . Pulled out by one of her two
fri ends. Auxiliary Coastguards. H elicopter evac uation . Police 6mh .

SOUTHERN UPLANDS
JA NUAR Y 14th - Party of girls delayed by deteriorating weather near Moffat. They turned
up safe. SARDA .
JAN UARY 16th - Two Shepherds (male 70, 66) overcome by blizzard. One had fallen into
a burn . Found sheltering behind a dyke on top of Scroof Hill , Innerleithe n , suffering
from exhaustion and hypothermia . Tweed Valley MRT , Police, RAF Wessex heli copter, SARDA . 160mh.
JA NUARY 23rd - Shepherd missing from Upper Chatto Farm. Dose of insulin overdue.
Turned up safe . SARDA .
FEBRUARY 25th - Cairnsmore of Carsphairn. Group all owed school-children to sit on
cagoules and glissade down a steep slope on frozen crust. Girl ( 15) was injured when
she hit a rock . Airlifted out by RAF . Poli ce and Galloway S&RT. 44mh .
J ULY 25th to 26th - Man (71) and woman (5 1) benighted when traversing ridge from
Loch Trool to Loch Doon due to a late start. Hot weather. Galloway S&R Team.
Police . 4mh .
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IN MEMORIAM
GEORGE ELLIOT
G EORGE ELLlOT the climber: ' he is dead then . ... big boned and hardy handsome .
These words which I have borrowed from Gerald Manle y Hopkins , came into my mind
when I heard that George Elliot had died. He passed away on the 15th August , 1984.
Big boned he was and handsome in a rugged manly way . His sturdy stocky frame , his
square-cut jaw, his terse manner of speech and his weather-beaten face all bespoke a
man of vigour and action. A man, once met, not easily forgotten.
His interest in out-door activities which was wide, narrowed down to two in particular
for which he never lost his enthusiasm . Rugby and Mountaineering. As a forward he
played rugby for Boroughmuir F.P ' s. for a long number of years , and continued to
follow the fortunes of his club and of Scotland in the international field, to the very end .
But it was climbing that George loved best of all and nothing gave him greater joy than a
day on the hills.
The most of his long life was spent working for the shipping firm of Salvesen of
Leith and no doubt it was this connection that sent him off to visit Norway , Sweden and
Finland. At this time his companions wereJimmy Robertson and Ben Horsburgh and
with them and others he was walking and camping in the Pentlands, the Moorfoots, the
Borders and the H ighlands. In 1928 we find him travelling from Edinburgh with Robertson
to Fort William by a Sunday excursion train, to make the ascent of Ben evis. It was his
first Munro and the start on the long road to complete the list.
He had become a member oftheJMSC influenced maybe by George Williams who
was his half-cousin and had extended his interest to rock, snow and ice climbing. By
1931 he had acquired the necessary qualifications and moved into the SMC. He was a
regular attender at club lectures and functions , served on the committee from 1937-45,
was custodian of slides from 1935-45 and was acting librarian during the war years 194045. 1938 saw him complete his Munro list and he stands now as No. 7 on the list of
Munroists, his friend Robenson occupying 6th place. With a group of younger climbers
he had introduced and encouraged , he found delight in climbing from camps, huts , bothies
and Youth Hostels . In the winter he wou ld organise mini-meets, with the dwelling of
some shepherd or gamekeeper as a base.
On another occasion having bought a high altitude tent he went off with the same
group into the Cairngorms in the depth of a severe winter, to establish a camp high up
on Braeriach. The weather was atrocious but they survived. An account of this epic by
one of the participants appeared in theJournal.
In 1940 he married and in Chris his wife he found the perfect partner, who not only
shared his outdoor interests but also an interest in music and the arts . He only paid one
visit to the Alps , in the early days, to the valley of Sa ss-Fee with Robertson , where they
climbed some peaks with a local guide .
Organization was the name of the game for George. With limited holiday, his forays
into the Highlands ior Munros were planned with meticulous care and military precision.
In the attempt to avoid wasting time , nothing was left to chance, details were worked
out and itineraries produced which when backed by George's determination to make
them work proved trying to lesser mortals whose mutinous instincts were aroused. However
they were a long-suffering bunch and he survived. Through Salvesen he had a contact
with the managerial staff of British Ropes and when after the war they intended to introduce nylon rope to the climbing world they enlisted his aid . He was provided with a
rope and a 16 mm cine-camera and requested to take some shots showing Viking rope
being used on a climb . This was done and a short film showing him and George Williams
climbing on the First Pinnacle of Sgurr nan Gillean was taken. They must have been
among the first to use nylon rope for climbing in this country . H e nearly lost his heart to
Skye and here as nowhere else , he was happiest and it is against the background of the
Cuillins that I place my most cherished memories of him . In all weathers he was an imperturbable character and on rock and snow a reliable and steady companion. He had a
vast acquaintance-ship among the brotherhood of the hills . He was a convivial man . He
loved a Ceilidh and round the fire would produce his double-sided mouth-organ from
its linen bag to give us renderings of Scottish tunes .
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Another writer wrote this, ' . ... the first SMC (member) we 'd ever found was George
Elliot, and he was walking in a daft-shaped hat under the Pap of G lencoe, shaped just
like his hat, and there was snow on the Pap .. .. and there was snow on George ' s hat .... and
if you squinted you couldn't tell the difference except that the Pap stayed still and George 's
hat went up and down and up and down.' Those of us who knew him intimately will
miss him and feel that the hills can never be quite the same without the familiar figure.
We extend our sympathy to his wife.

KENNETH MACRAE
KENNETH died as a result of a fall in the Lake District in the early Autumn last year. He
was of that breed of Scot who is held in the highest esteem by all with whom he came
in contact. His integrity, his habit of hard work and his meticulous attention to detail,
as well as his happy nature and cheerfulness, even in situations of difficulty, were a byword
among his companions.
By profession a most distinguished Edinburgh solicitor, he had a great many interests
throughout his long life. From 1951 to 72 he served as Organising Secretary of the Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland at a time when countryside administration
was undergoing considerable change. He played a leading part in the discussions which
eventually led to the formation of the Countryside Commission for Scotland.
For many years he was Secretary to the Incorporation of British Architects, of which
he was created a Fellow upon his retirement . He also served a term as Treasurer of his
own professional organisation, The Writers of the Signet Society.
In the mid thirties he joined the 4/ 5th Battalion of The R oyal Scots and during the
1939-45 war he became a Gunner, serving in the North-West Europe Campaign, 1944-45,
during which he was Mentioned in Despatches, finishing as a Major.
His name first appears in the Record Book of the jMCS, Edinburgh Section, in
1949 and although he did not become a 'tiger' in the same way as did many Members of
the Section of that era his knowledge of the Scollish Mountains was considerable.
He was a delightful companion in the hills , being a lifelon g gatherer of interesting
facts about Scottish History, not surpris in gly since he was an H onours graduate in
Hi story at Oxford. At the same time he was just as happy on his own and made many
memorable journeys alone.
Soon after he joined the Club he became in turn a member of the Eastern District
Committee and the Club Committee. H e then became the Secretary of the Eastern
District and latterly its Convener. Edinburgh Members would all agree that he was the
driving force behind their group and the one who organi sed virtually everything that
went on in the District for a good number of years.
Perhaps the piece of service to the Club which gave him the greatest satisfaction
was his appointment as R epresentative to the Council of the National Trust for Scotland.
In this role his charm, wisdom and commonsense were greatly appreciated by all those
he met at meetings , discussions and visits to Trust Mountainous Properties. In 1983 he
was honoured by being invited to become a Member of the Trust Executive Committee.
The greatest joys of hi s life were his marriage, for very nearly fifty years, to his dear
Margaret and the happiness brought to them both by their daughters, Fiona and Christine
and their respective families.
The hundereds from all walks oflife who packed St.john 's Church in Princes Street
on 25th October for Kenneth' s Memorial Service indicated in abundance their respect
for this very fine and gal lant gentleman .
W.M.S.M.

D . H . McPHERSON
DUNCAN McPHERSON died injuly 1983 at the age of77. Afterobtaining a 1st class degree
in civil engineering at Edinburgh University in 1928 he joined the L E Railway for a 3
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year pupillage in their bridge department, including a year spent assess ing the bridges
on the West Hi ghland line particularly between Crianlarich and Fort William. Hejoined
theJMCS in 1928 and was climbing in all seasons on Nevis and , by the end of hi s pupillage,
had ascended nearly 100 Munros, just short of half und er winter cond iti ons.
As a rather unique double he and his father, Sir Hugh McPherson, both applied
for membership of the SMC and were elected in 1929. Together they had celebrated
Duncan's graduation in 1928 wit h an ascent of Mont Blanc by the ordinary route from
the Grand Mulets. In 1929 he also helped resuscitate the Scottish Ski Club.
After two years with cons ultants in London responsible for the exte nsion to the
Piccadilly Line, he went out to India for 13 years' se rvice in the M adras and South Mah ratta R ailway Co., for the last six years as their senior bridge engineer. Here he led a
very active life at work and in leisure hours fl ying a light aircraft, sailing dinghies, walking,
taking part in social events, and making four tours in the Himalayas.
In 1941 he had 7 weeks in Kashm ir trekking 20 miles a day, from Srinagar over the
Zoji La to Leh and back over the Kardung La ( 18,000 feet) to Skardu and thence to
Srinagar, about 600 miles in all . 1942 saw him trekki ng in Sikkim with Bill Ri soe. 1943
gave 21 days' splendid skii ng at Gu lm arg, whi le in November 1944 with R egg ie Cooke
he attempted the then unclimbed C hombu (20,872 feet) in Sikkim . As sirdar they had
the redoubtable Angtharkay plus two other Sherpas and some porters. Camped at 18,200
feet on a plateau below the final ridge, an overnight snowstorm left drifts of 20 inches
outside their tent and covered the mountain endangering their descent route. So regretfully they retreated, wisely as the storm continued and at the Him alayan C lub hut at
Jha Chu ( 15,000 feet) where they spent the night, a nother foot of snow fell.
After his marriage toJoan Stagg in 1945, Duncan returned to Britain, becoming
head of the Civi l Engineerung Department at University College, Southampton, and in
1954 joining James Williamson, consulting eng inee rs at Glasgow, retiring as a partner
in 1969. He contributed to the design and construction of the power stations at Kincardine,
Cruachan, Wylfa (Anglesey) and Longannet.
From childhood Duncan had an enthusiasm for the Borders, Hi gh lands and the
West Coast. For many years he attended club meets, and after his return to Scotland in
1954 regularly ventured in the hills. Becoming interested in the old paths he felt more
could be done to p rotect th em. Always pract ica l and consid erate he joined the Scottish
Rights of Way Society of which he was the very active H onorary Secretary for 12 years,
negotiating with proprietors and their lawyers, putting up marker posts and rechecking
the paths.
His own high standards in everything he did , his technical interests, love of travel ,
music and the visual impressions oflandscape made him a welcome companion for many
of us on the hills, and in the eveni ngs gathered round th e fireplace or sipping tea in his
motor carava n .

A complete record of all Duncan McPherson's trips ca n be found in the M an uscript
Department of the 1 ational Library of Scotland.
JM .H .

DR ALASDAIR R. WILSON
ALASDAIR WILSO died in April 1984 in his 75th year. H e had been a member for
over 52 years, preceded by several in the JM CS. H e had the advantage of second·
generation membership, apprenticed to his father Dr Andrew Wilson , him self a longterm member , in the Alps and Scottish and Welsh hills. At school in Switzerland ,
he had instruction in skiing and on ice and snow. He became proficient in the French
and German languages , garnering in course of his scientific translations , exceptional
technical vocabularies. H e absorbed a European outl ook, broadened into an international conspectus by study in America and by coll aboration and correspondence
with foreign scientists. H e was tutored in mountai neering, both at home and abroad
by now near mythical climbers such as L. St. C. Bart holomew, Sandy Wedderburn ,
A. J . Wigram and P. D. Baird, as well as others in the CUMC, which he joined
while at Cambridge. Academic distinction led to an outstanding scientific career,
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with recognition as a savant in mycology. H e gained a European and international
reputation from publication of some 50 papers in the fi eld of plant diseases. He
lectured at the U nivers ities of St. Andrews a nd Dundee. His colleagues in Europe
and elsewhe re remember him as a su pportive and warm personality, as a dee ply
religous person, who had a lifelong interest to integrate and preserve European
cultures. After retirement he purchased Dunnet H ead House, Thurso , grandly
situated on the cliffs near the lighthouse and co nverted it into a delightful home ,
exploiting the unique prospects over northern seas.
We met at JM CS Meets in 1928, at Ladher Bheinn and Glen Brittle and had
rooms in stud ent Hall in Edinburgh. A mutual interest in motor-cycl ing led to
climbing trips in the Lakes, G lencoe and Skye. As an example of hi s presence of
mind , while romping along the old road to Auchnaschellach, his side-ca r chassis
broke away, at a corner with a 6 foot dry stone embankm ent , he opened the throttle,
the 1000 cc twin Harley Davidson gave instant response and bounding from impact
with the grass verge, touched down in a soft bog, upright with the rider still in the
saddle. Both undamaged, he continued on the journey. H e enjoyed the stirring night
sprints through P enrith and Abington to Edinburgh, at the end of ha rd days on
Pillar and Gable. Between 1928 and his depart ure for America in 1933, he accomplished some 50 Munro ascents, nearly always und er winter co nditions and by a
climbing route. In Glencoe, he led the Crowberry Ridge (twice) and Central Buttress. I did
the Churchdoor Buttress and other climbs with him. H e was one of Sandy W edderburn 's
CUMC party , so grievously delayed by mounded snow and ice formations on Aonac h
Eagach, as to be overtaken by white-outs and eventually blackouts , who had to inch
down the north side. H e made the standard winter ascents of that era in Coire Leis of
Nevis, with our member Dr (later Professor) W . Blackwood and , with him , the Lui
Couloir and, with add iti on of Sandy Wedderburn, winter climbs at Arrochar , including
thejamblock Chimney and Spearhead Arete. H e had crossed all tops in the Cuillin Main Ridge
with standard climbs such as the Pinnacle Ridge, Tooth, Gap, Cioch as well as Clach GhlasBlaven.
In 1930 , he ascended 6 peaks in the Silvrena, including Piz Buin and the Gross
Litzner. In 1931 , we spent a number of weeks around Arolla and Zerman on lesse r
peaks and went on to the Aiguille de la Za , Pigne D'A rolla , Mont Blanc de Cheillon ,
the Dent Blanche and the Matterhorn. Descend ing the last in a violent electric storm ,
we met the only other persons seen above the snowline, two young G ermans above
the Solvay Hut , who had made the first ascent of the North face. In 1932 , at a CUMC
Meet in H orungstinde, in Norway, our party made the 21 hour traverse of the splendid ridge of the Skagastolst inder-Vesle-Centraltind-Styggesdalstind-Gjertvastind
and ascents of the Ringstind, D yrhaugst inder and with W edderburn , the Midtmaradalstinder. In 1938 and agai n in 1948, with D av id Munsey, CUMC, who died
recentl y, he did a number of alpine climbs, but the only names to come down are
the Matterhorn and Mont Blanc. Like many of his generation, the war excised 10
years of hi s active cl imbing life. He continued sc rambling and hill walking until
recent time.

H e had a physical 'presence,' a certain hauteur and French of the Academie
sort. An old SAC porter, at the Bertol Hut in 1931 , undertoo k to use his skill to
replace the tricky edge nails of the period. When returning the well-serviced pair of
boots he inquired the whereabouts of ' le Milord Anglais.' Autres temps, autres moeurs. Very
many years later , at the same hut , I overheard a nubile Gnome dem and of an English
party, whose hygiene and manners she justly deemed to be sub-standard, to remove
themselves to 'I 'ecurie.'
A lively and questing intelligence, equable temperament a nd cultivated good
manners, combined to make him an enli ven ing and agreeable companion , whether
in conversation or in the adversity frequently en countered a mong mountains.
A.L.C.

GEORGE ROGER
A member has drawn attention to the fact that in the obituary for George Roge r in SMCj
1984, XXXlll, 90 no mention was made of his Alpine activities. H e writes 'Geo rgc Roge r
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had a long career as an alpinist fostered perhaps by the fact that his chemistry master
was Mr Hill , the survivor of the O. G. Jones ' accident on the Dent Blanche. Among the
fine courses done by George were the Forbes arete on the Chardonnet, the Biancograt
on the Bernina, the Bietschorn, Weisshorn and Matterhorn. On an ofT day once he walked
from Zermatt to the summit of the Theodul Pass and back eschew ing mechanical contrivances. On another occasion when visiting a 'flu-stricken Geoffrey Winthrop Young for
the first time his opening gambit was to ask Winthrop Young ifhe had ever gone back to
the south face of the Tiischhorn. The choler produced by this question brought GWY
back to life. This route had almost finished GWY off and is described in a purple passage
in his book. To George the Alps meant at least as much as Scotland.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CL DB
New M embers
The following new members were admitted and welcomed into the Club in the year 1984-85.
Derek Andrew Bearhop (23) Postgraduate, Dumfries
Robin Clothier (26) Nursey manager, Kilm arnock
Brian Shand Findlay (37) In surance claims official, Aberdeen
Martin Hind (27) Crane operator, Glasgow
Robert Rogers Howard (24) North Sea diver , Dunbarton shire
Harry Logan (26) Graphic designer, Edinburgh
KennethJ onathonJ ohnstone (30) School teacher, Glasgow
James Laughland Morning(30) RAF Physical training instructor , Ballachullish
Graeme D . Morrison (28) Industrial chemist, Edinburgh.
Thirteen other candidates were deferred until September due to a hiccup in the arrangements for cons id eration of their applications.

AGM and Dinner, 1985
TH E Annual General Meeting and Dinner were held at the Nethybridge Hotel in Speyside
and both were judged highly successful. First of all there was for once plenty of room
and ample barspace , the latter remaining open until the sma hours so it was just as well
that many members had accepted the Hotel 's very reasonable terms for bed and breakfast.
Mo t of the AGM was carried through with speed and in an orderly manner. The
routine reports and nominations of new office bearers were received and rubber stamped
by a docile membership. It was not until the Beneagles whisky scholarships were discussed
that things really got going. One speaker (who admitted that he himself drank) nevertheless spoke at length about the social and health evils of drink a nd opined that it did not
become the Club to have any corporate association with money derived from the sale of
a known poison. Many supported him. Others were baffled at the conce pt of turning
down free drink and thought that whisky , by the standards of this wicked world , was
a fairly innocent source of mountaineering money, besides being the national drink. It
was obvious that this latter group was left a bit breathless by the high moral tOne of the
dissenters ' arguments and were unable to mount any effective counter argu ment s. The
meeting then became enjoyably confused. Several motions were voted on and then declared
procedurally wrong. Eventually a compromise motion was proposed and legall y carried.
It ran to the effect that the Club should accept the offer offree booze after the next Annual
Dinner but decline it thereafter and that the Beneagles award shou ld be administered
not by the SMC but by a committee drawn from Scottish Mountaineering Organisations
of which the SMC should be one.
A brief interlude then ensued during which any feelings of guilt which might sti ll
have smouldered were effectively damped by the hospitable libations of the donors of
the Beneagles award (who also turned out to be the proprietOrs of no less a product than
The Macallan!).
It was the best attended dinner on record and was accommodated in a room of the
right proportions - neither tOo big not tOO small, and warm withal. The President and
the tOp table were piped in by l ain McLeod. The meal that ensued was good and well
and smartly served. The Club song was sung by Stan Stewart backed by lead guitarist
Curly Ross . The Club responded magnificently in the choruses. Then followed an updated
\'ersion grafted on to the hardy perennial stock of the original. This seems to have become
a continuing, if intermittent tradition (established originally by Tom Patey with his
teutOnic tOur de force ' Ach , Mein Grossen Boten ').
The speeches were for the most part brief, clear and to the point. Professor Slesser
surveyed the Club year, GeoffCohen gen tl y dissected the guests. J ohn Forsythe of the
Iri sh Mountaineering C lub replied on their behalf. igel H awkins of the John Muir
Trust spoke of the aspirations of that body and perpetrated two jokes. Michael Thomson,
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Managing director of Peter Thomson of Perth, presented his firm 's cheque for the Beneagles mountaineering award to A1astair Reid for his expedit ionary visit to the Karakoram .
Finally Professor Slesser passed on the gold badge , and historic ice-axe to Tom Weir,
our next President. Cu rl y R oss sang out the retiring President with a fine rendering of
' Dark Lochnagar. ' Afterwards almost no one wanted such an enjoyable evening to come
to a n end and the informal exchanges continued for a long time.

N ew Yea r M eet 1985
o

ew Year Meet was held this year.

Easter Meet 1985 - Glen Spean
THE Easter Meet was held in the Glenspean Lodge H otel and was attended by 20 members
and 6 guests.
The weather was mixed - a glorious Sunday but otherwise rather misty and sli ghtly
mOist at times .

The following excursions were made: M eall Chuaich; Aonach Eagach; Creag M eagaidh, Stob Poi te Coire Ardair and
Carn Liath; Garbh Bheinn (Ardgour); Stob a'C hoire Mheadhoin and Stob Coire Easain ;
Beinn Teallach ; Meall na Teanga and Sron a'Choire Ghairbh; Stob Ban; Carn Dearg
(one of the Glen Roy trio) ; Creag Pitridh; Sgurra' Mh aim, Sgoran lu bhair, Am Bodach ,
Stob Coire a'Chairn and An Gearanach; Aonach Beag by the North East Ridge ; Cruach
Inn se and Sgurr Innse; C reag Dhubh (G len Spean); Ben Dubhchraig.
One member also found time to go boating on Loch Quoich and two to ski in the
Cairngorms on the way up.
Present were: M embe rs: - President T. W eir , G. Cohen , T. B. Fleming, R. G.
Folkard , M. G . Geddes, C. C. Gorrie , J . N. Ledingham , I. D. McNicol , Sir James
Marjoribanks , J. R. Marshall , H . H . Mills , I. H. Ogilvie, D . W . I. Piggott , D . Scott ,
C. G. M. Slesser, I. H . M. Smart , W . T. Taylor, W Wallace , I. M . Walker and B. G.
S. Ward. Guests : - R . Allen , J . Broadfoot, I. Cumming, C. Furneaux , M . Furneau x
and O . Turnbull.
It was a most enjoyable and successfu l meet and the presence of a fair number of
younger members and guests was encouraging to those claiming only to be young at
heart!
G.W .

J.M.C.S . REPORTS
Edinburgh Section. - There was a total of31 Meets throughout the year, 18 weekends,
4 day Meets and 19 Wednesday evening M eets at local outcrops.
The year started with its traditional Meet to the Smiddy but atrocious weather forced
everyone off the hill. This trend continued inJ anuary when the C lub failed to reach Glen
Clova due to heavy snow. The remainder of the year was more successfu l with excellent
Meets to Glencoe, Torridon, Carn Mor (annual week Meet) , Creag Meaghaid h , Ben
Nevis, Shelter Stone etc. The Meet attendances were generally lower than the prev ious
year. Some members of the Club visited the Alps. Successful ascents of Alphubel and
Mt. Bl anc de Cheilon were made but climbing was restricted due to poor weat her and
early heavy snowfall s. The weekly winter eve ning Meets to H eriot-Watt Climbing Wall
again proved very popular and continue to be a source of new club members .
R enovation work continued on our hut , Jock 's SPOt, at Newtonmore-.'The extension
is nearing completion thus providing toilet facilities etc. Gas li ghting and cooking facilities
are now available until such time as the club can raise finance for elect ricit y. Priorities
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for the coming year will be roof repairs, internal walls , new sinks and wall units . The
hut is now available for use by other clubs.
The Annual Dinner was held in the Killin Hotel and we were pleased to be able to
welcome Bill Wallace as the guest speaker.
The year was concluded as it began at the Smiddy but with excellent weather for
a change and the opportunity was seized to climb many of the fine peaks in the area .
Office Bearers - Hon. President, M. Fleming; Hon . Vice-President, W. M. S. Myles ;
President, F. Fotheringham; Vice-President, R. Dalitz; Treasurer, A. Carver; Secretary, G.
D. Lee, 265 Rullion Road, Penicuik, Midlothian EH26 9AW.
Glasgow Section. - Most Meets organised during the year took place with the familiar
locations on the Ben, Glencoe and Skye remaining the favourite haunts of Section members. Winter Meets, while usually well attended, tended to coincide with weather that
was unsuitable for climbing althou gh there was the odd exception. Climatic inclemency
did nor, however, deter the ever-keen hard-men of the Section from notching up a respectable number of routes. This lev el of activity continued during the spring and summer
when the best possible advantage was taken of the glorious weather. The aut umn saw
several members reach ever nearer the magic goal of 277 , although the actual summits
of several well-known Cairngorm hills continue to elude some of this band.
The C lub Hut at Coruisk enjoyed a successful year; maintenance carried out in
May ensured that it remains quite the smartest hut in Scotland! Unfortunately attempts
to upgrade the water supply proved doomed to failure and the installation of a jacuzzi
will have to wait for another year. The fact that it was the 25th anniversary of the hut did
not pass unnoticed with a celebratory meet there in September and a social in Glasgow
in October. The latter occasion saw twenty five years of the hut revealed to an appreciative
audience. The contributions of the inimitable Alan Thrippleton and his successors as
CustOdians caused much hilarity when several skeletOns were exhumed from longforgotten cupboards.
Mountainous activities abroad were perhaps on a lesser scale than in previous years
although members were to be seen in the Bregaglia (and briefly in the Bernina), Zermatt ,
Chamonix and the Kaisergebirge.
The annual dinner was held at the Bridge ofOrchy Hotel where members and guests
enjoyed a particularly memorable speech fromJimmy Marshall before participating in
the usual post-prandial badinage. Our other extra-mountainous activities included our
usual series of lecture held in conjunction with the SMC (Western District). 1984 also
saw the amicable resolution of the constitutional difficulties which have beset the C lub
over the past few years. This was a great relief to all members.
Although total Section membership remained much as in the previous year , 1984
saw an increase in th e number of active members with some Meets becoming alm ost
embarrassingly well-attended. This , coupled with an increasing number of prospective
members, augurs well for the health of the Club as it enters its diamond jubilee year.
Office Bearers: - Hon . Member, W. H . Murray; Hon . President, John Grant; Ho~ . VicePresident, Alastair MacGregor; President, eil Marshall, 48 Netherblane , Blaneficld,
Glasgow G63 9JW; Secretary, Dugald Mackie, 911ay Court, Bearsden, Glasgow G61 I RT ;
Treasurer, Benny Swan, 8G Swallow Road, Faifley, C lydebank G8 1 5BW.
Inverness. - Office Bearers - President, Steve Travers, Il a Island Bank Road , In verness;
Secretary, Pat rick Duncan , Top Flat Right , 17 Duldas Road, Dundee .
Lochaber Section. - The club membership has remained stable now for several years
at around the 60 mark , of whic h the majority are local and active .
Outdoor Meets have been held monthly throughout Scotland , staying in huts,
bot hies and camping. The visit to Lewis for sea cliff climbing on the westcoast has now
become an annual trip with plans in 1985 to visit the Flannan Islands.
Slide shows have been held throughout the winter months and were all successful
and well attended.
For anyone contemplating joining the club facilities of which they can avail themselves are the free use of the club hut at Steall and an extensive library of mountaineering
books, journals and guide books, and of course good company at the meets.
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Office Bearers - Hon . President, D. Watt; President, W. Munro; Vice-PTtsident, I. Sutherland; Treasurer, J. Davidson; Secretary, L. Houlker, 13 Treslaig, Fort William (03977 633);
Sleali Hut Custodian, 1. Walker, 12 Grange Terrace, Fort William (0397 3512).
London. - Secretary, John Turner, 7 Relko Court , Epsom, Surrey , (03727) 28560.
Perth Section. - Current membership stands at 67, an increase of8 on last year. There
was also an increase in the numbers offemale associates. There were 17 Meets held throughout the year ranging from Shenevall in the North to Arrochar in the South coupled with
visits to Rhum, Skye and Mull. Generally the Meets were well attended with the Grampian
Club hut at Inbhirfhaolain again proving the most popular.
The Annual Dinner was held in April at the Clova Hotel with accommodation in
the bunkhouse. Bob Milne, in his first duty as Honorary President, recounted his early
experiences with the Section.
TheJoint Annual Lecture with the Perthshire Society of Natural Science was held
in the Art Gallery, Perth in January. David Baker was our guest speaker and gave a
very well illu strated lecture on ' The Canyons of the American South West. '
The mid-week slide evenings were again organised by Jeff Banks. These included
Tom Rix ' Furth of Scotland ,' David Wares ' Outdoors Abroad ,' lain Robertson and
John Rogers 'Buchan to Ardnamurchan' (see article in this Journal) and Nic Bullivant
with his multi-screen presentation 'Ben Nevis.'
On the local SCene the Section participated in the Mountain Mind Quiz and supported
the highly successful Dundee Mountaineering Film Festival.
The Annual General Meeting was held in Perth in November at which the following
office-bearers were elected - Hon . President, Bob Milne; Hon Vice-Presidtnt, David Wares;
PTtsident, Ron Payne; Vice-President, Lou Kass; Treasurer, John Rogers; Secretary, Joe
Stewart, Flat 1, Duntrune House , Duntrune, Dundee (Tel. Kellas 391).

S.M.C. AND ].M.C.S. ABROAD
The Alps
JOHN STEELE writes - ' I spent 2 weeks at the end of April 1983 in the Swiss Alps, ski
mountaineering in an area just east of the Grand St. Bernard Pass. In a period of unsettled
weather I completed the first half of the 'The Little Haute Route ' - Verbier to Arolla.
This tour uses the Mont Fort Hut, the Cabane Dix, the Cabane Vignettes , and traverses
the Rosablanche and the Pigne d' Arolla. I also made a round trip of the impressive Bouquetines Group, using the Cabane Bertol and the Bouquetines bivouac , including a traverse
of the Tete Blanche . Sad to report no ice climbs were recorded due to the unstable snow
conditions. I now have a comprehensive slide set compilation covering the Alpine Haute
Route. Anyone who would like to see it should give me a ring.'
writes - ' In the company ofMrs V. A. Goldingay I had a very successful three weeks in the Swiss Alps, fromJuly 14th , to August 4th. The first ten days were
based in Arolla where there was a refreshing lack of ' les Anglais.' The weather was for
the most part brilliant and the routes climbed there were the Dent de Tasalion N. E Ridge
of L' Eveque and inevitably the Pigne D 'Arolla . Our attempt on the Aiguilles Rouges
ended at the hut with 4" of new snow which fell overnight.
From Arolla we moved on to Neuchatel to meet some Swiss friends and spent a day
climbing with them in theJura on the Arete Des Sometres (50-80m) near Le Noirmont,
where four good IV-V routes were done on steep, sound limestone. W e then moved on
via Interl aken to the Furka Pass area, spending a day climbing at Handegg in Eastern
Switzerland. This is one of the places the Swiss keep quiet about (vast sheets of perfect
rock 500-1000m high). The show piece Eldorado was described to me by one ' Des ' 'ropeboy himself Grey as ' knocking El Cap. into a cocked hat.' We climbed two routes, the
Chatzenpfad (V) and the Engeliweg (V + ) on a thing called the Steinegg (Storwegg).
From here we moved over to the Grimsel Pass area where we had fun and games on the
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Galenstock (3543m) descending in the teeth of a thunderstorm. The whole area looked
exce ll ent for the expert and novice alike.
Our last few days were spent in the Zinal area, using the Cabane Montel; superbly
situated for a whole group of 4000m peaks of whi ch the Dente Blanche and the Obergabelhorn (4063m) form part. Our final peak was the Trefithorn (3527) which looked straight
in to the North Face of the Obergulelhorn . '
The following report ofth eJMCS London Section Meet in the Alps has been receivedThe following attended: John Steele, Mike French, Gordon Cameron , Steve Senior,
Steve Gladstone , Andrew Walker, Roger Harvey , Peter Turner , GavinJordan, Robin
WallS and Famil y, Brian Su lli van and Famil y. Alistair McKeeman and Friends .
Most were involved with the classic traverses , Petit Dent de Veivesi (a good training
route) The Traverse of L'Eveque (IV) , the Traverse of the Pigne D ' Arolla and Mont
Blanc Du Cheilon , The Traverse of Mont Brule (serious owing to bad weather conditions
and the laugh ably loose rock) The Aiguille de la Tsa by the Bertol hut route (a 5 hour
slog for a 30 min. climb) and the Tsa (again) by the Tsarmine ridge (IV . 17 hours).
John Steele and Mike French attacked the classic North Faces with ascents of NW Face
of the Douvres Blanches, both North Faces of the Petit Mont Collon a couple of traverses
with the prols, and finishing up wi th the classic North Face of the Pigne D'Arolla, with
Andy Walker making a third on the rope.
There were a few minor injuries , Steve Senior grazed his knee on the first day on
the glacier , and by the second week it had become septic and inflamed. H e returned
from his trip to the hospital with his leg in a half plaster cast , a bucket full of pills , and an
annoyed look on his visage. Alastair McKeeman arrived at the Vignelles hut only to
have a tooth break, and he was forced to return to the camp for a vis it to the hospital, his
face swollen like a balloon. Peter Tibbetts was a ffli cted by a condition called tetany and
had to go down to the hosp ital for a 'cheque' up.
Apart from these minor incidents, the meet was a complete success.

Majorca
DES RUBENS was abroad a lot recently and tell us Because of a compromise , I found myself in Majorca with my wife Jane in October.
During our stay, we made an ascent of the island's highest peak, Puig Maior, 4,736
feet. We ascended the NE ridge from a col at 3,000 feet on the Calobra road. The ridge
gave a pleasant walk around a coi re rim , with a couple of exposed severe pitches over a
fine nose. As on Kanchenjunga, the summit was untrodden (by us) , though in this case
due to a military installation unaccountabl y unmarked on our tourist map.
Though boasting several fine Munros, hill walking has not yet taken off in Majorca
and paths are non-existent or overgrown. Full leg cover is advisable due to scratchy vegetation. While probably not worth a special visit, there is plenty of scope for rockclimbing
and the south side of 'The Pui g' has a fine campani le. The seacliff scenery on the NW
coast is magnificent.

U.S.A.
DES RUBENS writes - 'In early Jul y 1983, lan Dalley and I fl ew to Los Angeles for a three
week tour of the California Sierras. At that time, with the £ at $1.50, fli ghts for £360 and
car hire thrown in at £60 per week, we were able to lead a carefree existence, clocki ng up
the miles in our cruise control Oldsmobile. H aving negotiated the LA freeways , we found
ourselves next day winding through Yosemite National Park bound for the high meadows
and granite domes ofTuolumne. Although only passing through, it was impossible not
to stop and photograph ' The Valley' with its tremendous granite wall s and graceful
waterfalls, swollen by meltwater. Like the Matterhorn from Zermatt , overexposure still
fails to prepare one for the magnificent reality.
Another hour's drive took us up to the Tuolumne Meadows. H ere we were slightly
taken aback to find the snowpack, after a winter of record snowfall , st ill ten feet deep
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under the pines and the official camp sites closed. Our solution was to drive over the
Tioga Pass to camp at 9,000 feet just outside ational Park territory. From our tent we
could look over ice bound lakes, limitless snow fields and the wide views of the High Sierra.
Though pleasing, it was rather different from the sunny nower decked meadows we had
anticipated. However, despite frosty nights, we had four wonderful days. Tuolumne is
a magical, undeveloped land of giant glaciated domes, sparkling blue lakes, meadows,
pristine forests and superb climbing. Moreover, Ian and I had the place to ourselves ,
the locals seemingly unused to snow inJuly. Particularly outstanding climbs were West
Crack (5.8), a single 400 foot vertical crack, North Face of Fairview (5.9) and The Dike
(5.8), an unprotected slab engendering sweaty palms. We also romped up the white granite
of the Great White Book (5.6), The Hobbit (5. 7) and the Water Cracks (5.7). One day, we so
far forgot our penchant for roadside crags as to walk up to climb the SE Buttress 5.4) of
Cathedral Peak , whose first ascent was made in 1869 by John Muir, now rightly revered
as patron saint of the conservation movement in the States and to whom so much is owed
for the present unexploited state of the Sierras.
We now dropped down to the Owens Valley on the steep eastern side of the range ,
exchanging ponderosa pines and Alpine meadows for desert sagebrush. On our journey
south down the range we passed Mono Lake, another of California's many natural wonders .
This unique alkaline lake , with its abundant food supply, is breeding ground for most of
the Californian gull population and millions of ph ala ropes. Sadly, its existence is threatened by LA ' s insatiable demand for water and, as the run off from the Sierras is siphoned
off, its level drops yearly.
After the roadside cragging of Tuolumne, our traditionally Scottish love of long
walk-ins asserted itself, and, obtaining permits from the ranger centre at Mammoth , we
set off for Minaret Lake. The walk was satisfyingly lengthened by blocked roads, deep
snow , river crossings and a navigational error, forgiveable in mountaineers more used
to misty moors rather than deep forests. By dusk , the thinnest sliver of a new moon was
rising over the towers of the Minarets. A roaring open fire succeeded in keeping off
marauding bears and other native carnivores and we slept content under a myriad of
stars. On the following day we climbed the fine corners and walls of the steep South Face
of Clyde Minaret (5.8) to make the 3rd ascent of the peak that year (according to the
summit register). But even at 12,000 feet , we were baked on black walls until the sun left
the face after midday .
We continued our tour southwards to the Palisades, the most Alpine area of the
Sierras with several 14,000 peaks and a few small glaciers. We had now adapted to the
cloudless weather which stabilises over the range during the summer and no longer
comm ented on the curious lack of wind, rain and storm. Dispensing, therefore , with tent
and stove, we walked in from the road head above Big Pine to bivouac by Big Pine Lake
No. 3. On the following day, we made an ascent of Dark Star, a climb which, in Scotland,
would be called North Buttress. Nevertheless, as the longest climb in the Palisades , it
gave a fine variety of pitches, from steep dihedrals and chimneys to soaring aretes. Its
artificial sections, graded A3 in Steve Roper ' s guide, went free at about 5.9 or 5. 10. On
the day after, we retreated from an unclimbed line on the east face of Mount Sill , vertical
holdless granite proving too time consuming, cven for a naturalised Aberdonian, perhaps
due to a lack of grass ledges.
Our next visit took us up to the Whitney portal, from whence we walked up to the
east face ofMt. Whitney, the highest peak (14,494 feet) in the lower 48 states. We bivouacked in the grand eastern corrie , in a setting that would compare even with Lochnagar.
Here were the finest high altitude walls that we saw in the High Sierra, the Keiller Needle
(5.lOA3 in Roper) looking particularly worthwhile. Predictably, for the first and only
time , the weather didn ' t behave and we endured a miserably windy bivouac, before
climbing Whitney by the fine East Face route (5.4).
We took a day off from climbing and drove the 100 miles from the highest point in
the States to the lowest , in Death Valley . We sampled the heat , visited Zabriskie Point
and admired the remarkable colours of the rocks . Another 'not to be missed ' attraction.
Then we drove back northwards for hundreds of miles through the empty Nevada desert
to end up at Lover' s Leap, a roadside crag near Lake Tahoe . Here , we climbed the classic
Traveltr 's Buttress (5.9) with its remarkable horizontal sills and a horribly strenuous chimney ofa type of width presently unavailable in Scotland .
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After our first encounter with a rattlesnake, which passed off peaceably , we then
made another marathon drive back over the Tioga Pass to Y osemite. Despite our earlier
intentions to avoid the heat and the crowds of the ' Valley ,' we felt we couldn't leave
without attempting a route in the area with the world 's second finest granite crags. The
routes we did proved great classics, though lacking the grass, loose rock , wet moss and
grimy cracks of some of the better Scottish crags. By choosing starting times carefully
and with a valley floor temperature barely touching 80°F, we remained pleasantly cool.
We started on the east face of Middle Cathedral (5.9 AI), enjoyed a long day on the SteckSalathe (5.9) of the north face of Sentinel and finished up on the enjoyable Royal Arches
(5.6 AI). Only on the last pitch of this last route did we meet another pair of climbers ,
our first encounter of the holiday. From our ever changing positions on three routes , we

were always aware of stupendous scenery of the valley - El Cap , of course, Half Dome
dominating the valley head, Yosemite Falls, the world's second highest waterfall , Lost
Arrow Spire and the great expanse of Apron slabs.
Sadly, that was the end of the trip. As well as memories of some grand scenery, we
were also impressed with the pristine state of the National Parks and the High Sierra . I
could not help making comparisons with our own threatened Scottish uplands, where
the conservation of the last fragments of ancient forest and the most vulnerable plateaux
have not, even now , gained full protection from developers.'
[The editor was in the Northern Sierras with his wife during the same period and was
equally impressed with the standard of conservation maintained, sometimes in the face
of heavy usage. In addition to Yosemite and Tuolumne, they visited the Mammoth area,
in the Inyo National Forest. Mammoth itself, is a major ski centre and is an upmarket
Californian eqivalent to Aviemore. Like Aviemore it has a highly scenic hinterland , with
pine-grit lakes. These are dominated by a prominent little peak called Crystal Crag
which gave an enjoyable 700 foot scramble on splendid granite.]

U.S.S.R.
DES RUBENS as a recipient of the Sang Award visited the Caucasus last summer. H e
writes - 'Dave Broadhead and I had been postulating plans for a visit to the USSR for
some time. As no one known to us had exactly raved about the Pamirs , we decided to
opt for the Caucasus. These mountains , though historically of great interest , have been
neglected by British mountaineers in recent years. Our researches showed only one British
party I in the last few years, though post war visits by McInnes 1 and Hunt 's party] are
well documented. There was activity between the wars, our own j. H. B. Bell visiting
the range twice. Achievements by Austrian and German teams in the 30's paralled the
events taking place in the Alps at that time. The Caucasus ' Golden Age was during the
closing decades of the last century when, after the last Alpine summit had fallen, the
local tribes were pacified by the Imperial Russian Army and the range made available
to Alpine Club members . Naturally, they bagged most of the highest summits (although
the culmination of this era was the traverse ofUshba, the most difficult mountain in the
range, by a German party in 1903).
The range has now been open on a regular basis to Westerners for ten years. Any
mountaineer who can find the $800 (1984) can attend. Even at £1 = $1.40 Oune 1984)
this is not cheap and the Soviets , in demanding payment in dollars, seem unaware of the
recent problems of sterling. Having paid up, no other expenditure is required (other
than travel to Moscow - £200 ap. from Heathrow 1984) so the 23 day trip is reasonable
value for money.
The area available to us in 1984 was the Baksan Valley. This large valley runs Northeast for about fort y miles from the main dividing range and includes some twenty miles
of the main watershed. Several major tributaries debouche into the Baksan, of which
the Adyr Su and the Adyl Su are the best known. Among the finest mountains are the
twin peaks ofUshba (15,453 feet), Shkelda (14, 173 feet), jailik, Dongus-Orun and finally
Elbrus (18,481 feet), Europe 's highest.
Early in the year, I sent off a simple application form and received a prompt telegram
in reply, followed by a letter requesting payment which would, I was told, release an official
letter of invitation, required for visas. Our immediate action in transferring our fee was
followed by several months silence. Only after bombarding the Camps Directorate in
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Moscow with telegrams did we eventually produce the required response, three days before
the departure date . Furthermore, we travelled to Moscow a few days before the official
starti ng date , involving us in enta nglements with Intourist too tedious to relate here. In
th e end , of course, all was well and we gained a gli mpse of the Ru ss ia n bureaucratic
mind. Our initial few days in M oscow showed us some of the disadvantages of independent
travel In the Soviet Union, but nevertheless provided us with fascinating insights into
local life .
On the appointed day, we telephoned Mr M onastyrski , the Director of th e Camps,
who sent Marina , our interpreter, round to collect us and see us safely to Hotel Sport, a
modern establi shm ent in the Le nin Hill s a rea of the city . This place was freq uented by a
depressing number of track suited at hl etes, some from allied countries . This favoured
elite were prescribed especially tasty hi gh protein diets, which we admired while awaiting
our pleasant but mo re mund ane fare. Barters with the catering stafT involving caviar
and digital watc hes (where do they replace the ba tt eries?) also served to while away the
mealtime hours. Early on the 24th july, our group fl ew to Mineral ye Vod i, a spa resort
north of the Caucasus. After m any hours delay , due to torrenti al rain , we eventuall y
reached our hotel at Cheget, about four miles from the head of the Baksan Valley , th e
coach dri ver skilfull y negotiating several Grade IV land slides. The weather continued
ve ry bad , which was just as well as we spent most of th e fo ll owing day be ing introduced
to our Sovie t hos ts and their o rgan isatio n . This last was fairly large and rambling but
fortunately was very helpful a t ge tting folks like us ont o the hill by gettin g chits signed
quickly, transport to roadhead s organi sed and food from the ce ntral store. Apart from
ourselves , there were present a mixed bag of nationaliti es from the Communist Bl oc
and West ern Europe , a brace ofjapanese and solitary Engli sh a nd US representatives.
It quickl y beca me clear that the abiliti es of the group we re equall y disparate, but that
most had designs on Elbrus. This was strongl y encouraged by the Sov iets and we had
initiall y to take a st rong stance against Elbrus in favour of some of the ma ny lower, though
more interesting peaks.
Our 'advisers, ' Gena and Yurgi (w ho fortunately answered to George) having ascertained that we definitely didn ' t at present wish to climb Elbrus, found us a n attractive
tra ining peak injantugan ( 13,000 fee t). Nex t day, we se t ofT in heavy ra in up the Ad yr
Su valley to bivouac at the Green Hotel (Curiously: Green H otel = Green Bivouac , C heget
Camp = Cheget Hotel). It should be said that the Soviets have not stoo ped to such
unsporting ploys as weather forecasting but we were informed, as I have found common
in parts of the wo rld not too usu all y frequented by Westerners , that weather of this
unpleasantness was unusual hereabouts. Later , the rain ceased and j antugan a ppeared
as a magnifice nt icy fang domin a tin g the valle y.
We continued our walk up through beautifull y sce nted pinewoods to reach the Green
H otel, a deli ghtful meadow just belowa glacier, sheltered by a dorma nt m ora ine. Many
aluminium coloured tents were scattered about , characterised by a lack of modern fasten ers and an abunda nce of polythene sheeting , su ggesting to us that the weat her was not
as un seaso nal as we had recently been led to ex pect. W e were immedi atel y welcomed by
a group of ' Alpinistes' who thrust loads of tea and stew at us. It becam e a feature of our
visits to any popu lar ca mping spot (the re are no Alpine style huts in the Caucas us, except
on Elbru s) that we were always made warmly welcome, so much so that we never had to
cate r for ourselves in such places. W e stayed up until midnight with our hosts, who were
good co mpan y, discuss ing topics fro m Scottish rock-climbing et hics to Ru ssian literature
(and vice versa). It inte rested us that our female hosts were shipbuildin g engin eers from
Leningrad a nd of a type of Slav ic beaut y not often portrayed in the western press. Gea r
was also mutua ll y fasc inatin g. The boot and rucksack revolution has not yet taken place
in the USSR a nd indeed, m any of their garmen ts seemed wate r absorbent rat her than
wate r repellent. The presence of many fine specimens of nailed boots gave a n old fashioned
air to the Ru ssia n teams , where thejoys of being in the hills still seemed to take precedence
over the modern competitive spirit.
On the foll owi ng day we were away at 4 am to co mplete our peak by a fine PO
route, wel l wit hin the official co ntrol tim e. Unfortuna tely our hoped for views of Ushba
we re dashed by rapidl y moving cloud. But we did clarify our knowledge of the local geography, usefu l as no maps or guides were o n sale in the hotel lobby. Some views of the
great 5,000 metre peaks of the Bezingi area were obtained some thirty miles distant ,
notably D ykh -Tau and Shkara. It was obvious that peaks in the immediate area offe red
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some magnificent mountaineering, mainly of a high order of ice and mixed faces and
ridges and some serious traverses , a form of mountaineering to which many ofthe highest
mountains obviously lent themselves. The only exception to this jagged maze of peaks
was Elbrus itself, which we had seen for the first time, flushed pink, at dawn, a volcan ic
bulk of enormous dimensions whose twin summits were, nevertheless , not without grace.
After a fine afternoon tea back at the Green H otel , we were back at Cheget by dusk.
The hotel, which lacked any comfortable social centre but catered for bored teenagers
who fed slot machines all day, contrasted so strongly with the outdoor life that we were
out on the hill again as soon as possible. On the next day, we walked for eight hours up
the lovely Adyl Su valley to attempt a 1,000 metre Argentiere type face on Ullu Tau
Chana at the head of the valley. This attempt failed after about 10 metres in the face of
high temperatures and falling rocks. Our hosts had been so concerned at our attempting
this 5B (Russian grading) route that they had sent along three advisers to watch us through
a telescope from the valley floor. It was obvious that , after our retreat, they thought poorly
of the whole business and our position in the league table, quite high after our rapid
ascent ofJ antugan, slipped alongway . Moreover , we had not yet expressed any interest
in Elbrus.
We regained some cred ibility by traversing the peaks of Dongus-Orun and Nakra.
Two horribly unpleasant bivouacs, one involving water and the other snow , were endured
on the two attempts we made on this traverse. Our persistence was rewarded in the face
of constantly poor weather by the ascent of the fine North-east ridge of Dongus-Orun (D) ,
bivouacking (see above) on its summit. From over 14,000 feet, the view from our icy
bags in the morning was beyond compare as, on our first really good day of clear skies
and deep cold , range after range of the central Caucasus stretched before us in the ghostly
pre-dawn light and we saw Ushba , one of the world ' s great mountains, for the first time.
Luck ily , the rest of the day remained clear as we traversed several large features in the
long descent from Nakra, some of which proved interesting navigational challenges even
in good weather.
We now turned our attention to Ushba. Two short days brought us to a camp on
the Ushba plateau below the north ridge ofUshba north, some 3,000 feet below the summit.
I was intrigued by the behaviour ofGeorge and Gena, who accompanied us as far as the
Pl ateau. Although they conscient iously warned us from time to time on such mountaineering hazards as balled up crampons , they were quite content to ascend the Ushba icefall,
whose density oflarge crevasses was considerable, unroped . I became eve n more intrigued
when they later took the trouble to warn us about a recent fatality befalling a lone Ru ssian
in an equally horribly crevassed area which we were about to visit.
When we arrived , some Spaniards were abandoning an attempt on the mountain
saving us the trouble of excavating platforms. George and Gena were admirable hosts
whose enormous sacks had brought up copious quantities of fresh tomatoes, apples and
cognac to while away the rest of an indifferent day. In the evening, we were treated to
some great views of Shkelda, though our own peak remained elusive. On the following
day , deciding that poor weather now was preferable to appalling weather later, we climbed
the North ridge of Ushba North (D) leaving at the unAlpine hour of 8 am. The climb
would undoubtedly have been magnificent had we been able to see anything. Instead ,
the technical difficulties of steep ice and exposed ridges with fres h snow had to suffice.
Dave later discovered that no ascent of this peak by a British party had been recorded
since pre Revolution times, so our satisfaction at gaining the summit in such indifferent
weather was increased . Our main regret was that we were unable to make a traverse of
the twin peaks of the mountain. We returned to some grave handshakes from Czecks
who had also set up residence on the plateau, then descended the icefall the following
morning, accompanied by fine blasts of wind on the crags above.
We now had four remaining days. I was keen to attempt another 'face nord ' while
Dave, slightly guiltily, had aspirations towards 'The Big E.' We compromised by doing
both and on the afternoon after coming down from Ushba found ourselves plodding up
a dreary moraine in the rain to bivouac below the Northjace of Ullu K ara Tau, a peak
near Jantugan. It precipitated on and off throughout the night, but at dawn it cleared
sufficiently, the temperature was below freezing and we decided to 'go for it.' Although
George had recommended this fine icy wall to us, he had omitted to mention the 2,000
foot ice fall barring the foot of the face. We made a very rapid ascent over avalanche
debris and under seracs , surmounting onc or two Grade IV ice pitches. The upper 2,000
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feet consisted of a gradu all y steepening headwall , which wc climbed on impro\' ing ne\'e
a nd lowe ring tempera tures as the weather began to clear for the first tim e in e\'eral d ays.
E\'en the upper pa rt was threatened by so me seracs but we were e\-cntuall y able to mO\'e
out ontO a bea utiful arete which brought us to the summit ridge after six hours of TO
climbing. Anoth er approaching storm robbed us of views as we crossed a plateau to hit
orft he descent ridge , 3,000 feet of PO down climbing to the Kashka tash Pass. Our final
descent of the crevassed glacie r in deep snow was rem inisce nt of winter conditions.
In the morning, we descended to Cheget and a couple of hours lat er we re on our
way up to the Priut hut o n Elbru s. Mecha nical uplift is avai lable to within an hour oft he
hut , situated at abo ut 13,500 feet. W e passed the rem a ind er of a mi sty day in thi s pleasa nt
pl ace, chatting with so me friendl y East G ermans, who were visiting th e Caucasus by
illegally overstay in g thei r transi t visas. These unfo rtuna te mountain ent hu siasts find it
very difficult to visit high mountains in eit her the East or the West.
For the summit d ay, we were away by 2.30 am by th e light of a full moon . W e
reac hed the east summit near'" 5 .000 feet hi gher juSt after sunrise wit h the thermometer
at 5° F and a gale force wind. forcing us to lie prone in order to m ake the obli gatory radio
call . Neverthele ss , we had the pl easure of gaining a m agnifice nt view of th e range , as,
unlike the other foreign teams who had made earlier ascents, we enjoyed perfect visibilit y.
We are now able to trace imaginary dotted lines over m any of the mountains which for
so m any month s had been names from books or journals . By 9.00 a m, we were on the
higher west summit , m arked not by an honest cairn but by the red fl ag and th e hammer
and sickle. (Wh ere was the bust of Lenin!). By this time , the wind had dropped and we
we re able to enjoy th e view to the full. Al so, unlike on Europe's oth er hi ghes t summit ,
we had the mountai n to ourselves, as we were the on ly team to make a n ascent that day.
It is worth notin g th at , whi le the ascent is fairly stra ightforward , the mou nt ain is d evoid
of shelter and th at stro ng wind s a nd low temperatures are co mm o n .'
Notes I . W e found no hindran ce in a ttempting any climb we wished, though we had
occas ionall y to be strong minded.
2. Radi os are carried by all parties and check in times are decided at outset.
3. Control times a re given but are ge nero us. Failure to re turn a ft e r exp iry. unless

the safety of the party has been ascertain ed by rad io, will precip it a te rescue .
4 . Fortun ately, there is no helicopte r rescue serv ice. (The m ou nt ains a re still
peace ful ).
5. There being no Tiso branch in M oscow, gear is hard to come by a nd much
local gear is homemade. Russian mountaineers are keen to acquire boots , harnesses etc. In re turn , they have a n abundance o f titanium ice screws, but not
much else.
6 . All fo od is provided, but chocol ate, pas ta a nd pac ket soup are worth ta kin g.
Vegetarians would have a hard tim e at low altitud es.
7. No weather forecasts arc ava il able, though curi o usly th ere is a metereologi cal
research stat ion on Elbrus .
8 . 0 m aps o r guides are readily ava il able.
9. No huts ex ist, (except on Elbrus) .
10. Finall y, there is plenty of scope for all ab iliti es of mountaineers, though in view
of facilities mentioned above, more ' m ounta in se nse' is required than in the
Alps. Soviet m o unta ineers, particularl y in bivou ac areas , arc ext remely warm
towards Weste rn mountaineers .
R eferences: 1.
2.
3.

AJ 198 1 P 126
McInnes ' Look Behind the R anges '
Hunt & Brasher' The R ed Snows' Hut chi so n 1960.

Sweden
D . J. BROADHEAD writes - ' Sarek National Park, Swede n is Europes la rges t wilderness.
Wild , unspoilt Ijell count ry. M ighty m ountains . glaciers, dee pl y carved vall eys. En ticed
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by descriptions such as these , the ' Scottish Sarek Expedition 1984' left Glasgow airport
on March 23, flying to Bodo , Norway, well North of the Arctic Circle, the temperature
well below zero. Apart from the headed notepaper, Dave KirkJand , Dave Morris, Anne
Macintyre and myself had a pair of cross country mountain touring skis each , food and
fuel for twelve days , an alarming amount of gear and a ' pulk ' (small sledge) to help carry
it all . A bus ride took us inland to Sulitjelma vi llage, then three days on ski across the
border to the edge of Sarek. Crossing featureless rolling country and broad frozen lakes,
this long approach made the prospect of bad weather rather serious , particularly on the
return. However, our worst weather was ex perienced on the first day, just as we were
finding our feet. A cold and very windy version of baptism by fire, our frostchapped
cheeks bore the scars for the rest of the trip when the weather was generally good.
With a Wild Country ' Super Nova ' tent, a geodesic dome which fitted the four of
us very snugly, we were completely se lf sufficient, although as it turned out we were
able to use several comfortable huts. Approaching via Pieskehaurestugan and Tarraluoppalstugan huts we crossed a broad pass of 909 m into the Sarvesvagge valley, the
mountains hidden by thick cloud. Following this valley down as far as the upper reaches
of the birch woods we joined the Rapa valley where at last the clouds lifted, revealing
the impressive peaks and corries all around. In brilliant sunshine we climbed up to
Mikkelstugan hut , in the heart of the massif and at the foot of Sarektjakka, at 2,089 m
the highest peak in the area. We were carrying crampons and axes with the intention of
attempting a peak, though our busy schedule only allowed one climbing day. Unfortunately this turned out very misty, so instead we turned west and began the long return by
a more northerly route, following the Alkavagge valley to Alkastugan hut.
Leaving the Sarek peaks beh ind , two days of perfect weat her took us to Staloluokta
and Sarjasjaurestugan huts, crossing back into Norway with a day to spare, allowing a
short detour into the Sulitjelma range. This littl e massif sits astride the frontier, with the
Blumansisen ice cap to the north and an extensive system of glaciers to the south surrounding
some dramatic peaks. From a camp at about 1000 m on a glacier pass we swapped skis
for crampons for the first time and climbed the shapely Vardetoppen (1722 m). From
below, the traverse to Stortoppen (1830 m) had looked attract ive, until closer exam ination
revealed that this would be a long and serious route. On our return it was interesting to
discover from Per Prag's informative ' Mountain Holidays in Norway' (publi shed 1963)
that 'this long a nd razor sharp arete .... has never been traversed.' Satisfied with a fine
view from the top , next day we enjoyed our final ski descent of alm ost 1000 m back to
Sulitjelma village on April 6. Having skied over 200 kilometres in 13 days we enjoyed a
very successfu l trip and the unique experience of the Arctic wilderness in winter.

The Himalayas
1984,Joint Anglo-American Karakoram expedition
SANDY ALLA N was with this exped ition , led by Mal Duffand Burt Greenspan.
The Mustagh Tower (7274 m) was cl imbed by the Brown/ Patey route made in 1956.

Porters were not used on the ascent and tent s were used as fo ll ows:
30June

(bivouac tent )
29 July
30July

BaseCamp
4500m
CampI
4900 m
Camp2
5600m
Fixed ropes used from Camp 2
Camp3
6200m
to Camp 3 on the col.
Camp4
6500m
Summit reac hed by Mal Duffand Tony Brindle
Summit reached by Jon Tinker and Sandy Allan

Australia - a postscript
The ubiquitous A. L. CRAM isone of the C lub 's most indefatigable travellers - and among
the most avidly read contributors to SMC Abroad . In response to a raised editorial eye-
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brow at the absence of ' nasties' in the account of his Australian travels which appeared
in the last issue he sends the following: 'The whole Coral Sea from the Torres Straits
down to near the south of Queensland is infested with 'box jellyfish' which trail strings
of biologically poisonous tentacles. Contact wi th these causes intense pain, shock, paralysis and frequently death. I saw one young woman rescued from the sea and lying on
the beach with four or five whip like scars across her shin s, thighs and stomach, brown
in colour a nd being dosed with the antidote am monia undi luted by a lifesaving team .
She was unconscious and soon died. One ma n told me of a single strand across his arm
that was so painful that he felt he would have cut his hand off had he had a weapon in
such a frantic state he was in . Curiously, out at the Barrier Reef, 200 kms offshore , one
could bathe unscathed . Inshore one can see blue sha rks, curiously small, as one expects
better things, a mere six feet long and slim but I am told capable of slashing wounds
from rows of thin sharp ribbon like ' teeth. '
Perhaps because, my wife and I were inu red to snakes in Africa, we hardly mentioned
those we came across in Australia. All one can say is that where you expect them they
are abse nt and in bleak a nd barren places, scorched by th e sun , there they are. I thought
they were less aggressive than the mambas, cob ras, puff adders and the like in Africa.
Bu t then mammals in Australia are not aggress ive , if one excep ts Aborigines and here
the unwritten story which one hears orally is not very co mforting. One has to watch for
the st inging tree in the forest with its large furry leaf and raspberry like fruit. Contact
can cause a ve ry painful sting last ing two or three days, yet it looks so attractive and
innocent. I have had a few stings pushing through thick scrub dow nhill , teaching one to
look out. Washing in water brings up the sting which can cause sh ivers. Bl ack widow
spiders and 'tunnel web ' spiders have awesome reputations. One oftens sees the tunnel
web in the bush. The giganti c web of the Golden Orb large spide r is not uncommon.
The strands' are mucous sticks and st icks. In the D aintree Rive r are very large crocodiles ,
sea and freshwater species. It is said they molest swim mers a nd the answer is not to swim
in these rivers, or near the mangrove swamps they frequent. A good deal of Queensland
Coast is mangrove swamp preventing access to the sea. Some very poisonous species of
snake do inhabit the widely differing environments and one sees them slide away, sometimes with a nasty backward glance. The best tactic in Africa as in Australia is to thump
the ground with a st ick as one walks along. As my wife has pointed out to me, ' You don 't
want to see snakes, do you ?' A difficult question to answe r truthfully.
It is hardly possible to describe the teeming and ve ry lovely birdlife, the butterflies ,
especially the Large Mountain Blue, the lizards and the fl owers, not to m~ntion the
animals. If one sto ps still in the rain forest for half an hour everyt hing begins to come
out of the undergrowth and of co urse every species is different from those in Europe.
When one considers the length of the K omodo dragon as about 10 feet, it is surprising to
find the Australian pere ntie at over 8 feet and 6 foot goannas are common among the
trees.
The taipan is possibly the most deadly snake in the world and its bite is said almost
invariably to kill . Milked it can produce enough venom to kill 200 sheep as opposed to
31 lethal sheep doses ta ken from the Indian cob ra. Fortun ately thi s sna ke withdraws in
the forest but the tiger snake is more aggressive and also lethal . Six feet lon g, I have
sometimes seen it slide into thickets. Vipers are also venomous and sometimes seen sunning. There is also the lethal 'copperhead' and the 'death adder' a short stout snake
often seen lying on warm rocks. Snakes inhabit every part of Australia and noisy walkin g
and slow gentle movements when a sna ke is visible serve to protect one. Snakes do however keep down the rat and rabbit plagues. From time to time I have noticed large rock
pythons. Mambas and cob ras in Africa will stand up and threaten one and once or twice
I have had to kill one, braci ng itself for aju mp, with a shot gun. In my personal view,
however, nearl y all snake bite s have resulted from human beings chasing snakes with
sticks or not standing still when con fronted.
Two other features one does not much hear about outside Australia are the long
dingo fences , to keep din gos in the North out of stockla nd and the quantity ofk angaroos,
put this yea r by the Minister of Evironment at 21 million when he granted licences to
cull 2 million. An unhappy experience is to observe the corpses of kangaroos along some
road verges killed by cars . A large kangaroo hit by a car can override the bonnet and
break away the wind sc ree n and arrive kicking in the driver's seat, so that today outback
trucks and cars have high ' ka ngaroo catchers' made of course inJapan. Of course some
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years ago dead sheep killed by cars we re all too common sigh t in this country.
Should a ny M ember co ntemplate visitin g Au strali a I could let him have some maps,
unobtainable outside that country. I have also some ma ps a nd guid es to loan if anyo ne
is thinking of go ing to th e Picos de E uro pa in Spa in .'

REVIEWS
' A Chance in a Million? ' - Scottish Avalanches . - By Bob Ba rton a nd Bl yth Wri ght.
(Scottish M ountaineering Trust, 11 9 pages, 39 line drawings , £4.95). - If you have already
been avalanched , you can read all a bout your incident in thi s book. If not , you should
read it before it ' s too la te . I ts di stinctive contribu tion to the litera ture on the subj ec t is to
asse m ble all recorded informa ti on on Scott ish avalanche accid ents, m any in anecdotal
form . It anal yses them and their causes, and points us toward s ways of improving the
odds. Because of their extensive ex perience, es peciall y whil st in structin g at G lenmore
Lodge for the past eight years, there can ha rdly be two better qualifi ed authors for this
task tha n Bob Ba rton a nd Bl yth W right. The onl y qualificati on they lack is tha t the y do
not yet seem to have bee n avalanched themselves.
Their brief hi story of avalanche acc idents in Scotla nd soon demoli shes the 'C ha nce
in a Million ?' perce ption of th e odds. The facts speak for themselves a nd th e fi gures
show a general rising trend . Avalanche accidents re prese nt about 10% o f all winter accidents on the hill s. In the four winters 197 5- 79, 21 avalanche acc idents were reco rded , 10
being fatal. Th e winter of 198 1-82 took the heaviest toll - 10 acc idents, 3 bein g fatal. An
ave rage of two to three perso ns is in volved in eac h acc ident and two in every three are
injured or killed .
The authors debu n k some common misco nceptions. M ore avalanc hes a re triggered
by their ow n victim s than are sta rted by corni ce colla pse. C ontrary to popul ar belief
o pen slopes a re by no means safe - at leas t one thi rd of reported accident s have occurred
there rather tha n in gull ies. On e bew ildering acc ident in Co ire an t-Sneachda occurred
when a 20 ° slope released a 15 cm thick wind slab of a rea abo ut 5 metres by 8 metres ; six
victim s were hospitali sed and one died from his inj uries, des pite wea ring a safety helm et.
H ow do we react to all thi s? Bob Barto n and Bl yth Wri ght warn u s off a fatali stic
philosophy. Although a proportion of avalanches do not obey the conventions they describe
and are in our present sta te of knowledge unpredictable, the maj ority of high-risk situations
can be readil y identified and avoided . Thei r purpose is not so much to a la rm as to alert ,
a nd to enhan ce our enj oyment of the hill s.
With th e poss ible excepti on of one Fi gure a nd th e irritatin g use of abbrev iations
such as ' TG met ,' the chapter on the a natom y of avala nches is nowhere too techni cal.
The illu strations so clea rly drawn by Dudley Evans help in the careful build-up of a bas ic
understandin g of how avalanche co nditi ons deve lo p , especiall y wind sla b - potenti all y
the greatest threat to m ountaineers a nd ofT-pi ste skiers in Scotland. Throughout the book,
a necdotes ma ke com pul sive readin g and include many very well -know n nam es. Time
spent in stud yin g th e m isfortun es of others is put to good use in th e fin al two chapters:
how can we improve the odd s?
Much u se ful advice is give n on obse rvin g the weather reco rd and exam ina ti on of
snowpits. Vital infe rences are occas ionall y em phas ised in heavy prin t a nd thi s helpful
feature could well have been ex tended . An y but th e most sys tem atic read er will find him self hav ing to re fer bac k to rel ated po ints made in the prev ious cha pte r , to draw up his
ow n mental chec k-l ist.
If thi s book is th e sell -o ut it dese rves to be, climbers may eve n enj oy their off-d ays
next winter, in heavy discuss ions of snow fall history and wind transporta tion , and d igging
snowpit cross -section al l over the slopes. Concl usions and advice are all the more impressive
for bein g not lightl y give n . Fo r instance, th e auth ors hes itate to co mmit themselves on
whether a n avalanche victim should hold on to his ice axe or not. It is a fac tual and fasc inatin g book whi ch makes us re-asse ss our attitudes to snow conditions and ri sks .
R .A .H .
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Until comparatively recently there was a widely held belief that ' Avalanches don ' t
occur in Scotland.' In their book, Bob Barton and Blyth Wright explode this myth once
and for all. This is the first publication devoted purely to Scottish avalanches and as
such is a most important addition to the literature.
Both authors are professional mountaineers currently on the stafT of Cl en more Lodge.
Between them th ey have many years of experience. Also, since Clenmore parties have
not infrequently been avalanche fodder, they have had unique opportunities to observe
and report on the accidents and the events leading up to them.
The book is in four main sections . The first is general and historical and sets the
scene so to speak. There follows a long chapter on avalanche anatomy and the sequence
of events which terminates in an avalanche. The third section ofTers sound practical advice
on assess ing avalanche hazard, what to do if caught in an avalanche and how to conduct
a search for avalanche victims. The book concludes with a slightly depressing analysis of
several Scottish avalanche accidents. Slightly depressing because the reader is left with
the disconcerting thought that 'there but for the grace of Cod go I" There a re five useful
appendices including a chronological li st of recorded Scottish avalanche accidents from
1925 to date. It seems clear from the text that the type of avalanche most likel y to cause
an accident in Scotland is windslab. It is also the most difficult to predict and the most
likely to kill or maim.
Barton and Wright have demonstrated that avalanches pose a very real threat to
winter mountaineers and skitourers. There is evidence to show that avalanche accidents
are increasing as more people use the mountains in winter. (Even as this review was
being prepared newspaper headlines reported the death of a lone young skitourer in an
avalanche on Ben Wyvis).
As with all accidents, prevention is of paramount importance. In order to prevent
avalanche accidents mountaineers have to be educated to recognise the hazard and avoid
it if possible. This book will give the reader a good basic knowledge of Scottish avalanches.
It is clearly written and well illustrated. It should be widely read by the mountaineering
public including hillwalkers.
My onl y criticism concerns the title which I feel is inappropriate. Someone browsing
through titles in a bookshop might easily miss the subtl ety of the? after' A Chance in a
Million ' and conclude that any risk as remote as that was not worth bothering about. In
fact the book deserves a place on the bookshelves of every climber, including SMC members,
a number of whom have been featured in the accident stati stics. At £4.95 it is a bargain.
D.R.C.
Cornwall - West Penwith. - By Pete O'Sullivan. (C limbers' Club guidebook, £6.95).
This new guide covers all the rock-climbing in the West Penwith of Cornwall and
replaces two previous guides and a later supplement. This obviously means a vast amount
of superb climbing in one book , in fact 800 routes of which 200 are new since the previous
guide -book but all wit hin a volume that is still not toO bulky. But perhaps this is the
guide ' s weakness, in packing all these routes in the contents themselves have been trimmed
down. It contains an introduction, a hi story, a sparse first ascent list and little else. The
route descriptions themselves have been pared down, sometimes to such an extent they
are difficult to follow (Raven Wall is an example of this, the guide doesn't even mention
that it follows a huge corner for much of its length). Routes of one pitch, no matter how
long or short, are all described in one paragraph rather than in standard CC form and
this gives these routes the look ofless importance. Climbs of Severe and above are given
technical pitch grades but again not all routes have these magic numbers. This seemed
especially so with older climbs in less popular areas, in Kittiwake Zawn for example no
routes have technical grades in spite of the fact that some are fine climbs. It would seem
that not everything has been checked out.
In a sea-cliff area such as this the approaches to the foot of the cliffs is of prime
importance and here the guide seems reasonably clear. The maps are good , clear if a
little lacking in detail but the 28 photo-diagrams (especiall y commissioned for this book
we are told) are another matter. Some, such as those of C hair Ladder, are reasonable;
others such as for Carn Barra or Curnard 's H ead, are a waste of space, white lines on a
featureless black wall. The decision to use these is all the more surprising when the author
himself has produced a fine clifT drawing in the front of the guide. The action photos
which do make you want to climb in Cornwall.
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On the grading side some of the more obvious mistakes have been rectified but still
some routes appear undergraded (some would say all Cornwall routes are undergraded).
The usual star system is used to denote merit, again plenty of scope for disagreement
but here there seems little correlation between text and star, The Curtain R aiser for
example is 'A splendid climb,' but rates no stars whereas Bishop's Rib , A splendid route'
rates three'
All in all this guide gives the impression of being hastily produced and relying heavily
on the previous guide 's opinions. It also seems slanted towards the harder climber, especially
those who know their way about already. Those with more modest aspirations will find
their climbs treated in a fairl y off-hand manner and little guidance given as what to go
for apart from the well known classics. Still for those who wish to climb in the sunny
south , it ' s still less th a n I p per climb.
A.F.
Mountaincraft and Leadership. - By Eric Langmuir
(Scottish Sports Council/Mountain Walking Leader Training Book, 361 pages and many
diagrams, £9.00).
This is an important book in that it is the official handbook for the Leadership Training schemes and will be used widely beyond them.
It is much longer than its predecessor, perhaps twice as big, and contains more information. But the material is presented in a more readable manner which takes more space.
This is not a manual compiled by a committee, but committee influences and the constraints
derived from its role as the official handbook for the Leader Training schemes have had
their effect. The section on security on steep ground complete ly ignores the existence of
equipment such as nuts and even slings so that is of limit ed practical application. Paradoxically modern gear items make their appearance in the section on snow and ice and
will presumably contribute further to the proliferat ion of pitons which bristle from so
many of the classic rock climbs which make popular winter routes today. There are a
number of instances of this kind of confusion in the book and criticisms may be made of
many detail points. Not all would agree completely with what appears to be a non-selective
bibliography and includes items of doubtful value such as the original BMC leaflet on
Mountain Hypothermia , nor with the recommendation of a 9 mm rope for hill walking
protection , nor with the diagrams and advice on ice-axe braking, nor with the failure to
mention the hazards that surround the wearing of crampons except that they 'can cause
problems. '
The difficulty really is that the book does not confine itself to mountain walking,
and scrambling. It overlaps into other sectors of climbing and this may confuse the readership for which it is primarily intended. However, there is an abundance of excellent advice
in this publication, most of it delivered in pleasantly readable form. The sections on
navigation, mountain weather, access and conservation and thoughts on party leadership
are likely to be especially useful. All in all it is very good value and likely to be a great
success.

W.D.B.

Ascent - The Mountaineering Experience in Word and Image. - Edited by Steve Roper
and Alien Steck. (Sierra Club Books £16 .95) . - ' Since it's inception in 1967 , Ascent has
undergone numerous changes. ' Thus begins the introduction to this 175 page , big glossy
hardback , destined to grace the bookshelves alongside the other biggies of recent years.
This the journal of the Sierra Club has now ' completed its metamorphosis from annual
journal to full-fledged book.'
Of the seventeen essays only ten are non-fiction (i.e. climbing articles) and three of
them refer to Denali or Mount McKinley.
Certainly the emphasis on fiction writing adds a new dimension to the pages of a
climbing journal , and most of these fiction articles would stand on their own in any type
of book. Personall y I feel prospective buyers might be disappointed at the lack of pure
climbing essays. There are some superb colour photographs of Denali and California
bouldering , along with excellent black and white shots of Patagonia.
One essay is all about a Glasgow grann:' aged 75 years who goes climbing' Included
are twO mediocre photos of the Ben. One point all you Munroists should check is there
are 543 of them according to the author - back to the drawing boards?
I have mixed feelings about this book, it certainly is well produced, but I wou ld
have prefered more climbing at this price.
B.S.F.
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Eric Shipton : The Six Mountain -Travel Books: - (Di adem, 800 pages, 106 plates and
a few maps, £16.95).
This anthology is a bargain buy because these books are long out of publication
and are difficult to obtain.
When I started climbing in the fifties Shipton's writings oflightweight and hazardous
trips provided me with a few bits of 'easy going' during a 'waist deep' plod through
many boring expedition books. H e seemed like a kindred spirit , not relishing a crammage
of humanity on the hill.
Shipton writes "With a wistfulness, perhaps tinged with sentimentality, I think of
the leisurely days of a few hundred years ago, before life was so hectic, before the countryside was spoi led by droves of people , and beauty itself so universally exploited as a
commercial proposition. "
At a total cost of less than £300, Shipton and his companion of many trips, Bill
Tilman battled their way up the Rishi Ganga Gorge - which had repelled many previous
expeditions - to enter for the first time the inner sanctuary of the Nanda Devi basin.
After extensive explorat ion and mapping of th e area, they were faced with the daunting
task of getting back out with a very limited food supply. So limited in fact, that they
were forced to exist on bamboo shoots for the last few days before reaching a small vi ll age.
But throughout a ll the hardships there was always appreciation of the beauty of the
surroundings.
Through these books you can share Shipton's exploits in mountaineering and
exploration - executed in the purest fashion.
D.P.
Scottish Mountain Footpaths. - a reconnaissance review of their condition , by R. Aitken ,
(Countryside Commission for Scotland , £3.50 + £1 p&p) - This is a very thorough examination of development and change in mountain footpaths as a result of the passage of
feet aided by natural processes. Perhaps because it lies outside the remit of the study the
eITects of the estate bulldozer on existing paths is largely ignored. Even so this is a valuable
and informative piece of research focussing on a cou pie of dozen well known locations as
examples which represent the range of condi tion s and problems. Most of the factors involved
and their detailed applications will contain few surprises to readers of the Journal , but
here they are set down in a structured form which gives a coherent picture of the whole
situation.

The need for action before the problems become more serious is convincingly put
and it is encouraging that the Countryside Commission for Scotland has already decided
to undertake a programme of management trials under the direction of Bob Aitken.
Scottish mountain users will welcome the CCS' involvement with a problem area which
the TS has already entered in the management of its mountain properties. One of the
serious obstacles which lies ahead wi ll be the funding of protective measures. Many of
us would see the financing of remedial work by landowners and others as a far more
productive form of expenditure by the CCS than the vogue for establishing routes like
the West Highland Way where much of the money is spent on legal fees and facilitative
measures rather than on the ground.
W.D.B.
The Ridiculou s Mountains . - By G J. F. Dutton, (Diadem, £7 .95).
This is a collection of the hilarious short stories about ' The Doctor' which have
appeared in the Journal o\'er the last years or so, together with some additions. The
improbable, yet believable adventures of this larger than life character either have you
addicted or leave you co ld . However, the tales are delivered with such an economy of
phrase and realism of background that you find yourselfin situations that have an airof
familiarity and among characters that you fee l you have met before. A splendid book to
dip into when you want to relax.
The North East Outcrops - edited by D. Dinwoodie (Scottish Mountaineering Trust ,
£5.95).
This is the latest guide to climbing on the lE. Coast, its predecessors being the
Etchachan guidebooks of 1960 , 1969 and 1978. The new guide is not on ly expanded in
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its coverage, dealing with a variety of small inland crags, but is much enlarged by the
huge increase in routes it contains. There are still a few gaps like Bennachie or the sea
cliffs near Portsoy, but this is an excellent guide, well illust rated by maps and diagrams
and containing enough material to occupy even the most active climber for a very long
time .

Journals of Kindred Clubs
Among the publications of kindred clubs we have received those from the French, Italian
and German Alpine Clubs. Of these La Montagne and La Rivista are the most impressive ,
with their magazine style and abundant colour photographs. The latter has a less glamorous
approach which is less commercial and probably neare r to our hearts than that of La
Montagne but both make one wish for flu ency in French and Italian so that one might
fully appreciate the taste of 'Un Salade Greque ' and find the answer to th e question ' Is
the Frequenter of Via Ferrata a True Alpinist?

The Pinnaclt Club Journal, 1982-84. - illustrates the wide range of activities and places
which are enjoyed by its membership and the good rock climbing standards they reach.
A pleasant journal in traditional style. Civilised , not unlike our own . . The centre pages
fell out too.
The B. F.M. C. Journal No. 2. - is the second issue from the Braes of Fife and has an enjoyable mix of articles , poems and drawings whic h reflect the character of this livel y club
together with its doings on the hills, on the crags, on ski and in the Alps .
The Midland Association of Mountaineers Journal 1983/ 1984. - Not having encountered a
M .A . M.J. for a number of years it was a pleasant surprise to discover this edition is not
dominated by crag- rot articles which seems to be the case with a number of other publicatlons.
Pieces on Lundy , Gogarth, Verdon and the Etive Slabs cater well for the rockclimber,
while those who look to the higher ranges can enjoy the Garhwal Himalaya , Mount Kenya ,
the Hi gh Atlas and two articles on moutaineering in North America.
All in all, a well-balanced journal, the only critisism being the poor-quality illustrations,
but it is understandable that high printing costs have prohibited a more lavish production.

D .P.
Also received have been The Tararua Tramper from New Zealand ,J ournal ofthtMountain
Club of South Africa, 1983, Polar Record No . 140, The Appalachia Bulletin, Berg, 1985, Seol/ish
Ski ClubJournal, 1984 and The Tuesday Group, Alps 1984.
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and hill-walkers
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People in
High Places

Trust in Troll
For 20 years Troll have been
world leaders in the design of
safety equipment for people in
high places. Since Haston on Hoy
in 1967 and Whillans on
Annapurna in 1970. up to today's
top international climbers and
mountaineers. Troll have provided
unparalleled confidence and
security.

• Harnesses
• Slings
• Clothing

• Rucksacks

Send for FREE Colour
Brochure showing full
range of equipment.
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SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
DISTRICT GUIDES
Southern Uplands
Southern Highlands
Central Highlands
Western Highlands
The Cairngorms
Northern Highlands
Isle of Skye (3rd Edition)
Munro's Tables (1984 Revision)
Scottish Highlands
Islands of Scotland

£9·95
£8 · 95
£9·95
£9·95
£8 · 95
£9·95
£9·95
£6·95
£8·95
Out of print

SCRAMBLERS GUIDE
Black Cuillin Ridge

£3·95

ROCK CLIMBING GUIDES
Arran
Arrochar
Ben Nevis
Cairngorms Area 1
Cairngorms Area 2
Cairngorms Area 4 / 5
Cairngorms Area 5
Northern Highlands 2
Creag Dubh & Craig-a-Barns

£4·20
£3·20
£4·20
£3·20
£3·50
£4·20
£3·20
£3·40
£5·95

NEW PUBLICATIONS
North East Outcrops of Scotland
Climbers Guide to the Cairngorms
A Chance in a Million - Scottish Avalanches

£5·95
£6·95
£4·95

ROCK & ICE CLIMB SERIES
Glen Coe & Glen Etive
Lochaber & Badenoch
Cuillin of Skye

£6·95
£5·95
£5·95

MAPS
Black Cuillin of Skye
Glencoe Area

£1 ·95
£1 ·95

Distributed by :

Cordee, 3a De Montfort Street, Leicester
Telephone Leicester 543579
All titles available from climbing shops and good booksellers

lIiii.

TWENTY YEARS ON BEN NEVIS: W. T. KILGOUR
This facsimile of the 1906 second edition has 208 pages including
32 photographic illustrations and an additional 8 chapter tailpiece
drawings. Kilgour's book is a charming account of the life and
work of the observers at the highest meteorological station in the
British Isles . It was written with the aim of raising funds towards
the continued life of the Ben Nevis Observatory, and his account
was anecdotal and full of human interest. However it also shows
the author's deep appreciation of the natural beauty of his
surroundings and contains a core of meteorological data that is of
great interest to those who frequent the hills .

Copies available from:
ANGELSEY BOOKS
1 Thomas Street, Holyhead
Gwynedd, Wales

or
THE ERN EST PRESS
595 Clarkston Road
Glasgow G44 5 QD

£5.95 + 74p for P&P
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If you want the very best of
. mountain gear, tents, jackets,
boots, stoves, maps, boots, etc ...
you name it-we'v e got it!
'TWo of the finest equipment
shops in Scotland, staffed by
experts , are available to you when
you come into Nevisport.
Look into our Licensed
Restaurant when next in
Fort William. Good food at
reasonable prices.

